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HARDWARE
issue inuuunnibeir eight sonLing- 11996

in this issue:

2 DAVE K'S PAGES: Didn't talk about too much this time out.

4 BRETT'S PAGES: Cool stories and news section.

6 IGNITE: Done back in August, it seems everygot theirinterviews out

first. Oh well...

1 2 RECORDS REVIEWS: Lots ofthem andads too... Beware your favorite

bandprobablygot trashed.

3 3 ENRAGE: S. I. 's home town heroes are the first band featured In this

local issue. Int. by Marc Wiener

36 JERSEY'S UNHEARD MUSIC: Read aboutJersey's scene ofyears past.

ByJason Pavia

37 NEW JERSEY'S GOT IT: By Dave K. Yes, Iripped offJason's idea. Sorry.

38 FLOORPUNCH: NewJersey's favorite new band speaks! Interview by
Brett (who else?)

40 97a: Anothergnat localband talks to HARDWARE! Interview by
Dave K. and Brett

44 ENSIGN: Last but not least, these locals from New Brunswick chat to

Hat Card

47 SCENE REPORTS: from all over...

54 PUSHEAD: Famed artist and singer ofSEPTICDEATHspeaks with us

on a variety ofsubjects. First U.S. interview in years! Get out the

magnatyingglass for this one!!

62 'ZINE REVIEWS: you sent them, we read them!

64 HALF-OFF: Chuck U. Farley trackeddown Bitty Rubin andgot a great

interview.

Hardware Fanzine is published by:

Pavid Koenig and Brett "I have a job" Beach

Additional Material By Drew Katchen, Matt Gard, Ronny Little, Marc Wiener,

Nate Wilson, Frank Cassidy, Oliver Lacoste Craig Cotton, Boi Polious, Tuomo
Miettikien. Fred Hammer, Jason Pavia (Whew 1

)

I
Coyer Pushead Screens: John Heim, Charles Maggio

C
PhotOS By: Oliver Lacoste, John Hiltz, Fred Hammer, AnrWN
Hoppe and a few others who didn't write their names on the pix! y

Disthbuted/Sold By Very, Victory, Vaccum, Read Until You Die,

Primordal Soup, Vintage Vinyl, Sound On Sound and good people like

Lance Wells, Dan of Cavity, Matt Average and others Thanks, guys!!

Well, it seems like evcrytime I do a news section, the

news is already old. Bear with me here. Brett always

does a better job with this. Some stuff that is happening

or has happened: DEADGUY has an entirely different

line-up. Tim and Keith left, and the rest of the band filled

their spots. Whether or not that is a good idea... I'm not

sure. The last I heard from Tim is that he has a new band

already and in May he's moving to Seattle. I hear John

Hiltz's shows over in Westfield are now "invite only". I

guess Brett, me and few others will be left out. Oh well...

Now the only regular shows in N.J. are at Handy St. in

New Brunswick and more often than not at Middlesex

County College. Most people who are putting on shows in

other places cites not being able to get the place enough,

that they're always booked up. This is a sad state of

affairs. Hopefully, things will pick up. ..Some labels

putting things out: Resevior Records is going to be releas-

ing everything Albany, N.Y.'s DEVOID OF FAITH has re-

corded thus far. Gern Blandsten Records lost WESTON to

Go Kart Records. From what I understand there was a

large sum of cash involved. I think Charles is trying to get

THE YAHMO'S to record their next release for him. Gern

has also just re-issued most of their stuff on CD and re-

issued both RORSCHACH Lps on vinyl. There's a new
CHISEL out too. The proposed "Blame It On The Fat Kid"

faninze doesn't look like it has much of a future. I just

wish Charles would get himself in another band already.

As you might have heard, our own Brett Beach has

started up a record label called IN MY BLOOD Records.

The first release will be the 97a 7" (I guess by the spring)

and hopefully FLOORPUNCH after that. Looks good. Old

Glory will be putting out the long-awaited ASSFACTOR 4

Lp. I think GLUE Records will be putting out a comp.

soon... N.J. hardcore legends A.O.D. have a retrospective

compilation CD out on Grand Theft Audio from California.

It contains the 7", the first Lp, demo tracks (Including the

"Brady Song") and a few live tracks. Review next issue,

make sure you pick this one up. I have been told that

BEDIAM will be next. Another Planet just released a LEE-

WAY CD with the first two lps and a MOB CD with the

"Upset the System" 7" and their Lp on it. All the above re-

issues will be reviewed next issue. Here's a late-breaking

story that I'm sure you'll want to know: MOUTHPIECE is

breaking up after about a six year existance. A couple of

last shows are planned but I do not know where or when
they will be. (I think the last will be at Middlesex) Check

around to find out the whole story on that. I'm glad they

broke up before they got cheesy. That's about all I can

come up with at this time. As usual, check Brett's pages

for more up to date information. ..DK

A\\%t)ine^$?. ncws -'

THANKS TO: Everyone who made this issue possible, all our distributors, all the people who send us stuff on a regular

basis, the labels and 'zines who advertise with us and to you for buying this fanzine. Without you, HARDWARE is nothing. A
special thanks goes out to my (Dave K.'s) wife for putting up with me doing this two or three hours a night. I love you honey!

As usual, thanks again for everything...



Neverbefore didI think life wouldbe tills good...
What a fucking year it has been. Never Have I been

this busy before. Days are passing quickly and it seems

I never have time for everything 1 wish to accomplish. I have moved twice,

got married , learned how to drive a car. put out two issues of Hardware

(O.K. no great accomplishment there, we were supposed to pump out

another one along the way!), learned my way around a computer. I'm pre-

sently working on three publications at once (HW, Pyre and that damn
re-print issue which I promise will be out this year!), looked at buying the

house I'm living in. looked at buying a new car...Whew! Most of these

things I thought would never happen in my life. The reason? I was to

damn stubborn! Being stubborn sometimes doesn't pay. Recently. I've

been thinking how life would be if 1 didn't make the choices and decisions

that 1 have this past year. It scares me that I almost fucked up everything

in my life by not realizing what I had. So much love, so much kindness

almost slipped away from my grasp, just because of the stubbornness I

carry with me on a daily basis. A lot of die changes in my life have done

me a world of good. I can't live my life for others. I have to live for

myself. 1995 will definitely go down as the most memorable of my life

thus far. I hope 1996 doesn't throw any curves, I'd rather stay on this

happy trip!

Well, I really think this could possibly our best issue yet. I really got

off my ass and got a few more people contributing to this rag. Some sec-

tions may either be shorter or longer depending on the input. Yes. there

is a little more computer damage Uiis time. Brett and I will probably be

arguing over the style of certain sections within. Each of us tries to

improve the work we do each issue. I'm really quite content with the

changes made. What do you think? I mean I really appreciate all the

positive response given to us, but I am really looking for more construct-

ive criticism. When I asked some people this time around what they

thought of the 'zine (#7). it seems most didn't want to say anything bad

or step on toes. I would like to thank Charles M, Mat G., Nate W. and

Drew K. for all the pros and cons. If really helped me think out things

better. But on a whole, quite a lot of you liked our last presentation, so

I'm staring to feel that we are acntally accomplishing something. If any of

you wish to do something to help in the expansion of Hardware, please

get in touch! Check out the inside back cover for the details. I'm not

asking for the world, just a little help. Reviews are most important. I'm

really not into reviewing most of the newer stuff that crosses our padis

these days. Just bored of hearing bad record after bad record. I would

really like to hear other people's opinions on new releases. Oh well, it was

just a thought...

Oop8...SoRRy t my misraHe...

Last issue, in our tiianks/no thanks list. Victory Records was listed

as a "No Thanks". Well, after a long talk with Tony Brummel (die main

dude behind Victory Records), I found out that they were not at fault. Let

rne explain... a few months ago these straight-edge shirts started to sur-

face with a picmre that I used as a part of my Dark Side of the Straight

Edge piece in Hardware #4. Naturally, Brett and I were a little perturbed

because it was like a couple of mondi since that issue was out and

walla!. ..diere are shirts with the pichire on it. Oh well, after a bit of quest-

ioning and investigation, we both found out that these kids got die shirts

from "Victory Records". I was meaning to call them up all summer but

never got around to it. So then I gave the "No Thanks". I mean I took the

picture from another source but I used it in a layout entirely of my own
design. Whatever. We sent Victory Records a copy of #7 because diey

did send us some stuff to review (we do like some of the records they

do). 1 was contacted by Tony's new media person and wrote back a long

letter explaining my case. Well, Tony was good enough to call me and we
talked for a long time. Turns out we both had a lot in common and he

dispelled many of the rumors concerning Victory Records. I never really

had anything against the guy, just 1 was pissed about die shirts. It seems

somebody else made the shirts up and sold them to victory, when diey

ran out. they asked die guy if they could make more because diey were

still getting orders for it. They really didn't know it was used somewhere

else. 1 apologize to Tony for the misunderstanding. I'm looking forward

Whata stubborn bastardI wasiti

to working with him in the future. Next rime I'm going to try and check

closer to make sure things like this don't happen again.

ave h.'s "Un" Encellent internet Adventure

It seems natural these days if you have a computer, you have to be

"connected". Lately, everybody has been asking me if I get E-Mail, is

your 'zine on the Internet, etc... Sorry, people. I'm not. The main reason is

financial, but the other is I don't see the Internet as this great big deal.

Sure, it has it good points, though I rather save my money than waste a

lot of time trying to find them! Recendy, I took one of those "free 10

hours" on-line services up on dieir offer. 1 was really just curious. One

weekend 1 spend on the Internet and the World Wide Web and after the

experience. I still wasn't convinced.

First off. those "chat" lines are full of shit. I thought very naively that

the people in a particular "room" where going to talk about the topics

presented. Oh boy! Was I ever wrong! It seemed that no matter what

"room" I entered, everybody was just talking a bunch of nonsense,

mosdy cryptic passages. One of my messages was, "Do you people have

lives?" Most responded, "No!" What a bunch of losers! After about two

hours of that bullshit, I decided to try my luck on the WWW.

Now this was a little better because I found a lot of tilings I was

interested in. Mostly the World Wide Web is made of "sites" which are

"pages" of information. A lot of them were broken down even further

and you could transfer to other sites while in the middle of one by

clicking on to a related subject. The cool shit I found (and downloaded)

was sniff like an original Star Wars script before the final draft, a

proposed Alien vs. Predator script, a Married With Children episode

guide, Alien fan fiction, X-Rated X-men stories and many horror-related

pages. The great thing was that some of this stuff was like over 100

pages each. It was also cool diat I could download it straight onto a disc

and work on it or print it out later.

I have been looking for an independent Internet provider because the

big boys are a little too expensive. They exist but you have to seek diem

out. So out of the two. the WWW outclasses the Internet. I really don't

wish to communicate with assholes and low-lives. If you know of any cool

horror movie/sci-fi/comic related web sites, please pass them on to me. I

might actually get around to them sometime.

Show? What show?
Maybe it's not as bad as I think but this year it seemed there just

wasn't as many shows taking place as the last couple. Granted I was

pretty busy, but... Middlesex just stopped. Cook College had to impli-

rnent a door policy, etc. There was quite a few VFW hall shows, though

these can be hit or miss (more often miss). It is just diere hasn't been any

good mid to large sized shows happening too much. I think what die area

needs is one good space with a stage, good P.A. lots of room to move

around and have people he able to set up record tables. It should he able

to put on shows at least once a month with a good headliner and a solid

mix of bands that people want to see. Presendy, I'm looking into a couple

of possibilities. Hopefully, at least one will pan out. Maybe you guys and

girls have been thinking the same thing. It doesn't hurt to check out the

local churches/schools/ community centers. Many of them are looking for

some extra bucks. It may be hard to convince them to do a hardcore

show, but doing food drives may make them at least consider it. Get

someone reliable to do the sound, book the bands and have a show! I

know, it's not as easy as it sounds. Shit! I may fail miserably but I'm going

to give it a shot. 1 guess I'm just tired of going to shows not much bigger

than my closet and some of the bands deserve better. So do you
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Well, I really thought I wis going to hove a couple more "personal" pages hero, hut, time got short so I'm just going to ramble on in 10 point for a

while. There's a lot that has been pissing me off lately and of coarse I want to share it with you. The major crap in my household b that we have to move
once agaia. It seems that the owners have sold the house sooner than expected and we will he "protected" 'til June 30rn. This means we have to go through

the whole bullshit process again. Dealing with racist assholes and unscrupulous realtors. I don't look forward to it, hut it must he done. My address is still

going to be good for a while and all mail will he forwarded. Keep sending the stuff here. Now let me get to the music-oriented gripes Can you please tell

me why the Hell is every single hardcore/punk band that existed in the Eighties getting back together? With like one or two original members? A couple of

years ago this trend started and is now become an epidemic. Do these bands think that they can reclaim the glory they experienced? I really don't see it.

Most of these bands come back with a whole slew of new meidorce songs and think they are the shit. If you ask the bands, most will say that they didn't get

the respect they deserved. What they mean by "respect" is money. Now I really don't cure anymore if a band wants to make a living off their music, that's

fine. If s just become this thing where everyone is looking to cash in on the latest "punk" band wagon These bands have had their time. If s over. So many
bands stay together way too long to being with, becoming weaker and weaker with each passing year. Believe me, a band with one of two original

members is not "the band", if s just a bona that has taken an old hand's name. I can't get excited about it. Ifs had enough that there's a glut of horrible

bands, let alone a glut of "old-timers" trying to relive "the good old days".... Next up, what the bell is up with this Star Wars/Punk connection? Why the hell

is it so fucking cool to be into Star Wars? This has become as cliche as being a vegan. For years, I was considered a geek for liking Star Wars and sci-fi in

general. Every since those three books came out by Marc Scott Zicree (which were great, by the way) this country has gone Star Wars. Now there is like a

new Star Wars book oat every other week, there is more Star Wars related merchandise now than there was when the fucking movies were out. There is

books out featuring, characters that were in the movies for like two seconds!! They even brought back Boba Fett in one book!! The character was killed in the

movies! Not only that the character only said like two lines in the fucking movie 1 1 What makes him so fucking cool? I wish all you people would just realize

all this new stuff has no basis in the Star Wars continuity and if s all about merchandising. All this stuff realty tarnishes those three pictures which I saw in

the theater when they came out. If you like the Star Wars universe honestly that' s fine, but for all those bandwagon jumpers out there, please net a fucking

life already!! Throw those faux "ringer" t shirts away already. (Who's idea was it to make those cool again?) Don't even get me started on the X Files. ...

The Dry Crusade continues: You know what really fucking irks me? Confessions of larger than life straight-edge guys who "lost the edge". The latest issue of

Second Nature has aa interview with Dan 0'Mahoney, who talks about his drinking binge. By the tone of the interview, we are supposed to feel sympathy

for the guy. Yeah right. I'm sick and tired of hearing these fucking cry babies talk about bow they just couldn't handle life and turned to drinking or drugs

Life is sometimes hard, but is nowhere near as bard as some have it in this world. All these people have got up on a soapbox for years saying that drinking

isn't the answer, yet when the first major catastrophe is handed to them, they grab the nearest bottle instead of dealing, with the problems directly. I've

buried enough of these people.... Usually when an issue of Hardware comes out around the beginning of the new year, I nave a few top ten lists. This year

not much was great enough to warrant a "top ten" but I'll rattle off a few things. I don't think there is a number one record but these may come dose:

DEVOID OF FAITH's ten-inch is definitely a powerhouse of crusty hardcore, LOS CRUDOS's side on the split Lp is decent, but I haven't listened to it in a

while. FLOORPUNCH's "Goal line Stand" is one of the better demos to come out this year, they are part of a new "88" revolution which has both good and

bad bands involved. Most of the great stuff has been the reissues; RORSCHACH'S "Autopsy" CD is fantastic, all the stuff on Grand Theft Audio is very

welcome. I guess if there was a "label of the year" they would be it. 45 GRAVE's "Sleep In Safety" was reissued on CD and is a must have. REST IN

PIECES's "My Rage" In on Blackout is probably the most looked forward to reissue of the entire year. 1996 promises many more quality reissues and

honestly I can't wait. Some of you better pick up these things because there really isn't any aood new stuff coming out. That's the fucking sad truth....Which

we can segue into why hasn't there been a major breakthrough band from our area in like the last three or four yean? In my opinion, BORN AGAINST and

RORSCHACH were the last hands from the NJ./N.Y. area that did it. I mean get popular on a national/worldly scale. I think there is n few hands from

around here that can do it but they need a little more support from the local scene and get the word of mouth around to the rest of the folks. Brett's right

about that, we really have to try and put Jersey on the mnp. Hopefully in time, this will Happen... EARTH CRISIS will be on an upcoming MTV documentary

about underage drinking. Is this the band we would really want to represent the SxE/HC scene oa global television. Somehow I think the wrong message is

beina sent here. Look for it to be on in March... Another thing which is throwing me for a loop is the growing trend of... "Satan Rules!". Where the hell

did this come from? Everywhere you look is pentagrams, 666, etc... Probably even more stupid than the Star Wars thing. One day Matt Gard and I were

in my basement looking for something nnd I coma across the material for what would have been Against The Grain #3 (my second 'zine, which covered

music, politics and pop culture). Looking hack on what I wrote, I can't believe bow angry this stuff was. Kinda glad it didn't come out. One of the pieces I

wrote was part of an ongoing 'zine wnr with Pat Winter (Paper Cuts) and Rich Trash (Marching For Trash). After disowning one another, we both continued

to rip each other to shreds in our zines Petty? Sure was, but it made for good reading. Kind of miss that shit.... More about mail, if I told you people

once, I told yoa a thousand times...MAKE SURE THE ADDRESS ON YOUR ENVELOPE IS CLEAR AND LEGIDIBIilll I'm getting just a little sick of some of

the mail that comes here and I can barely make out where I'm supposed to sent it to. I don't want to open Maximum Rock And Roll one day and see a

letter, "Those Hardware guys are rip offsl" just because yoa didn't get your 'zine due to it being returned or sent to the dead letter office. I do a lot of mail

per week and I don't remember every name and address. Thank you... My apologies go out to anyone who sent us something to review for this issue and is

not within these pages. It either didn't get here in time or somehow got lost in the snuffle. Anything that got to as after January 1st was too late for this

issue, I had already done the layouts. They will be in the next issue. Please continue to send stuff early because the review section is the hardest thing to get

together and I usually lay it out before anything else. I already have like thirty different recordings to review for number nine.... MOVING UPDATE!!!!!

Well, much to our surprise, Lola and I not only found a great place to live within ten days of searching, if s right nround the corner from where we live

nowli Talk about your fucking luck. If s bigger and better, seems we will be hnppy there fund there's no threat of the bouse being sold). The people that

own this place didn't sell the house after all and are royally pissed that we nre leaving. Well, tough shit, we had no choice but to cut out. Now they want to

keep the security because they claim we "didn't give them 30 days notice". They were supposed to give us a new lease three months ago which is stated on

the present lease. They are also trying to say we did things here that we weren't not supposed to and it wns a breach of the lease Sare they told us that we
weren't allowed to nark in the driveway (which we did) but its not in the leasa, so it can't possibly be a "breach". Hopefully, we won't have to go to court

over this, though I feel we have all the right curds in this case. Anyway, if you rent a place, always chock the lease for little hidden clauses because the

landlord might try to screw you. Make sure you understand everything written in 'it, so a something like this happens to you, you'll be ready for them. My
new address is listed in the back of Hardware. Disregard the old address, send everything to the new one. I want to get all my mail on time. Thanks! I'm

finally getting to the end of this thing. As I write this, (Valentine's Day 1996) Brett nnd I should be finishing up all the loose ends that go with publishing

this fanzine. Hopefully next time, things will he less hectic and more organized (and people will actually give us photos?!?). I'm not sure who will be in the

next issue but we have a lot of ideas and there will be more people helping out. I really skk of this thing being overdue like ft is all the time. Apologies to

our advertisers who we told Hardware would he out in late January We are grateful for your support. Until next time.... -David Koenig
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ISSUE No. 8
Welcome lo yet another issue of HARDWARE 1

know, this one is delayed, as usual, but not nearly as

long as the last one. Good things come to those who

wait. At the last minute we got an interview with

Pushcad. who graciously offered to do the cover art

as well. So I think that's worth the delay. I'm really

running out of things to say in these intro things so

I'm going to skip it this time around Enjoy the issue.

The following is a review for HARDWARE from

Heartattack #X. Normally I wouldn't comment on

such things, but this one really pissed me off. It was

completely out of line, not to mention erroneous.

HARDWARE #6 & 7

I fucked up and didn't review HARDWARE #6 in

the last issue, and for that 1 apologize, but I took it

home to read and just never returned it to the HaC
office.. . which makes it clear that this is a really well

done /.inc. The writing is heavy handed and no

punches arc held, the interviews arc good (though the

bands in #6 are pretty crappy), and the layout is

effective. These arc wimp) little emo kids that are

under the delusion that they are big macho skinhead

types, so they tend lo worship bands like AGNOSTIC
FRONT. INTEGRITY and YUPPIC1DE and trash

bands like STILL LIFE. GRADE, and AMBER INN.

They must have been pushed around in the lunch line

in Junior High Still HARDWARE is worth checking

out. KM

OK, is this ajoke* Ordinarily I hate it when someone

writes into MRR (or any fan/ine) and rips on the

editors because they gave their product a bad review.

It's one persons opinion, either you like it or you don t

But in this case, this isjust plain ridiculous Did two

different people write this review? The first half

sounds pretty positive, but the second half sounds

like it was written by some kind of a

misinformed idiot I guess you don't

remember me, Kent 1 stayed at that

roach infested rat trap you called an

apartment for two days back in '9 1.

I didn't care about the surroundings

I just wanted to meet new people and

check out the local record stores and

Stuff. Me and my friend Chris even

volunteered to put together records

for you. We even talked about

IN ST ED for about two hours

straight Was I a "wimpy little emo
kid"' then? Just for your information

when I was on a lunch line the term

"emo" hadn't even been coined yet • *- *^^
and I am under no delusions

whatsoever. I'm neither macho nor a

skinhead I was never pushed around

either, so save your freshman year

psychology bullshit for someone who nj
needs it. 1 for one do not. I do like

AF a lot (I think you even interviewed

them back in No Answers, maybe you liked them back

then too, but sold out on real hardcore like everyone

else) because they arc a great hardcore band, but 1

certainly do not worship INTEGRITY or

YUPPICIDE I think both of those bands arc pretty

good but I don't think I ever even mentioned them

except in record reviews And if I do rip on bands

like AMBER INN, or STILL LIFE, or GRADE (who

the hell arc they?) it's because they SUCK. That's

right you heard me. they SUCK. I like hardcore and

none of those bands play it Should I give them some

candy ass review just because they play in someone's

basement when they tour'' I could really give two

sluts about that or their politics or their clothes or

what record label they're on or anything else, if they

don't play good music then I don't like them. It's

that elitist attitude you displayed in this review that

makes a lot of people think twice about the hardcore

scene. Ifyou don't like my fan/ine then fine, say you

don't like it. I don't give two shits Just don't make

up bunch of bullshit because we gave bands you like

a bad review It's not my fault they don't appeal lo

me. You know it's pretty funny, I never said anything

bad about HaC or you, and whenever anyone says

"Kent McClard is an idiot" or something I always

slick up for you and sav something like. "He was

pretty cool to me when I met him, he took me to a

couple of record stores and the Powell Warehouse,

so he's cool." Either way I won't even be wasting a

quarter on your shitty fanzine anymore. So good

luck, and get your facts straight next time

THREE GOOD CBS STORIES
Just to the right of the stage at CB's. in front of the

speakers, there is this wooden box. about two feet

tall anchored to the floor. I don't know what it was

for. but I used it to dive off of. all the time. Usually

during a packed show there would be between six

and ten people standing on this box. which only had

about six square feet of surface area During

SUPERTOUCH's set on April 23. 1989 I was on

the crowd during '"How Do You Feel"' when all of a

sudden I get whacked in the back of the head REALLY
hard. Since there are bodies basically all over the

place I figured it was somebody's Doc Martin or an

••;

elbow or something. A couple of songs later, after

regained all my senses. I dive again from the other

side of the stage. As I'm moving across the crowd,

singing along. I notice out of the corner of my eye

two skinhead girls standing on the box and one ol

them has brass knuckles on! When I get w ithin firing

distance she takes a swing at me, which I somehow

avoided Mv quick temper got the best ofme, because

aflcr she swung and missed I grabbed her arm and

yanked her ofl' the box and she fell on her ass in the

middle of the pit Immediately I come to my senses

and realized where I was and what the other people

in the room were like "Uh. oh I shouldn't have

done that.". I'm thinking. Then, out of the corner ol

my eye, I notice the skin with the brass knucks talking

to some fat skinhead guy and pointing in my general

direction I'm getting ready to make the classic CB's

sprint to the subway, because I know I can outrun

that guy. as long as no one jumps in and trips me up

on the way out. The guy comes over my direction

just as 1 "m trying lo get lost in the crowd and he starts

yelling at the guy who was standing next to me. and

in a case of divine intervention. I was standing next

to Alan Peters, who played bass lor ABSOLUTION
and formerly AF. Since he isn't picking on me 1 figure

I'd watch what happens The skin is yelling shit like,

"'My girlfriend said you hit her." and all this other

crap. Now I may have been a skinny little 16 year

old shit from Jersey, but I knew who NOT to fuck

with (which was basically everybody at these shows)

and the bass player for AF is definitely one of them 1

This idiot was a skinhead, for Christ sake, and he

was starting a fight with the bass player for AF How

stupid can you be? Alan Peters is trying to give the

guy the brush off by saying "I don't want any trouble

withyou. Get lost", etc But the skin wasn't listening

This lasted for about a minute and then he did it, he

took a swing at Alan Peters, and missed! At that

instant the crowd in front of me parted like the Red

Sea and in the middle of the void was Gav in "Holy

shit, this guy just made the biggest mistake of his

life". I was thinking. Gavin takes his shirt off and

yells, "Are you fucking with my friend'!'" and

without waiting for a reply, lays the guy out with one

of the mightiest blows I've ever seen thrown, outside

of the Rocky movies. The skin hit the floor like a
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sack ofpotatoes, bloodied and dazed. Gavin kicked

him and said. "Now get out of here, and don't let me
see you again.'* Near disaster averted It is obvious

that if the skin realized it was me his girlfriend was
pointing at and not the six foot five inch bass player

for two of the biggest and best NYHC bands, he

would have flattened me in an instant and no one

would have came to my aid Boy was that lucky.

BREAKDOWN played their first, last show with

!

VERBAL ASSAULT. VISION and some band

named CBMT (which stood for "Complicated Bone

Marrow Transplant") As anyone who went to CB's

during this period would attest to. the woman who
|

checked IDs at the door was a complete lunatic

Karen was here name, 1 think In the wake of the
|

Robert Chambers "Preppy Killer'" incident. NYC
cracked down pretty hard on underage people being

in bars, whether alcohol was being served or not. You

had to be over 1 6 to get in and you had to have ID to

prove it. Of course there were a lot of fifteen year
|

olds trying to get in. all with lake or borrowed I.D.'s

and Karen would grill us unmercifully Ifyou showed

her a birth certificate she would machine gun
questions at you like, "Where you were born. What's

your mother's maiden name. What's your father's

name " All pretty simple if you're using your own
birth certificate, but people used to pass those suckers

around like bottles of soda, and you had better

memorize all the info before the inquisition began

One slip up and you were a goner. On top of all this

she had a photographic memory. There were at least

400 or 500 people Irving to get into a big show If
|

she denied you entrance and you tried again an hour,

and two hundred people, later she would remember

you and have a bouncer run you out. On rare

occasions the bouncers took pity on a kid and tried to

sneak him in. but she would get wind of it and hunt

him down through the club. So I get to the show

early w ith a couple of friends I was sixteen, but my
friend Chris was fifteen. I got on line right away and

used my high school ID. and was promptly let in It

was a picture ID so she usually let up a little I gave

a copy of my birth certificate to Chris and he went to

the end of the line and didn't reach the door until at

least 45 minutes later. She remembered my name,

somehow, and detained Chris at the door, I'm

surprised she didn't make him wear a dunce cap All

the while he's proclaiming innocence while I'm

watching CBMT. Finally she lets him go find me.

but warns him that she's coming after him if he's not

back in 5 minutes He tells me all this, so I concoct

an elaborate story in my mind, and since I am an

expert liar, it just ma> work against this nut case.

BREAKDOWN was playing and I was not going to

be denied It would be a battle of wits, to the end. 1

handed offmy ID. to another friend, just in case she

ordered a search ofmy person during the interrogation

and we headed back towards the door. She grabbed

me and Chris by the arm, took my birth certificate

from his hand, and started firing away. "'Who's this?",

she said. I replied, "My brother" "What's your

name'" "William", I lied. Actually. William is my
confirmation name. I had to answer without

hesitation, or risk disaster "What's his name?", she

barked "'Brett" "Let's see your ID" Itoldhcrthat

I had given my wallet to my older brother for

safekeeping during the show and he had taken off for

the rest of the afternoon and was not coming back

until around 8:00PM to pick us up. You have to

understand. I had to play my cards right Not onlv

was I risking missing BREAKDOWN, but I could

|

be black listed from CB's for ever if this blew up big

enough She looked as if she was getting ready to

|

concede, victory was at hand, but she had one voile}

left She asked what my parents names were and
|

where my "brother" was bom I calmly answered

|

correctly, of course. Then I slipped up. She asked
|

me when is his birthday was She then asked me when
my birthday was I was unprepared fortius I looked

like a little kid, so I couldn't tell her I was too old or

the whole plan would fall apart I blurted out the

first date that popped into my head. February 2nd.

Groundhog's Day This would prove to be my
undoing "What year'.'", she asked. "

I
<)72".

I replied

As soon as (he words left my mouth I realized what I

had done I told her I was born five months before

my brother! A critical error She pounced quickly.

"That's impossible! You were born five months
before him'! Get them out of here!" In a last

desperate attempt to rebuild the dike I shouted. "We
were fraternal twins, and I was five months
premature'" "Get out ofhere" She took a ball point

pen and put a big "X" through the stamp on my hand.

gave me my five bucks back and two big guys pushed

me out the door So close to victory and I got flustered.

I had almost taken Karen to her Waterloo, but I came
up short. I stood out in the street with all the bums
and drunk skinheads and listened to BREAKDOWN
from there

This one is everybody s favorite. The one c\ cry body

wants to hear me tell, because they crack up so hard

when it's over Now that it's in print I will lay this

one to rest January 2nd. I
()X9 was the day of the big

Roger Mirct benefit, fifteen bands or something.

STRAIGHT AHEAD were one of them, and it was a

reunion. They did an unannounced reunion a few

months earlier at the "Pete's Sake" benefit, but I was
not there because my mother wouldn't let me go.

There was no way I was missing this one We got

there at 1 1 :30AM for a show that didn't start until

3:00PM and there was already a line To make matters

worse it was really cold. 1 wore three sweatshirts and

a pair of army pants with cut-off army shorts

underneath They finally started letting people in and

there were so many people on line I missed the first

band (VISION) entirely. Finally I made it inside and

took off all my outerwear and threw it in this big pile

of flight jackets in the buck, near the pool table.

(Don't ask me how I recovered all my clothes. I'm

not too sure cither) By now it was worse than a

sardine can in there, you could hardly move
NAUSEA, whom I hate, go on third and play for a

long time, considering the amount of bands left to

play. I guess it was about 4:30PM and I'm starving

Hell I was standing on line five hours So 1 get the

bright idea that I'll go get some food I walked next

door to the record canteen and ordered up a couple of

hot dogs It was only gone about twenty minutes,

tops I was walking back into CB's and there's all

these sweaty people coming out "Couldn't be

NAUSEA", I thought. They were finishing up when
1 left. A wave ofpanic spread over me. and I grabbed

some kid who was coming out all sweaty "Who just

played'.'!". 1 shouted. His answer: "STRAIGHT
AHEAD', and they were awesome!" Holv shit.

STRAIGHT AHEAD had set-up and played then

entire set in the time it took me to walk ten feet up the

street and cat two hot dogs

T urn
I don't have too much information this time around,

but I'll try to put together something any way . I'll start

things offwith my record label: In My Blood Records
The RELEASE discography I mentioned in the last

issue ofHARDWARE has been scrapped My partner

on that venture docs not want to do it since Lost &
Found already put out a RELEASE CD, although our
version would have been a lot better We were
planning on pulling the demo on it. plus ALL the

studio tracks, unrclcased versions ofother songs and
possibly even a live set I guess every body who was
looking forward to that loses out. Mv first release

(IMB.5) is the FLOORPUNCH "GoafLine Stand" 7

song demo. It's been out for a couple ofmonths now
We've sold a couple hundred at shows and through

mailorder and the response has been great. Look for

the ad somewhere in this issue for more info on that

1MB I will be the as yet unnamed FLOORPUNCH
7" It will most likely be 6 songs, at least four that

arc new since the demo was recorded That will be

out in mid July. They will be recording in mid-June
when the band returns to full strength after Zusi gets

home from college There will be a special numbered
pressing of 8X on gold vinyl. I am also kicking around

the idea of doing 200 on blue for mailorder There

will be more details available as things become
clearer. The demo will be available until the 7" comes
out. In the meantime I'm doing a split release with

Teamwork Records on a 07a 1 1 song 7", which will

be IMB2 (Look for the ad somewhere in this issue)

You can also mailorder that from me. just send $3.50
It is at the pressing plant as I write this and we should

have vinyl by mid-March There's going to be 25
made on red vinyl and the rest (1000) on black In

addition to that there will be a numbered pressing of

100 with a "HARDWARE FANZINE" stamp on the

inside of the cover Those will be sold in combination

with this issue I am also thinking about doing a New
Jersey 7" comp later in the year, but that is still in the

works. 1 am running this label the way I have always

wanted to: like a record collector That means special

pressings, colored vinyl, etc. Just like Revelation.

I'll save some of the colored ones for trade if anvone
is interested On to other news As you mav have

heard MOUTHPIECE will be breaking up soon They

are going to play their last show somewhere in Jersey

in April or May. I suggest that no one miss that

FASTBREAK's 7" should be out any minute now
Their Connecticut brother band CORNERSTONE
recorded some new songs for a split 7" with IGNITE
on Embassy Records They arc also going to have a

song on a Lookout Records (no. that's not a misprint

)

comp with WARZONE and LIFETIME among others

(this definitely takes the cake for the weirdest tiling

I've heard in a long time) The song they're putting

on that is "Why Bother" from their "Beating the

Masses" CD John Joseph's new band BOTH
WORLDS have a mini CD/10" coming out on
Another Planet Records called "Beyond- Zero

Gravity". 1 hear they're playing at CB's in April with

SUPERTOUCH Since I'm running out of room,

that's it for now!



ORANGE COUNTY

Zoli: It's freedom ofexpression, ifyou have

a zinc you have every single right, if you

didn't like the 7" or whatever, to write what-

ever you want about it It's your zinc, it's

how you feel. How are you gonna argue the

color red? If you don't like that 7" then you

don't like it You can put down whatever

the fuck you want man

HW: I understand but you got a little bent

out of shape.

Z: Who got bent?

HW: I don't know exactly but somebody

blew up my /me with an M-80 (Lots ol

laughs, of course)

/ Oh. that was just for fun. That was our

IGNITE, from Orange County California, have been making quite a name
|

for themselves over the past year or so by playing some classic styled

hardcore and touring the US a couple of times as well as Europe. 1 got
|

the chance to sit down with Zoli (vocals), Joe (guitar) and Brett (bass)

before they played a show around here back at the end of the summer.

All photos courtesy of Chris Alpino, CRUCIAL TIMES fanzine. Interview
|

by Brett.

HW: All right. Lets talk about the schism you guvs have with my review so we
can clear this all ur

fflfffflffllfflBL.

first bad review.

J: 1 never really thought twice about it Phil read it to me 1 thought it was fiinm

then somebody said how they thought it was lame how he (meaning me. Brett)

just isolated me out in the review and something I think the song turns straight-

up old school like we used to play and the other stuff can be more melodic stuff

that we're into but we still play it all

Z: You like the 'In My Time'" stu ff that I sang on so 1 like you

HW Just to let vou know, if a record comes out. I'll use that one as an example,

it has a sticker on it "Ex-Mcmbcrs of PUSHED ASIDE. UNITY, and NO FOR

AN ANSWER"' I know what all those bands sound like. I may not expect that

record to sound like any of those bands, but if it's a good hardcore record I'm

going to like it I can sec where people argue about being pigeonholed because

they were in those other bands, and that's a legitimate argument, but I'm not

going to say it should sound exactly like those bands I m just a fan of hardcore

and I want to hear a good hardcore record If it doesn't sound like the cx-mem-

bcrs of previous bands then great, as long as it's still good hardcore

J: 1 think all the songs on that 7" arc good actually. I think •Automatic" is cool

HW: I didn't say it was bad. I mean you should really read some of the other

reviews we have written, I mean the stuff that was really bad

J More than that I'm really happy with the "In My lime'" stuff. like "Straight

Ahead". So ifvou have a problem with that then I figure vou just have a problem

HW: No. that's the real deal. Can vou give us an update about Lost & Found and

what you're situation is with them''

Z Well we arc coming out with the "Call On My Brothers'" CD which has all the

"In My Time" stuffSO people don't have to worn about not getting that It's all

rc-rccordcd It has stuff from "Scarred For Life" Six new ones and a mystery

track. .

HW That's coming out on Conversion?

Z: Yeah, wait ifyou can to get "Call On My Brothers" because it" II be less expen-

sive. You get 16 songs where as the "In My Tunc" only has six songs

HW. So how did you guvs get mixed up with him (L & F) in the first place

considering all the bad press he has received?

J: NO FOR AN ANSWER was on tour over there and Dan gave them my num-

ber, an ex-UNITY guy, because lhc\ wanted to release the 12" on CD. So he

called me saying he was from L & F, it was early in the morning, he says, "1 want

to do the CD. Can I?" I was like. "What arc you talking about
-'" He was like.

"Ill give you X amount of dollars for it" I said "Yeah. I don't care" I was



broke or whatever so that was cool. He also said. "What have you been up to for

the past 200 years?" I told him I was in this band IGNITE and he said to send

him a tape. He called back and said, "I want to do your CD. How would you feel

about touring Europe this summer with SLAPSHOT'" That sounded pretty good

He was very supportive in the beginning, helped us to get our lour started

7 He puts out these ads. the newest one is with BATTERY, and he puts on the

top "New bands: Please send your demos" What he's looking for is "cx-mem-

bers of this or that What hell do ifyou are kind of a newer band is he'll put you

on a European tour for two months MAD is a big part of that too. but he looks

at a quick buck. He doesn't give royalties and really doesn't come through on a

lot of the promises he makes A lot of times he'll mess up the CD. like artisti-

cally. He's changes around the T-shirts we gave him. changed the artwork...

I

don't know, it's just cash. cash, cash

from hardline "beat the shit out of you if you smoke" to like seummy punk rock-

ers But the kids there arc really into hardcore, they know more about hardcore

and what Pat Dubar and Dan O'Mahoncy do in their offtimc. I'm like, •Why do

y ou know this?" There's this guy, Rob from Prague, he's the big daddy in Prague

He puts on all the shows and stuff He called me at Conversion when we got back

from Europe and he says. "So you arc recording for the record at Fulton." I low

the fuck do you know that? I don't even know the name of the place we're re-

cording at These kids arc just so into it.

J They're really positive. It's a really good scene.

J Plus when I said he could do a UNITY CD he must ha\c also thought I said

I get over there and 1 sec people wearing UNITY shirts all over the place.

Z: He docs what he wants to do He's the biggest distributor in Europe and he

has a lot of power. If you get in his way he'll screw with you by not pushing you

in Europe or even trying to boycott you We did this release with him, we prom-

ised we'd give him another release before we left and we did that He has already

put out three of our CD's, told us that he lost money on IGNITE in Europe It's

shouldn't be any hard feelings, we did what we promised and I hope he sticks to

his end of the bargain.

1 1 W: Other than that how's the European scene? You guys toured Europe before

you loured the U.S., obviously, what kind of reaction did you get over there*

Z There was not one fight when we played Not one fight Kids, if they slammed

and stuff, they'd pull each other up Really cool. We played some punk shows,

played some shows with Oi! Oi! skinhead guys and green mohawks Totally

cool Great scene

J There's no separation of division in the music scene over there Some cliques.

but everyone just comes together Not like other places

HW So what's the state of Orange County hardcore these days.'

Z: Absolutely awesome! We played in Croatia., and for me it was really just to

sec Europe and thai type of lifestyle. I got to talk to all kind of hardcore kids.

Z Gangs arc coming back That's the scary thing

HW Is there rcallv a lot of shows for these guys to make a scene at?

Z Well there's ihe average, we really don't have houses (that have shows) like

you do here But it's really scary that the gangs arc coming back. Thai's one of

the things thai ruined the scene a long time ago in the eighties. You'd go to shows

and instead of watching Ihe bands you'd always look over your shoulder to see

who the hell was standing behind you because people were always getting their

asses kicked

J There really isn't many hardcore bands in Orange County

1 1W: Did any of y ou guys ply on the GRUDGE record? (Believe me this question

was a joke.)

*m%%%%
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Z: Just trying to pay rent.

J GavinisinTRIGGERMAN Dan is in Berkeley. I'm in IGNITE

Z: Gavin's really concentrating on his artwork He's the most fucking insane

artist. I went to his house and he's got all this stuff His paintings look like

pictures.

HW: rhat gun on the HALFOFF 7" _

Z You should see his actual paintings, they're beautiful

HW What arc your immediate future plans?

Brett: Touring forever. Going to Europe for September and October.

HW So arc you going to take care of the Eost & Found guy when you get over

there'

Z: Yeah, we're going to work him over.

J: Pump him full of lead!

Z: We're going to take a little tour he has racks and racks of CD's I have never

seen so many CD's in one place.

B: Yeah and then after we got home we all thought we had a goldmine. We all got

about 2 each. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

HW: So what kind of differences are you seeing with the hardcore shows you are

plying now and the hardcore shows you played 8 or 1 years ago'.'

Z What's thai?

HW: They were a joke band with Billy Rubin. They put out a 7" about 5 or 6

years ago You know what I'm talking about "O.C. Garbage"'

IGNITE: ?????????

II W: OK. forget about that Why don't you tell me about some of the lyrics to

your songs'.' It's seems you have some good messages behind them

Z: Well the song call on my brothers goes: "It is the weak who arc cruel/ their

worth is always wrong/ compassion and kindness/ is only expected from the strong/

a friend who's not faithful, not caring/ won't last the fight/ but my foes know my

friends/ this gives a luck light/ compassion, loving, brotherhood, loyalty/ this is

friendship and all it's meaning/ is worth to me/ patience, kindness, intensity, all

abound/ never turn your back on your friends or family!"

HW: OK. that speaks for itself. How about "In My Time", you were talking

about that the Other night

Z: We have a couple of songs about fatherhood and parenting There's one song

"Sided", I didn't write most of the lyrics. Randy the old singer started it, 1 used

his verses and wrote my own choruses, but "In My Time" is pretty much about

the same thing. Anybody can... you need a license to buy a dog. you have to give

it shots and take care of it or whatever. Ifyou bet a dog senseless in the middle of
|

the street most people wouldn't care, but any asshole can have a kid

HW: And most of them do.

Z: You get more shit for like . people think you canjust have kids and you can be

a complete asshole. That you did your deed by having sex with your wife and

having children. It's about fatherhood and stuff, and *'ln My Time" is more a

personal thing about me and my father and stuff. I didn't explain it too well

Z: I didn't plav in hardcore shows X or 1 years ago but I went to them You had

SUICIDAL TENDENCIES playing with SOCIAL DISTORTION. 7 SECONDS,

and the BAD BRAINS and MINOR THREAT Everything would clash, you'd

have mohawk guys and you'd have straight edge guys. Now it's like one kind ol

music sta\ s with one kind of music Because I guess hardcore people don't like

I understand that people don't want people drunk at shows and smoking ciga-

rettes at shows. Thai's the only difference I sec, that it's rcallv categorized now

You have the drunk punk shows and you have the straight edge people beating

everybody up. I totally understand why they arc doing that. You know what

rcallv bothers me in the hardcore scene'.' It's a fucking soap opera If somebodv

does something it'll spread like wildfire. Everybody talks about you 1 hate that

HW It's to be expected I guess. .^^^^_^__^_^_^^^^_

J: Nobody's any better than any body else, that's a fact

Z: I just became a vegetarian and I feel weird about wearing a "Murder King'"

shirt, but I'm up on my soap box, I'm a vegetarian now. not a right wing vegetar-

ian. You get these next-day vegans who arc young and arc yelling at people and

a year later they're eating hamburgers. You know what I mean

HW: Yeah, that happens to a lot of people.

HW: So out off all those old O.C guvs, what arc they doing.'

Z: There is a lot of soap boxes and a lot of feeling sorry for yourself 1 don't like

lyrics that arc like always feeling sorry for yourself. 1 hate lyrics like that. "Eve

been put down and I've been hurt." or "I'm all by myself in this world." Bullshit

PMA

Z: There's a lot of bands in hardcore whose lyrics I don't like because they are

alwavs complaining but somebody putting them down. Somebodv stepping on

them or something. Pick yourself up.

B: Like Zoli was saying before about lyrics that put yourself down, we go to

Croatia and there is some crazy shit going on over there. Talk about having

something to complain about.



IW Yeah really, they're getting shot at.

B Compared to "My girlfriend lied to me"

Z They'll write five songs crying about it. That's the thing 1 can't stand. I mean,

we have so much to be thankful for. Give thanks and praises. Especially in this

country where you can go out, be 16 years old, make a hundred bucks a night

working your ass off in a restaurant You know'' There's nobody dropping

bombs on your head The 7-11 is open 24 hours a day You don't have much to

complain about. Especially ifyou are healthy, have a little money in your pocket,

have family and friends 1 can understand a couple of songs.

HW You guys have played a lot of shows in your history, even if it is a briefone

What do you think needs to be changed?

Z: I just want him (Joe) to stop hitting me in the face with his guitar 1

HW: All right, we have to have a run down of all the injuries. I saw you guys last

week, you were all right, then there was a bloody nose. The next time I see you

you've got a scar on your head Hovv'd you do that'.' ^^^

Z I was just standing there, saving something about PMA and he just slammed

me m the face for no reason. This punks a punkcr We jumped and I hit his elbow

and I got a hairline fracture, cracked this, and broke this (his nose), almost broke

it on'

JPw

1KB

HW: I didn't notice that. There wasn't a lot of blood.

Z: The cool thing was two days after in Virginia, same song, same part. Joe

came up once again. 1 was minding my own business, hit me in the head with the

guitar. I bled evenwhere. Gene Simmons, KISS •Alive II ", everywhere man.

HW -

That makes for a good show

J The last two shows we played I spent the whole night in the hospital with this

little baby Bleeding, crying.

HW: What did you do. give them a false name or something
1

'

Z: 1 have insurance

1W That s good, everyone should So other than that there has to be some other

complaint with the shows you have been seeing.

B: If you want to get something in you'll get it in The scene's pretty awesome.

I the kids arc positive

HW: You guys have been hanging around New Jersey for a while now

Z. Yeah, we moved here (joking)

B: Out here?

HW. Amwhere

/ What can you complain about? The only thing I complain about is it's fucking

hot No big deal

B I think that 95% of the shows we play arc awesome The kids arc great and

stuff. 1 just don't like seeing shirts that say... I saw a shirt with all X's on it and

said, "I'm straight edge, that means I'm better than you." Get that out of my

face. Yeah, but 95% of the kids arc cool There's always the fucking assholes, no

matter what you do. We saw some kid pull some brass knuckles in Salt Lake

City

Z Kmda like when gangs come to the shows, that's one thing I'd like to change

wish there would be enough security Security like at big shows. So kids won't

be coming with knives and shit like that

HW: A lot of the big shows in New York you get searched before you go in. I

don't think it helps, to tell you the truth.

I J We met a lot of awesome kids here. A lot of kids arc like. "You can stay at my

house, no problem " Really cool

I HW: There is a good scene in Jersey A lot of house shows. They're not always

the best, but I'm sure they're good for the bands

[j: The kids here are just awesome, totally cool.

I HW 1 have to really start writing down questions.

I Z: For me the best question 1 got was from this kid. he asked me what I though

I

about the U.N When docs conception start ? It was a debate, it was hitchin"

HW: That's cool sometimes, but 1 never think of asking those questions The

questions I think of are like, "So what's the rarest record you own?" "What was

|

the best band you ever saw?" I mean. I don't know how you feel about poljtjcs or

anything.

B: Zoli likes politics.

Z: I love politics.

J: Yeah, we'll be leaving when you start getting into that

HW: That's a big issue with a lot of bands



finally one more chance to breathe

one more chance to live

i'm going to get it back

for you i'U get it back

i would do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i swear

i would do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i'll care

i would do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i'U give

i will do bring it back

again i have the time for you

i have no time for me- i only care

because your there

i would do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i'll care

i will do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i swear

i would do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i'U give

i would do for you

times i'll be around

i promise to be the same for you

be the same for you

i wonder what

i would do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i swear

i would do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i'll care

i will do for you (FOR YOU)
this time i'll try

i will do
FOR YOU

/ ll should be You should know what the fuck

Croatia is Its not a pasta, it's a country A lot o(

bullshit is going on. Being into hardcore, and a big

part of PMA is educating yourself about stuff. To

me it is. To me the thing about hardcore as well, is to

I be educated about what's going on around you. I

i when people know about stuff.

HW: What do you say when people say, "Aw. shut

up. We don't want to hear this!
'

Z: I say shut up. get yourselves a fucking band and

then you can shut up and play. But if I'm on stage.

I've paid my dues by going to practice, being on a

slinky bus with six stinky guys. So I can say what-

ever the hell I want up there. I'm not saying mean

stufT like "Fuck off!" or "Kill Your Mother" Some-

thing like that I'm saying what I think is important

tome Nobody's ever done that though (sarcastically).

J We'll PMA their asses! (Laughter)

HW: Have you guys have any mcltdowns on the road

vet.

B: Twenty four hours. Everybody goes. "I don't tin-

1

derstand how you guys are still around." That's how

we are. Nobody takes it seriously. We just yell at

each other. Zoli you slinky I lunganan

I Z: Everybody is full of shit except me Nobody knows

what they arc talking about except me These guys

|
arc riding on my tails here

J

B. Zoli's a crappv singer We needed a singer for

tour, so we just picked him up and I guess he's still in

I
the band.

Z Yeah. veah I wanted to go to Europe

HW: So what's the story with that (you joining the

1

band)? ^^^^^^^^
I Z: I met Gavin at a WOOL show 1 was playing in a

punk band at the time 1 told him 1 just played at this

little club, he's like. "I forgot you're a singer. My
band's looking for a singer and we're going to Eu-

I

rope ."
I went "erring, ching' so I went and auditioned

HW Is this after the original singer quit, or got kicked

I out. or whatever happened

IB: We had Joe Nelson in the band from

TIGGERMAN. and he did our demo and then he went

on tour with Quicksand and he kept leaving, roadie

for them then Randy joined the band because he knew

I
Joe. Randy was awesome, we loved Randy so much.

HW Some people told me he was doing it as kind of

a joke or something Is that true?

Randy was into it for a little while, but he wanted

I to do his own band He wanted to play guitar in a

I

band, so he quit and we didn t have anything recorded

I and we had all these songs down and he had lyrics to

them and everything, so after he quit he sang on the

CD and then he only wanted to do five songs so we

got Joe Nelson to do the last three. That makes up

I
those eight songs

IIW That CD is "Scarred For Life"?

|Z: Do you want to hear the truth now'' Randy and

Joe were nice guys They worked very hard for the

band. They dedicated their lives to the band. And

IGNITE were such assholes to them, and put them

down so much that they had to leave because they

I
were on the verge of having nervous breakdowns

IB: That's bullshit! (Laughter) None of them were.

I We were 100% into the band and they were about

20% so we wanted to find a singer who's 1 00% and

|
Zoli si

100% .

|Z:l"m 95%

Z No no But we had a lot of fights in Europe though. I HW: So what arc you trying to accomplish with your

We had people ... J band - lf anything?

HW: I mean between each other

Z: We fight

B: Stardom on MTV, lucrative fucking money We

want Richard Simmons videos with IGNITE in the

background.

H W: You know it might end up that way. I v c seen it

before.

B: Zoli's here to put his message out I'm here to

plav good music, that's it

Z: Sea Shepherds, Earth First and Pacific Wildlife. I

want to push the environmental stuff that's very im-

portant to me. Its in the inserts of our CD's and

lyrics like "Family", which is written about packs of

wolves. "Blacklight" is about Sea Shepherds. I want

to push environmental awareness, but more about

organizations that really deserve the time and money,

that actually go out there and risk their lives to pro-

tect the worlds oceans and forests. That's one thing I

want to do, another thing I really want to do is get

back PMA I don't really know how much I can do

this, but I want people to start to realize how lucky

they arc in this country even though some people think

it's a fucked up country I lived in Hungary, we've

been in Croatia and all over Europe and stuff There's

a lot worse places Give thanks and praises You

know what I mean'' That's what hardcore is to me.

and writing good music.

you have have you have

what you need

on your chair

in front of the mirror

it's all for your mind
for your mind
your mind...

so just lay back and

kiss the one that is there

because i'm never there

not so sure i can be

not so sure you'll let me

how can i be right

when there is nothing you can be

and nothing that you won't be

you can be

what you feci today- doesn't matter

doesn t matter

sometning new ts your way
.ut vour neaa off throw it away

bow can i be right

when there is nothing you can oe

and nothing that you won't be

Qothing you won't

paint vour lipstick on today

you can't wipe away tomorrow

wipe away tomorrow

with your tips on me- will stain

will stain

i can'twipe awav

i can't lose your stain

nothing left in me
for me to change me to cnangc

i can t wipe away

how can i be right...



HW; Thais important.
HW. I saw them once. I thought they were all right I don't have their records, or

should I sav CD's I like MOUTHPIECE.

H W: Thai show vou guvs plavcd the other night in Chatham. I was saying to one

ofmy friends that IGNITE were one of the best bands I've seen in New Jersey in | Z: You know who's a good band'' EXAS IS M r
.

.<
i

the past 3 or 4 years, except for the CRO-MAGS. Nothing against you, they 're

great
HW: You like TEXAS IS THE REASON?

Z: Cool, we appreciate that. J
Z: 1 don't know. I think there s lots ol good bands, it s just a different style of 1

|
hardcore. 1

HW It's just very refreshing to hear a good hardcore band
HW: Bui people come down on you for trying to play the older style. |

Z There's a lot of bands out there, not to dis any of it. but many of them sound a

lot alike There's a lot of good bands though not too mam arc doing their own

thing We arc not even doing our own thing. We are doing something that has

Z There's a good band called STRENGTH. They sound good, like if Dubar 1

really hit all the keys j

already been done, basically, the style. It s just nobody is doing it right now
1 1W Yeah, they're from around here, they put out their own CD.

J

HW: And that's why I'm so psyched to hear it,

Z I know they arc going to lour the East Coast.

Z Not how we're doing it anyway. It's a breath of fresh air sometimes Kids may

have only heard this stvle of music on vinyl, not live HW: So I've got to ask you about "Man Against Man"

HW: You can have your sticker. "Ex-UNITY", but seriously, how many people ^T^Jocjvrotcjt

have even heard ofUNITY?
HW: That's what 1 thought.

Z: It's funny when people say, "Oh. he's so old school He 's 23!"

" B; Joe wrote it and NO FOR AN ANSWER borrowed it from him. It was first a

HW I just want to sec a good hardcore band and have fun at shows. People come I mid-XO's song called' Better Man" I have the lyrics to it Then Dan O' took the

'down on you for that. Just between you. me and that lamppost. I can't stand | lyrics. 1 guess, and changed it But Joe wrote the music for it

these metal bands

J: Zoli will agree with you on that one

IIW Now I'm totally out of questions. Is there anything else you want to add, get

offyour chest?

Z: Especially that... it sounds like bad Sunset Strip music But they call it hardcore

1 don't understand it. Maybe I'm getting older and don't understand, but it sure

isn't especially hate-core, it's not hardcore. I mean it's something positive.

Hate-core, if it's hateful and has fucked-up lyrics, go hang out with your head-

banger friends Don't play hardcore shows.

J For myself, I listen to hardcore, period. That's it I live the energy and aggres-

sion of hardcore. That's what I'm all about I just love hardcore. I will til I die.

It's all I play If anybody's got a problem with it. fuck off.

HW: That's what I like to hear

I IW: Some people say it's not the music, it's the idea. I say it's both, maybe more I
- 1 Vcanl

towards the music. The music is what gets you interested in the idea. If some-

body had great lyrics about straight edge, but was overly bad music. 1 wouldn't |
7 ' think ils limc for PcoPlc to slart thinking politically. It's lime to start hardcore

being a political movement as well. You should start voting. Ifyou're a vegan or

a vegetarian... stuff like that is becoming very popular. You can help enlighten a

have listened to it

J There's some great bands out there though. I think SNAPCASE and EARTH I 'ol parts of America to that type oflifestyle, because it's a good one. I really like

CRISIS rule it What I'm trying to say is. don't just knoyv the lyrics to songs, gel out there and

ry to do something positive yourself

HW: Really?

J Have you ever been on stage and watched them play

'

HW: I've seen EARTH CRISIS once, I thought they sounded like PANTERA.

SNAPCASE I've seen numerous times.

1

Z I've never seen EARTH CRISlsTOnly heard them

HW: Their new album is absolutely frightening

Z The new one, I've heard horror stories about

HW: It's frightening.

Z: 1 agree with the term PANTERA. but SNAPCASE... you just sit there on

stage They arc great musicians.

HW This is funny. When we interviewed SICK OP IT ALL they were like, "You

don't like SNAPCASE'>!" Sorry

Z Do you like BATTERY?

Write IGNITE c/o: Casey Jones

211 I I th St. Huntington Beach, CA 92648



RECORD REVIEWS
O.K., here's the deal. You'll notice that there is a lot of different reviewers this time out. Still I would like

more. If you would like to do reviews for HARDWARE, please get in touch. All labels are encourged to send

their material in, since we have more reviewers now the music will be given to those who might like or know

about it more. Also, remember to send in those ads! See back page for rates and sizes. THE CARRER ENDERS:

DK= Dave Koenig, Brett=Brett, MG= Mat Gard, DK2= Drew Katchen, MW= Marc Wiener, NW= Nathan

Wilson, FC= Frank Cassidy

ACT OF FAITH "( rain'" C I

)

'ITiese 7 new tracks are vet}1 similar to then

previous release, dare I say I hear a BEYOND-ish

influence. Mid-paced, not melally. decent 90 hardcore

nines Worth vour time -DK

(Standfast Records P ( ) Box 973 I llbum, <iA 30226)

API "Answer That and Slav fashionable" CI)

Very speedy and uptempo punk ala RANCID II

you like them you'll definitely like this Me? I guess its

catchy but I get bored of the repetition quickly. I.p has

two extra songs, believe it or not. -DK

I
Wingnut Recoals Suite 59 1442A Walnut St Berkeley.

CA 94709)

AFTERSHOCK 7

None too exciting release which sounds ver>

influenced by INTEGRITY and many of the chunky

metal hands out there Only two songs to judge by, but 1

really don't have any hope of thinking any different -

DK

( 1 124 Records P.O. Box 603051 Providence, Rl 02906)

AGAINST ALL HOPE Dry Wall 7

AGAINST ALL HOPE have a distinctive cleanish

liardcore sound that has a lot of melody, but without

sacrificing power. The songs almost remind of GB in

that sort of catchy punk hardcore way. The lyrics are a

little on the generic side, but that doesn't take away from

this at all. -MC

(New Direction Records P.O. Box 1413 l.ockport. NY.
1)95)

ALL DAY/DAS KLOWN split 7

To tell the truth, neither of these bands caught my

ear Hither of these bands could have been on any of

those old MRR comps. With the exception of a few

bands on those records, most of these bands just blend

into a hardcore lump last music played by fat old men

lust doesn't do it for me I don't know if it ever did -

MG

(Know Records, see ad)

"ALL FOR ONE..ONE FOR ALL" compilation CD

Here's the latest from re-issue MASTERS!!, Grand

Theft Audio lis a benefit for Roger Miret (ex-AI '.),

who recently bioke his back at a show. This comp could

be best described as if you asked someone with a good

old record collection lo make you a tape of cool hands

you missed. This is what you would have probably

received. 48 bands clocking in at 77 minutes' * Lots of

good shit on tins, bands like B.G.K .. STALAG 13.

RAW POWER BEDLAM, LOCKJAW Some of

these bands you never heard of and should seek them

out. The fucking WRECKS have a track on this!!!

AMERICA'S HARDCORE"" Fuck! Sound quality

vanes since some of the tracks are from live tapes and

demos, but who the luck cares' Throw this one in the

CD changer with other comps on shuffle and have a

ball -DK

((hand thetl Audio, see ad)

ANGER AND ENGLISH compilation double 7"

This one seems lo have been out awhile, hut I'll

review it because the guv sent me alot of records Four

bands here, CAMPAIGN (more of thai "screaming

crap). FACTORY (I heard that Jason t) Toole was in

this band with his brother, how I feel about him aside.

judging by these tracks thev weren't half bad), MAN IS

THE BASTARD (Why? Why do people dig this band

so much* rhcy have always sucked hard.) and

SCAPEGRACE (belter tracks than on the 7"
I

reviewed this issue) Each Ixnid has the side of a 7 to

work their crall on and a nice package to go along with

it Decent -DK

(Framework l'() Box 216 Port Jefferson Station N Y .

NY 11776)

ANTI-HEROES Murder One" CDEp

The Anti-I leroes have always been a band that has

been under suspicion b> people who don't know them

DO YOU REMEMBER
HARDCORE?!

WELL WE DO!
7 80H0 DEMO

"00AL LINE STAND"
OUT NOWI

^ IPr,l'J;IH.I.).l:H>hTrei
467 Valley St. Apt 7D
Maplewood, N.J. 07040

.00 PPD Send Well Concealed

Cash or Make Check Or MO.
Payable To BRETT BEACH



Specialty Record Store

All the coolest Hardcore, Punk & Garage

we can get our hands on!

Revelation, Mew Age, Victory, Equal Vision, Ebullition,

art-Monk, Gorn Blandsten, plus a slew of others .local stuff, too

Vinyl, CD, 7 singles, T Shirts, lines, etc...

Check us ouU!

424 Bloomflelri Avenue * Montclair. Nl 01042

Phono/Fax 201.183.1213

Hours: 12-6 Mon Sat

people always seem to think thai they are racist While

know this to be untrue, it isn't hard to see where it

comes from, with songs on past records called Porch

Monkev and "Seig lleil to Santa" and then with the

cover of this record, which is a close up of a black man.

brutally murdered Anyway, the picture turns out to lie of

a man that the title track describes, which condemns

three suburban white kids, who killed a bum one night

out of boredom. The music on here is harder Oi, mixed

with hardcore The band has always been one of m>

favorites, and its good to see that after a number of years

that they still haven't lost their punch or power -MG

(GMM Records P.O. Box 15234 Atlanta. (iA 303331

ARCANE I Vmo

Real slow metal fans of SNAPCASE. etc ma>

be interested in this No lyrics, but there is a couple of

real artsy photos on the cover. -Brett

(Hen 7 Parker I> Morns Plains. N J. 07950)

AUTUMN "Wire 1 lungers"
7"'

Heavy, slow music behind sung personal hues

rsomc might say emo...) Definitely not the worst band

of this genre I've ever heard but there is so much of this

out there already -Brett

($3 to Nevermore Records P ( ) Box 414? Trenton, N .1

08610)

AUTUMN LEAF DANCE "Learn What Is Taught"

CD

While I really, want to hear all those girl-fronted

bands out there, not all of it is that fantastic Here is

some decent vocalizing backed by some really mediocre

tunagc I didn't groove on it and found it boring by the

third song. Oh well. -DK

(Conquer fhe World Records)

1
BAD TRIP "Huzzy In

Well, its not the atrocity or "college rock" that I

have had heard from others It's just I don't like it when

old hardcore bands totally thrown away their roots and

produce stuff like tins It sound more like the pop rock

sound thai came out of hngland in the early pari of the

1990s Add a flashy video and these guvs could be the

next Ml V buzz clip -DK

(Wreckage Records)

BARCODE "Eulogy" Demo

This really reminds me of NATIVE NOD and

bands of that ilk Really moody, slow then fast and

chaotic. horse. screechy vocals (alternating

female/male) Nice cover and fold-out lyrics sheet -

Brett

($2 to: BARCODE 901

14X501

E State Street Ithaca, NY

BATTALION OF SAINTS I )cath R I Is" CD

B.O.S are II IE best band to ever come out of San

Diego, bar none lhis CD contains the "Fighting Boys'

HP and the Second Coming"' LP, both of which are

raging, powerful early punk/hardcore masterpieces



which arc really hard to find. especialh "Fighting

Boys". This CI) also has two newly recorded songs
with sonic dudes from the UK SUBS (because most of
the original members arc dead), and the} aren't loo bad
cither, staying true to form I suggest everyone get this,

or at least a tape of it. -Brett

(Taangl Records)

BLACK LIGHT RAINBOW 7

I really don't know what to say about this record

( ienenc heavy, mid-tempo stuffthai they could probably

pass over us on the radio It would lit right in with the

mania lhat is sweeping the nation these days, if you get

my drill. -Brett

(Chrome Fusion P.O Box 6235 Wilmington, IX- 1 9X04)

BLANK EXPRESSION -Born to Skate" Hp

Well, this is one of those limes lhat you really can

judge a book by its cover. This Ep has a picture of

zombie punks skating in a rxxil. Ibe "A" in Blank is

made into an anarchy symbol. To me, this says

hardcore/punk with a definale 'X6 sound, like maybe

LIFE SENTENCE. And after pulling it on. I founf I

was iighl The music is done really well, even though

with songs like "Bom to Skate' and "people Suck", the

lyncs aren't too complex. But luck, who says you have

to be a brain surgeon to write punk songs -MG

iBluntpunk Records P.O Box ?637 Winter Park, 11.

32792)

BLANKS 77/QLHNCY PL1NX spin 7"

The Blanks crash out with two songs m heir

sloppy oi-punk fashion They seem lo get better with

even thing I hear Oh yeah, the second song by them is

oil their demo The Quincy Punx play a liisler punk
hardcore style that seems right out of 1 9X4

. they cover a

Screeching Weasel song too I like both sides of this disc

a lot -MG

i I uikey Basler Records, see ad)

BLEED Bully Complex" I.

p

OKI! Ibe Incredible hulk sample scores some

major points. Ibis lakes bolh of their split lips and

buries them in a twenty foot grave Intense-blistering

speed with dual vocals. Angry music tor angry youth.

Cuilar blown angst and vocalized war This stuff is very

hoi and should he played at high volumes to maximize

the height on bedroom air-guiuir jumps Believe it.

Believe Bleed -DK2

(Soundtrack of Protest records)

Boston Hardcore i99£9} C I > Comp

I'm reasonably sure thai ibis thing was supposed

lo come out a long time go Unfortunately it was not

worth the long wait. The best songs come from

WRECKING CREW and ONLY LIVING

WITNESS The rest is pretty much blah. Where's

SI.APSHOT anyway? 1 can I think of Boston '89-'yi

without ihmkmg SLAPSHOT -Brett

(Taangl Records)

BRUTAL TRUTH Machine Parts 7

Yes, these guys used lo lie on Karache, but got

kicked off cos they wanted to put out 7"s out on other

smaller labels well, here's a great tucking 7" with 5

noisecore anthems Most people would consider these

-J'

ir^

Punk uiftec!
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NOFX 88 Fingers Louie

Face to Face No Use

for a Name Circle Jerks loghead's

Revenge Funeral Oration The

Goods Bollweevils Blink 182

Tiltwfieel 10 Foot Pole White Kaps

No Fun At All Vandals

1 591 Ventura Blvd, 11 th floor • Encino, CA 91436-2804 all prices are US postage paid, other countries please add 25%

T Postpaid • No Checks Germany 7 DM • World $ 5

Crucial Response Records • Kaisersfeld 98 46047 Oberhausen • Germany



FORMERLY SQUAT OR ROT

9WERED IN THE L9VE
2F THE ABHQRER - EP

SD/LP
DiSAsS<i€lat

CgNTR9LLED Pg^jER - SI

7"EP=$4AIS,$k/W0R(rD
M.O.INAME BLANK) OR WELL CONCEALED CASH TO: P.O. BOX

NGUZE GUARANTEED TO Dl
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-for wef/!

ava"ab/e on!

5^ ': I

guys to plaj death metal, but 1 must protest, it's pure

grindcorc with intelligent lyrics and a down to earth

attitude There are only 1000 pressed of this slab, so

grab u up. -NW

(Deaf American #3 Helhel Church Rd Dillsburg, PA
17019)

BREAKDOWN "Dissed And Dismissed- CD

If you told me back in the summer of "K7 that the

BREAKDOWN demo would be on CD, I would have

laughed in your lace Sure enough, its the digital age

and BREAKDOWN is on CD though I'm not sure how

legit this release is This is the band thai started the

"N Y.C. hard guy music" Many imitators followed,

none better (iood that everybody will get to heard this

after all these years, brings back a lot of memories of

hanging out at the Pyramid. -DK

(Lost And found records)

BROTHERHOOD CI

3

One of the most under-rated SI bands to come

out of the 80s. lias been re-issued on CD, These guys

were from Seattle and played some nice, fast old school,

youth core I'm glad to see it available again, cos it was

hard to find and out of punt on vinyl. -NW

(Crucial Response Records*

CANDIR1A "Deep In The Mental" 7"

This seven inch is out on Devastating

Soundworks, which was previously Squat Or Rot, so

you know what you can expect CANDIRIA play in a

serious grindcore style, the kicker here though is that it s

not formula stuff Plenty of samples throughout, topped

with some scary grind/crust vocals and a lucking great

production Metally but not metal, CANDIRIA stand

out from the pack. I think Nate will love this one -DK

(Devastating Soundworks, see adi

CAPITALISTCASUALlTIES/SllCmSLAPPFRS
split 7"

Man. how many pieces of vinyl can C.C put out

'

Iriey seem to do it all at once Cleaner sounding thrash-

corc than usual from these speed freaks. Check out the

sound of that snare drum! Great social/political lyrics on

these four nevs songs' SLIGHT SLAITLRS hail from

japan, and play some tight, rapid thrash that at times is

indistinguishable Light Hogging sons that never seem to

decelerate. There are no lyrics lor the S.S. side. I'm sure

they are in Japanese though. -NW

IMCR Company

Japan)

157 Kamiagu-Mai7uru Kyoto 624

distributed by ROTZ( 3128626500) SMASII(3103523055)SOUNDSO«CAL(31O4255117) dlr«Ct(9097346990)
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CAPITALIST CASULT1ES/ULCER Split 7

Well what can 1 say, C.C. play four thrashers that

don't quit I love the sound they get on that snare drum

Lyrics deal with die stupidity of society and some

personal type things One of the fastest straight-up

I1C. bands around today. ULCER are hick and Arrons

fucking pissed! He sounds like the Wicked Witch of the

West, screaming about second hand smoke, standing

alone, etc ,. Most of the lyrics are personal, lour songs

with Hen (DROP DEAD) playing bass on them Kind

of reminds me of IGNITION' (Yeah right') -NW

(Six Weeks Records 2262 Knolls Hill Cr. Santa Rosa.

CA 95405)



CATTLEPRESS 7

Another decent release from this label The besl

way for me to describe this would be if any of the

(iravily bands had a million dollar production. Those

kind of vocals though this is real heavy and fast.

Probuhh with time this one will grow on rne -DK

(Devastating Soundvvorks. see ad)

CAUSE FOR ALARMVWAR7.QNE Split 10

CFA are back with four new songs that totally

kick ass just like their 7 did way back in 'S3. The new

songs are a bit longer, but not too much slower. Time

has not hampered this band, they still play last NYI IC.

with some pretty intelligent, thoughtful hues to back the

whole thing up. After the last WARZONE effort I

didn't expect much, but with the exception of the supped

up Ui! number their songs aren't too bad It's no "Don t

Forget the Struggle. ", but it's not like then thud album

either (thank God). They stay true to the old

WARZONE form, fast with mosh parts ( )n red vinyl. -

Brett

{Victory Records)

CHELSEA'S GONE UNDER CD

There's no reason, .make that ABSOLUTELY NO
REASON this CD should have been released' Utter

crap I can't even be nice about it Three tracks, the first

two are mere seconds of classical music and someone

playing a piano, then we get our ears blasted off with X

minutes of noise crap. A "concept" right down to the

paper bag this comes in This band should be beaten

after their shows! -DK

(Chelsea s Cone Under 600 Hawthorn Ro>al Oak, Ml

48067)

CHISEL "8 A M All Day" promo cass

Well, 1 guess last years favorite record will have an

encore [his is the new disc from CHISEL, who kicked

everyone's ass last year with their 8 song 12" Well,

here Gem has 1 2 new songs and they are great. Its more

of the same JAM/Mod mlluenced rock and roll The

sound seems slightly more stripped down, which seems

to work quite well Now if we could only get them to

plav around here more often. -MG

(.Gem BLANDsten Records)

COMMON BOND Demo

Pretty decent hardcore by this Ohio band, 1 .ots of

tempo changes from fast, classic hardcore to slow and

heavy The recording is a little heavy in the vocal area,

but it's an overall good job 1 think with a good

recording and some more practice these guys could

probably put out a pretty good 7". -Brett

($2 to: Matt Jauch 7950 Mentor Ave Apt. CiH Mentor.

Ohio 44060)

CONNIPTION 7

lucking grind dude! Grind til you drop' As you

can probably already can tell, this is a grind record.

Another really tired genre of music Won't miss much

here Nice cover art though. -DK

Fans of Death Metal/crust should get a good kick

out of this, totally grinding I IC. that mashes through the

ail Seven very negative songs, that last only long

enough to get you hooked. The vocal style is very low

end burpy, while the lyrical content is mostly social and

BLANKS 77
& split

QUINCY 7

PUNX
(2 pounding
songs by
each band!)

S/*
the

DOTARDS
(new 4 song single;)

fowl music for

foul People'

as^eFfreCofr

AustiNTx787l4ll961
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nger four

record
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The Creepers "Blam: Ten Minutes of Troublefor the Man"

Impetus Inter "PRofRPM"
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Cerebellum Records, PO Box 40308, St. Paul, MN 55104
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GRAND THEFT AUDIO
RLL FOR ONE. ..ONE FOR ALL • R BENEFIT FOR ROGER MIRET

1. RT7- 57 Million Profit

1 WRECKS- I Loot To Shoplift

S EXECUTIONER • Hellhound

t OCX. - Arm* Rate

5. UNDERTAKERS - Matter Race

I KEBELTKUTH- Umceme Effort

7. GOD'S WILL - Human fukebox

ft. HYPNOTICS - lot GotA Gum
9. TRIPt- KtffiUd mnttk

10. MOODOF DEFIANCE- American Loot Song

11. S.UM. - Police Statt

12. SOCIAL TASK - Yellow Stmak

13. STALAG 13 - In Control

14. HEARTATTACK - From What I Sot

15. RIBZY- All Cot Up

lft RAW POWER - Power

17. CAUSTIC CAUSE - Experiment In Terror

la\ NOG WATT -Neighbomood Watch

19. AMI • Repnxeed Aggrteoion

20 LOSTGENERATION - Silent Strangm

21. NO CRISIS - Take It

22. WHIPPING BOY-Four Stmtiom

23. RED SCARE -Mmd Inertia

24. BLOODYMESS & HATE - Heaou Metal Son

2S. PROLETARIAT- No LetterOfBoBe

2ft TtKOME A - Noiot Amd DiotortioM

27. SADO NATION - I'm B—Mr
2ft NO ALTERNATIVE -My Father* Som

2§. ADRENALIN OJ). - TramAm
3ft SOLUCIONMORTAL - Mata* La* Chotae

31. VIM - Zombie Youth

32. SHATTERED FAITH - Too Tenet

33. WHITE CROSS - Deaf, Dumb And Blind

34. NO LABELS - Still Tht Same

35.MOX NIX - We Won't Be Controlled

U. PLAIN WRAP- Punk Rock

37. BEDLAM - Dioxm
3ft CHINA WHITE - Solid Statt

3ft AMERICA'S HARDCORE - Uat Your Head

4A DETONATORS - Yrr Child* War
41. PSYCHO - Mmtru
42. ACCUSED - No Accueatioa*

43. TERVEETKADET - Tunttmaton Sotilaa

44. LOCKJAW - We Won't Go Down
45. CRUCIflX - See Through Them' Lies

4ft RATTUS - LauJcautta

47. VOORHEES - Education

4ft P£.LM£. - Godw GodxiUa

JUST OUT: (OTA 006) LOST GENERATION "Punk Thle" & (<3TA 007) RED SCARE "Ae Phomleed".

STILL AVAILABLE ARE CD's 8Y: (<5TA OOI) RF 7 "A» You Car, tax.'. (GXh 002) AGNOSTC FRONT T~ Uric-heS. (GTA

003) SIN 34 "Vie Li»l«nin«". (OTA 004) WHITE CROSS -0e#f. tW> Anrf BfcrvT. (6TA 006) RFBEL TRUTH "E^^orfy

Hates E*sryxly.„'. Ormvi Thrfl /Sudia 501 We»t 6leno»k« Doulcv*^. Suite 313. Gitndtie, Caltfomi* 91202 USA (We 00

NOT handle «ny mailorder, we 00 NOT have any catalog «vJ *r expect « 5A5E/1RC* If you wnu< to u» for information.)

lO fTQ tn thtf US (CA rcwderrt* add t*<). $11 PPP in Canada, ft $13 PPD for re*t of the *©dd (air mail)

Mallorrfm Handle through: BOMP! RECORDS

P.O. BOX 7112, BURBANK, CA 91506 USA.
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From the bowels of silicon

valley, where the freeways
are as black as everyone's
lungs, and Boys To Men is

everyone's favorite

"Band", comes the new full

length release from The
Kindred. "Bomb Up The
Town" was recorded live in

|

the studio and showcases
the kindred as they are live,

-raw, fast, and out of

con-fucking-trol. This 12
track CD features all new
mod influenced punk
anthems including: "Bomb
Up The Town", "American
Goods", "Throwback",
"Buildings, Freeways", and
many more! Available at

fine independent record

stores, or direct from G.I.

Productions for only

$9.00ppd.
,i

».i.
j Ti] >1 ! [i
liVJ 11 [Ti

L1!

1 P.O. BOX 6948 I

|SAN JOSE.CA 95150 1
" E-Mail g.i.prod@ix.netcom.com J

decent, il at the same time is \en dark, gloomv and

negative. I must admit I like this shit Very raw! -NW

(Framework P.O. Box 2 16 Port Jefferson Station NY
11776)

CONVERGE •Unloved and Weeded Out" Kp

Picking up this record 1 was going in blind

Converge pluvcd in South Carolina (where 1 live) but I

didn't get a chance to see them. I heard many good

things about their live intensity and emotion 1 think I

expected the typical slow metal stuff Well, it's prett\

metallic, but the catch is that these guys eun pack one of

the speediest punches around The final song is a

lengthy number lhat spans the whole side, but its has

enough changes to be three Damn good -DK2

(Heliotrope 20 Gerald Rd #2 Brighton, MA 02 135)

COUNTERBLAST "l*rospects" 7" Ep

lnis blows me away' From the ashes of one ol

Sweden s best 11 C bands ever. C-ANX comes

COUNTERBLAST These guys sound very similar in

the vocal and guitar departments to C-ANX Cool

twisted uitros. with intricate guitar parts, almost gives

this a NEUROSIS feel 1 his is a must for G-ANX fans

-NW

(Skuld Records/Malmsheimer Sir 14/71272 Rcnninggen

GERMANY)

C.R. 7" Kp

When's the last time you heard 10 songs on one

Ep? not in a King time. I'll warrant you that Straight off

of Shaolin Island comes CR; and they come fast and

hard, ihts band plays fast and heavy power-core ala

INFEST and SIEGE But unlike so many of the Slap-

A-lnfest clones of the last few years, C.R. can pull off

what they can do, Fast, intelligent punk rock I don't

need to say anymore -MG

(Resevoir Records')

THE CREEPERS "Blam! Ten Minutes Of 1 rouble lor

I he Man'' 7"

Loud and growling punk out of Minneapolis

Supposively, these guys are the shit up there (see last

issue's scene report). It's O.K I guess, more for the

ABC No Rio crowd though -DK

Holy shit, wotta tucking hind. These guys blast

out with a fuzzy wall of punk that doesn't let you off the

mat, not even to breath. How can you describe this '.' An

American LEATHERFACE? Pop-core on speed? I'm

not sure, but I am sure of this, this disc lucking rocks

Get il or its your funeral. -MG

(Cerebellum Records P.O. Box 40308 Si Paul MN
55104)

"CRY NOW. CRY LATER" 3 \ 7 comp

Anyone into noisy, hardcore or grind will want to

pick this up How can you go wrong with M.I.T.B

ACATHOCLES SUPPRESSION, CAVITY. LACK
OF INTEREST plus a lot more on one release The

production is way great, but beware, this is very noisy

and for fans of noisecore only' -NW

(Pessimtser P.O. Box 4452 Inglewood, CA 91 1309

1



CULTURE CI)

Here's one for the big pants crowd. Heavy mosh
' C'hunka-Chunka" metal core. Fans of this style will

love this to death, but really ..hasn't this style been done

to death? -DK

(Conquer The World Records)

DAMNATION a.d.

Kndings CI

)

"No More Dreams Of Happy

Atler the second listen. 1 decided that this one's a

keeper While the vocals sometimes follow the trend ot

Scream your lungs out... ". the music is really heavy

and noisy. Somehow, it keeps some sort of it's own

identity. The track "Funeral March " should have been

left off. It really breaks up the momentum of the CD.

IVetty damn decent, if I should say so myself -DK

This is the final stop in the latest trio of the Jade

free catalog. First, the obvious must be stated: the

music is metal as hell and ihere is no way around it

These guvs also gel away with a good size of filler in

their songs loo, making me wonder if an l.p was

absolutely necessary The positive side is thai his voice

is burly two times over, but I just can't get into it. Some

of the lyrics are really cool, bin if 1 waul metal 1 won I

look to the hardcore scene to get it Not my bag of tea -

DK2

(Jade Free, see ad)

DEAD AND CONE i V Baby" LP

As is unfortunately the case with most hands their

album does not stand up to their demo or even their 7"

A couple of the songs remind me of early NEUROSIS
or F.CONOCHRIST, but most of the songs are too

slow, experimental and weird for mv taste -Brt'tl

(Prank Records, see ad)

DEAD END CRUISERS 7

The Dead Bnd Cruisers work with a brand of P-

rock that doesn't surface all too often. They play in a

simihar vein to NAKED RAYGUN, with lots of

'Whoa-ooohs" mixed in. They also include some street

punk and reggae inlluences as well They sound a little

sloppy on this recording, but since its a debut, 1 think

they will lighten up with time. -MG

(Up Yours Records PO.
'

! !S7(-si

Box 650050 Austin, TX

DEAD END KIDS Punk in Public" lip

Lots of "Dead End" bands this month. Anyway,

the Dead End Kids play a pretty simple punk rock and

roll that eouid be coirt|xired to a mix between late '70s

UK punk and early 80s CA/HC (maybe

ADOLESCENTS or SOCIAL D?) This band may
have some potential, bul nothing here really grabs me to

any degree. -MG

(Blunlpunk Records)

DEAD FUCKING LAST "Proud To Be" CI

)

While it is on Epitaph and it's very generic "82

style hardcore. I tend to like this disc of 20 songs. Fast

and furious, they got the lo-fi live in the studio down pat

New release from

The new single from

Rhode Island's finest I

hardcore band. Melodic

hardcore at its best.

Three song 7". five song

cs single & cd single.

7" & cs single $3.50

cd single $5.00

t-shirt $9.00

longsleeve $12.00

hooded sweatshirt $20.00,

poster $3.00

(add $2.00 for a tube)

^ance
empera!

Send a stamp for a complete catalog

[CONVERSION records

i

P.O.BOX 5213, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA. 92615

phone:71 4-444-4358 * fax:714-444-4370
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Just listen to thai bass' 1 guess id have to say it

up my alley -DK

< Kpitaph Records)

DEADGUY '"Fixation On A Co-Worker'" CD

Now haven't we all have had that at least once in

our lives'? Well, by now everyone knows that

DEADGUY has a totally new line-up after Tim and

Keith split. This is the final recording of that past line-

up, which on all counts very g<xxi and better than the

previous seven-inches Powerful and heavy, this one

keeps you coming back for more The only thing that

bugs me is that Tint went a little crazy with the layout It'

the new line-up doesn't pan out, at least I II know (here

is something lo document this band that is solid -DK

(Victory Records)

DEVOID OF FAITH Hie 10"

Any band that does a cover of RAW POWER s

"State Oppression" can do no wrong in my book...but

really, I have been following DEVOID OF FAITH s

career from the very beginning and I only have good

words for them Thrash-core to (lie max. relentless in it's

deviltry Jims vocals are very crusty. Like I said, cap it

off with a cover of State Oppression'' (which I might

add is the LAST song on the record.) and you can't

fucking miss with this record Buy it' -DK

lAnomie Records from Germany,

distributed in the IIS )

bin look for it

DICK CIRCUS 7"

Another limited release by It's Alive' Records.

ITns one has a more popp\ than Nardcore feel to it.

Sounds more like TILT than ILL REPUTE -Brett

(It's Alive! Records)

D1LHNGER FOUR "Higher Aspirations Tempered

And Dismantled " Lp 7"

Well, out of all the Minneapolis records 1 received

this time out, this one is the best of the lot Faster punk

type stuff, well-played and recorded Good to put on

from time to lime. -DK

POW, here comes another awesome MPLS urea

kind. DILLINGER FOUR have a faster punk rock

sound with a harder, yet poppy edge. Believe it or not. it

comes together in such a way thai will have you singing

along, long before you look at a lyric sheet Layered

vocals put this one over the edge These days punk is

rarely played so well and with so much force -MG

(Cerebellum Records )

DING Lp

What we have here is some fast noisy hardcore

from the minds that brought chumpire zine and the

kind OX The music is fast and chaotic A lot of the

time I got the feeling 1 was listening lo Merel but with

John Jersey (HellNo) on vocals. Ihe lyrics are odd and

personal, but not to the level of obscurity. Ihe cover and

lyric sheet are pretty minimalist as well. -MG

(Chumpire Records P.O, Box 680 Conneaul Lake. PA
16316-0680)

record reviews



DISFUSE/POWER OF IDEA spin 7

This is pretty comical. D1SFUSE is 3/4 of DROP
DEAD, playing different inslnimenis Brian sings and

plays guitar. As vou can probably guess they sound a lot

like Contuse and Discharge mixed with some Swedish

noiseeore Six songs on this side, one is a cover song

(Crow) The Power ( >f Idea stuff is tucking great on this

split. These guys arc from Japan and play thrashy punk

There are 1 songs, one is a DROP DEAD cover' All

vou collector scum better grab this up. there are only 300

made This is no joke! Sorry Brian for the disclosing the

secret identity of DISFUSE, but the kids deserve to

know' -NW

(Japancore P < ) Box xs
1 1 Warwick. Kl 02888)

DOUGHNUTS "ITie Age OfThe Circle CD

Jesus. I thought they were bad live when they

played here this past summer Thai's just the tip of the

iceberg I barely made it through the entire CD (and if s

sort of short to begin with) Just another crap metal

record Sad to say. but if it wasn't on Victory, nolxxk

would pay attention to it I did like the demo tlicv made,

though I guess it's all downhill from there on in -DK

i Victory Records)

DRAIN BRAMAGKD/PAS KLOWN split 7

Drain Bramaged play characteristically California

hardcore fast, punchy and ultimately forgettable Ami

hasn't this name been used a million limes before? Das

Klown open with a FEAR cover ("Welcome to the

Dustward ") and do it pretty well, their other two songs

are pretty straight forward CA punk/HC. Fast, punchy

and ultimately forgettable -MG

(Know Records, see ad)

DRIFT En

Well, first off, I have to say that this band went a

little all out (or should 1 say oot; they are Canadian) with

the arlmess of this cover Arty paper 4 arty prints arty

band. Anyway, the band seems to have taken classes at

the Rorschach and Bom Against School of P-Rock. *cuz

that's the feeling 1 get here Unfortunately, the

production sounds pretty weak, so while I can tell there

is power here, it seems lost -MG

(The (ireat American Steak Religion 5 Arlington Ave

Ottawa, Ont K20 IC1 CANADA)

DROWNING ROOM
I Xiuo

"When Nothing Remains

Six really heavy and slow songs with equally

heavy and gruff vocals and lyrics about relationships.

betrayal, etc I guess this is sort of comparable to

SNAPCASE or CHOKEHOLD, although I am no

expert in this field. Van, well put together lay-out with

lyrics. -Brett

(Karl Krebs 15 Gabriellu Rd Wappingers Falls, NY
12590)

EDGAR7TETSUO split 7

I swear tins is the same band playing on both

sides The "screaming your lungs out, fall on the floor"

style of music is really getting tired few bands can do it

HI|SMATI0#

*. --* .,» X

JO

2 new CD's from Shredder

The DOGMATICS were heroes ofthe
Boston scene in the early to mid '80s.

They put out a pair of mini- LP's
which have been out of print for close

to a decade and have never been
available on CD. "Dogmatics 1981-
86" compiles those 16 tracks along
with 4 previously unreleased tracks.

Also available - Mark Brodie &
The Beaver Patrol "Shreddin' and
Surfin'" 7 inch, McRackins "Life,

Hey Mikey" 7 inch, Parasites

"Letdown" 7 inch, Loose Change
"Lucky Dog" EP, and lots more.

MARK BRODBE & the Beaver Patrol
made waves last year with the To Surf
and Protect EP on theirown label.Next
it was their 3 song " Shreddin' and
Surfin"' EP on Shredder. Now it's a
totally rad 16 song CD from
Vancouver's surf kings that takes
surf instrumentals places they've
never been before. Catch the wave!

Mail order from Subterranean, P.O. 2530,

Berkeley, CA 94702. CD's $9 each
postpaid. Singles $3.50 each postpaid.

f

75 Plum Tree #3. San Rafael, CA 94901
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TALK
SHOW
HERO

NEW
7INCH S3PPD

GREEN VINYL

NEW JERSEY
PUNK ROCK

4^*15 SONG CD $8£
CHECKS TO TED SHIKO fifeaSC WCliC

Mioboms io Dii

abbiua Ifinoboma io Dimon
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;

cad&ette

lp & cassette $8.00

cd $10.00

t-shirt $9.00

longsleeve $12.00

hooded sweatshirt $20.00,

poster $3.00

(add $2.00 for a tube)
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well, these bands can't. Comes with patches and stuff -

DK

(Mountain P.O. Box II 72 Huntington, NY 1 1 743-

0656)

EMBRYO RECORDS comp 7"

( )K. there is three bands here, each which embody

the need to experiment with old punk formats. AN
INGENIOUS DEVICE would seem to consist of about

10 people all doing different, weird things, all al the

same lime lhe songs come and go in short hursts,

giving a MAN IS THE BASTARD feci in form, it not

in sound HIROSHIMA 22 are last and powerful, not

unlike some of the stuff that Slap A Ham puts out. The
songs are last and the vocals seem really distorted there

is definitely a MITB thing going on here. This is

actually my first taste of TASTE OF FEAR, the band

Darryi K formed after CITIZEN'S ARREST went

their separate ways Honestly, I think his vocal talents

are watcd on deep DOOM-csquc music like this Oh.

and this record is packaged in what appears to be

Naughyde. It IS tougher than leather -MG

(limbryo Records 5 Hay 17th St Brooklyn, NY I 1 2 14

1

THE END OF THE CENTURY PARTY 7

Brutal, grinding speed, that sometimes reminds me

of YOUTH OF TODAY (fast parts and mosh build-

ups) and SPAZZ The production is raw These guvs are

from Honda, hul they have a European type sound that

will leave you on the floor -NW

(Valrico Records P.O. Box 177 Valrico, FL 33594)

ENEMY SOIL -Causalities ( )f Progress" 7" Fp

Holy shit, now 1 know what DROP DEAD would

sound like with a drum machine, total blasts of speed

that leave you needing more. Cool political lyrics from

this Virginia hand. -NW

(Relapse Records)

ENVY 7"

What we have here is SxE hardcore done "95 sty le,

which means MOUTHPIECE/STRIFE style, which

means boring. Thrash} youth core, with shouted kick

ups. 'lhe production here is really bad, so it's hard to

listen to. Ultimately forgettable. -MG

(New Direction Records)

EURICH I n

Boy, 1 haven't realized how much has been coming

out of S.C. these days Good records' Fundi is another

example Super sonic speed blasts a-la MOHINDER
wrapped in short melodic spurts. Don't let the modem-
emo-silkscrcening deal sucker you into thinking this is

some quict-whiny record, tins will kick your ass five

times over Hard fucking speedcore -DK2

(Kragil records P.O. Box 442 Ladson, SC 29456)

EXCESSIVE FORCE In Your Blood" CD

Fairly standard mosh metal straight-edge If

originality is what you are looking for. look elsewhere

However! EXCESSIVE FORCE play the INTEGR1TY-

sfyled hardcore well, so if you like the genre, it's worth

checking out, -MW

(Life Sentence Records P.O. Box 52462 Irvine, CA
92619-2462)



FACE VALUE 'Choices" CD

In all honesty, this CD has got to be the cheesiesl

stuff J have heard in a long tune Sounds a lot like those

l>ad posi-core demos (hat came out in the late 80s

Worse than that, i( sounds like a demo' Well, there's a

market lor this so it should sell like hoteakev -DK

(We Bite America P.O Box 10172 Chicago. II. 60610-

FALL1NC FORWARD/METROSCHIFTER
Acoustic" spill

7"

First off, I have to say that "Hardcore Unplugged"

is a complete waste as far as I'm concerned, the message

may still be there, but the music doesn't have the power

lo fuel a toy car. Actually, as far as acoustic rock ^oes.

neither band is too shabby, it's just the concept that gets

my goat -IMG

Initial Records)

FARS1DE 1 P

Farside seem lo be local favorites in New
Brunswick, and there is no mystery why They are a

great band This record is a good representation of the

live act they have a distinctive melodic hardcore sound

lliiit really has no equal the lour songs here are |*>pp>

and catchy, yet driving and powerful at the same time

Also the cover and the lyric sheet are really neat, they

went to the Sears family pictures studio to take the front

picture and it's a real trip. The CD and cass version

come with 2 extra songs, which is also great (but thev

are acoustic, so I'm not 'It K ) thrilled!) -MG

( Revelation Records)

FKAR. PERSUASION. VIOLENCE. OBEDIENCE
4 way double 10" compilation

What a great fucking comp with CAPITALIST
CASUALTIES. WARPATH, MASSKONTROL and

CRIPPLE BASTARDS i love three of the lour sides.

the side 1 don't like is the CRIPPLED BASTARDS
from Honda. It's u live recording that docs nothing for

me. The other three bands are at equal greatness, playing

last distinctive hardcore MASSKONTROLL plav a

very Dis-charge influenced punk, while the CAP. CAS.
|iisl thrash away al some songs I've never heard by

them. TTiis I'm sure is pretty hard to find, bin is well

worth the aggravation -NW

l Wiggy Records)

FIVE BY NINE ' It's Groovy" 7'

This band hailing from Florida, actually has a

sound thai would seem more al home in (he Mid-West,

like in Chicago. They play fast up-beal hardcore punk

with lots of whoa-whoa's as l>ackground vocals. This

hand is catchy as hell, my only compliant is a lack of a

Ivnc sheet, which keeps you from knowing anything

about this band. -MG

iBackspm Records)

FLATUS ' Talk Show I lero' 7" Ep

Neat After years of hard work. Flatus are really

coming into their own. in terms of sound, style and feel

Ihis three piece, hailing from somewhere in the boonics

of Northern New jersey play a combination of Bar and

Street punk with added bits of pop-n>ck < Jfien playing

lo the I lejidache crowd of Nth N.J , they haven't really

ever gotten much attention, but hopefully that will soon

change Four strong tracks (One lieing a bonus WHO
cover). Definitely worth a listen or four -MG

(Flatus, sec ad)

FLOORPUNCH demo

ll was inevitable that this was going to happen

What do you get when a bunch ofguys start a band vv ith

the sole purpose of having a good lime and jusl play the

style they like best'1 A pretty damn good tape. If you like

XX style" straightedge hardcore, then you better get

your wallets out 1 Fight songs that sound like YOUTH
OF TODAY wiih Mike Judge singing All originals, no

covers (which their live set is tilled with). Hear why

after only two shows people arc up in arms over them.

Fh, just get it, OK '-DK

($400 to: Brett Beach 467 Vallev St Apt 7D

Maplewood, N..I 07040)

FORWARD DEFENSE I Xano '95

This band is from Australia and they are not half

bad. ll actually sounds a lot like the EXPLOITED. The

NIHLISTICS and many different styles of punk all

lolled into one I was really surprised at this one. Sound

quality is great Hope they gel a record out because they

deserve to be heard -DK

($4.00 ppd (?) to: Forward Defence I'D Box 831

Canberra City ACT 2601 AUSTRALIA)

FRAGMENT Kp

In my opinion, the most overlooked Lp to come oul

of SC This definitely deserves to be in your collection

Metallic hardcore with plenty of hooks and catch

Intense throat shredding vocals very much reminiscent

of Rorschach (circa- "Protestant"). ITic lyrics are very

dark and emotional Anyone having a shit Idled day can

relate lo them The music is pretty complex stuff: plenty

of speed, plenty of changes it's truly a shame that more

people haven't heard this -DK2

(Deedln P.O. Box 2371 Irmo, S.C 29063)

GLUE GUN "
I he Scene Is Noi For Sale" CD

Actually, this one is not loo bad I expected the

worst and while I'm not sure if I dig il totally, 1 son of

groove on it That's probably because it's a fast hardcore

record, good vocals and some solid guitar work. Better

than most of the stuff we got in this batch. Worth a

listen lo see ifyou like il -DK

(Fearless Records 13772 Goldenwest Street #545

Westminster, CA 926X3)

GOLCATHA/LUZIFER'S MOB split I ,p

This one kicks ass! First, LUZIFER'S MOB play

a pretty g«H>d grindcorc, basic but definitely one ol ihe

best in that kind If you like gnndcore, you'll love

LUZIFER'S MOB, for sure! On the other side there's

GOLGATHA and let me tell you they're awesome!

Pretty metal, no! thai last, but so powerful, big. big

sound quality.., it might remind me of DOWNCAST
but I'm not loo sure. Anyway. they rule' Both band

are/were from Germany. Check tins one out now. -OL

(Spring/X-Mist release Spring Records Rathausstr.

I3A. 69126 Heindcnburg GERMANY)

GRIEF/SUPPRESSION spin 7

A very diverse split here. GRIEF really slag along

playing the slowest, doomcore song one might be able to

stomach, the lyrics are typical of GRIEF, and have lodo

with self-pity, self-hate, etc... SUPPRESSION on Ihe

other hand take a slab at sounding a little loo much like

MITB, ripping through at least 4 songs, al speed

sometimes only traveled by INFEST, CROSSED
OUT. ..A great split that keeps me wanting more -NW

(Bovine Records PC) Box 2134 Madison, Wl 5370D

GUILT ' Bardstown Ugly Box CD

A lot of people like to label Guilt as a Neurosis

rip-off band. This is neither fair nor accurate While the

influence is definitely there, the resulting music and

message seem to explore totally original territory. Guilt

as a band mix many styles, including hardcore, heavy

metal and even a little industrial Ihe transition between

all three styles flows quite well and has a tendency to

draw one in The lyrics are strange and personal, hut not

lo Ihe point where one cannot relate Ihe cover and

artwork, which are very odd and turbulent, make an

excellent outside for the chaos that lies within -MG

(Victory Records)

HAL AL SHE DAD/INKWELL split 7

HAL AL SHEDAD have a real weird feel to

them. Hie guitar parts seem really repetitive and the

vocals seem almost out of place, the band seems to like

lo use a lot of two dollar words, which rcallv made me
lose a lot of interest m them. INKWELL start oul a lol

faster and play a hardcore akin to COPOUT and maybe

FACE DOWN they are definitlcy ihe more interesting

band here -MG

(Lunchbox Records P.O.Box 55361 Atlanta, GA 30308)

HATCHET FACE Vol 2 "I p

Oh boy! A g»x>d record has crossed my path' I his

is just pure and simply blazing hardcore which never

lets up. Taking cues from more current hands like

DROP DEAD and oldies like..well, too many to list

(They cover "\ Don't Belong" by Jerry's Kids) 1 don t

even want you to waste any more time reading this. ..Buy

it' -DK

(Figure lour Records 35 F.hab Latham Way K

Bridgevvater, MA 02.333)

HELL NO "Adios Armageddon" Lp

Gee/ There's no four ways about this. Tins is a

really great record, It's taken years, but Hell No have

finally meshed into a powerful musical unit ITus is the

bands second 12" (again with X songs i and its their besl

effort to dale. They plav powerful punk/hardcore with

intricate guitars taking a center stage John's vocals

seem more inplace with the music here, which has

always kept Hell No from rcallv meshing If vou like the

hardcore made by ex-ABC degenerates, this will

definitely please. -MG

(Reservoir Records P.O Box 790.366 Middle Village,

NY 11379-0366)
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HOCANS HEROES Uncle Ben' 7"

Well. I have never been ihe biggest l'an of 1111.

(hough this 7" is full dI' g<xxl tracks, four in all The)

still play fast and have a real good production lo

compliment their sound. They even recorded a cover ol

DAG NASTY's -Values I [ere". This one is a good bet,

tans of (he band will not be disappointed, (.hi sand

colored vinyl and limited to 500 copies, so you belter

look out foi it. -DK

(Mol'o Records, see ad)

HOGAN'S HEROES Three Fists And A Mouthful'"

CD

Ihe latest has I ill playing their tried and true

brand of hardcore, which will definitely please alol of

tans, 'lhey are starting to grow on me a little Give this

one a chance -DK

( New Red Archives)

HOLESHOT CD

As much as I love HOLESHOT, I have

i unfortunately) an indillerence to the new stull on this

CD. It just seems to lack the punch of the previous work

(which is also included on the CD) Its not totally bad

because 1 still dig it Ihe two covers. 'Black Cross" by

45 GRAVE and Red Tape" by THE CIRCLE
JERKS are really the best covers I've heard in a long

lime. Shame this band is no longer, they really could

have made it Thanks for the memories guys! -DK

i(llue Records/Reservoir Records)

HOME 33 Paintover/Robot And Toy" 7"

It is very [xissible that this is a sampler for an

upcoming l.p, 1 urn not sure Judging by these two

tracks, HOME 33 sound like the members like hardcore

somewhat because thev let it show in their music. It's

heavy and sort of fast, no metal crap at all I think I

would want to heai more before dropping the ax. -DK

(Another Planet Records)

HOME 33 Jody's Coterie" CD

1 have been listening to this one while doing

reviews and can t really get a handle on it. Sort ol'

middle of the road for my tastes Something like a

clninka-chutiku chords with a little rock mixed in. I'm

not to good describing it, but they are doing their own

thing not fitting into categories. Oh well, I tried. -DK

(Anothet Planet Recotds)

HIOO's Distort Cleveland" 7"

If you like spiked crusl punk this one is for you

Five songs, one about drugs and four about fucking shit

up -Brett

(Burrito Records I'd Box 304 Brandon, Fl 33509-

3204)

H2Q 7

1I2(). hailing from NYC. came upon the scene

highly recommended and full of hype Despite this (or

maybe because of this) I just kept missing them again

and again. So this is the first time I've heard them. First

off, there's only two songs here, so its hard to get a real

feel for the band's sound Anyway, 1 expected them to be

a lot harder, so I was surprised by a very popish melodic

style of hardcore, almost in the vein of Youth Brigade

and other SoCal ilk. Again, this record is reallv short, so

was hard pressed lor any positive or negative emotion.

-MG

(Equal Vision Records 111 W 24th St 6th II NY,
N.Y. 10011-1912)

THE HUMPERS Live Forever or Die Trying" CD

A lot of people have a lot to say about Epitaph

these davs But a release like this speaks much about

their integrity Here is a kind that wont sell a lot iA'

units but what they do is make great punk rock By punk

here we're going to the '7(is roots of the word, meaning

loud sloppy rock and roll sung in a snotty manner about

oild and somewhat offensive, this is it kids, the real

thing. -MG

(Epitaph Records)

IGNITE Call On M> Brothers" CD

OK. there has been a lot of confusion about this

hand's releases If I knew the entire "In My Time" 7"

was on here, I wouldn't have picked it up. There is

another CD on Lost And Found which is something

totally different Anyway, you must pick this CD oi l.p

up now if you don't already have it IGNITE are Brett

and mine's band-of-rhc-ycar and are worthy of support.

A band who hasn't forgotten how to do it -DK

(Conversion Records)

IMPETUS INTER 7"

Another hand I heard were all the shit, but what

the hell"? Boring "We heard it all before" screaming your

lungs out 1 wish we were on Gravity music. Pretty

disposable record. I'd say -DK

ITiis is the second Bp by the MPI.S unit,

IMPETUS INTER 1 haven't heard their first record,

but I have seen them live, so they aren't completely new

to me Anyhow, it would seem that this band hails from

the new school of American hardcore And from the

looks of it, thev spent a good deal of hours in

Rorschach 101". lhey combine driving guitars and

drums with mid speed screamed vocals They top off the

package with more guitars, only this time of a more

intricate style. Ihe result is very moving Ihe only

problem is a lack of lyrics And oh yeah, MPLS
scenester David I lake is the vocalist of this band, but I'll

leave it up to you whether that's a plus or a minus -MG

(Available from (but not on) Bloodlmk Records P.O.

Box 252 New Grama, N.J 08224)

IN/HUMANITY 'Gets Killed By Robots"

Almost live years after their birth and several

releases later, this band is finally getting ihe attention

they deserve. Their latest release is the most brutal nail

in their cryptic coffin, This is simply fast, chaotic

hardcore with lots of noise and sludge thrown in tor

good measure. Chris's voice is very powerful and

ALMOST sounds similar Lo early 11R Order this and

maybe you'll get the hooger lyric sheet -DK2

(New Clear Days 9 1 9 Sumter St. Columbia, SC 29201)

INOlJISinON/KILARA split 7

I've heard Inquisition before and I really think thev

are kinda neat. They have a punk feci with driving

drums and bass, with the guitars and vocals providing

real melody Its hard, yet catchy and doesn't seem at

odds with it's respective styles Kilara I've never heard

of. lhey are heavier, but more with the vocals than the

rhythm section lhey almost remind me of Sheer Terroi

at points. Definitely the weaker side of the split -MG

(Pop a Wheelie! Records P.O. Box 637 Gulf Breeze, FL

32561)

INTO ANOTHER Seemlcss CD

Another solid release from INTO ANOTHER
I've heard many people say that " Ignaurus lacked Ihe

power of INTO ANOTHER'* live set, and while I

enjoy the album, I still have to agree Seemlcss"

regains the power in die guitar sound and loses the

overtly emotive edge on Richie's vocals. While il won't

win you over if you could never stand their prog

rock/I IxC mixture, it's sure to please fans, especially

those who were disappointed with Ignaurus mellower

sound -MW

(Revelation Records)

1 SPY Revenge of the Little Spies" 10"

1 Spy have been around for a while. 1 gather. I've

seen (hem on comps and splits, but never actually heard

them, lhey are actually good Ihe music is fast and

biting hardcore punk, with simple chords and beats The

vocals switch between singing and screaming Ihe lyric.-,

are centered heavily in politics, specifically against

sexism, racism and fascism. Great record, but as a 10"

45, it's over before you blink -MG

(Recess Records)

JAWBREAKER 'Dear You" CD

This is awful. A band with a history of great

releases signs to a major and releases this piece of crap

Blake doesn't sound like Blake, the songs are bland and

the overall result conies off as a boring attempt lo enter

the mainstream. Lesl you think I'm slagging this

because it's on DGC, I'll tell you that 1 ran to the record

store the dav this came out, exitced about a new

JAWBREAKER release I could have overlooked the

loss of integrity inherent in JAWBREAKER signing

but 1 can t overlook the bad music on this disc -MW

(DGC)

JUNE OF 44 "Engine Takes To The Water CD

Members of I loover, Rodan and Codeine lake us

on strange sea voyage Interesting music that is at times

sparse and mellow and at limes intense it 1 wings to

mind the current post-punk sound found in Dischord

bands and bands such as Lincoln, but with a lot o\'

stranger parts and odd. often spoken, sort of vocals.

Somehow it comes together for an interesting album that

works. -MW

(Quartcrstick Records)

KAMIKAZE ATTACKED AMERICA/YANKEE
BOMBED- CD compilation

I've been waiting lor this to come out lor months

it represents the 50th Anniversary of the Hiroshima

bombing. 1 lalflhe bands on this comp are Japanese and

the other half are American. Bands like



SUPPRESSION (VA), FINAL WARNING (NYC

C.F.D.L. (Japan), SPAZZ (CA), MANKIND (CT),

INSANE YOUTH (Japan), MONSTER X (NY),

OTTAWA (MI), DISCLOSE (Japan).

MASSKONTROL (OR), BALZAC (Japan) plus many

more Ihe stand outs tor me were INSANE YOUTH
and a band from Georgia called QUADIL1ACHA The

packaging is great, it comes with a lyric rxx>k. In the

I ISA you can order it through: -NW

i Sound Pollution P.O. Box 17742 Convington, KY
41017)

KILL HOLIDAY Monitor [>ependency ' CD

I seem to gel this one in my pile for ever) zinc

that I review lor. And every time I'm forced to listen to

it. I like it ii little more Its not great, but parts definitely

grow on you. The music is slow to mid paced hardcore

with a somewhat sollish melodic guitar sound, the

vocals have shades of Mark Ryan/Supertouch, but don't

ever hit his range and power. Not a terribly excitiing first

release, but Id still be open to hearing more -MG

(New Age Records I' < ) Box 5213 Huntington Beach,

CA 92615)

KILLING TIME Bnghtside'" CD

Back when 1 was ui high school and the RAW
DEAL demo first came out I listened to it on my
wulkman while 1 was on my way to school almost every

morning RAW DEAL were one ofmy favorite bands.

and that demo is one of the three best to ever come out of

NYC. in my not so humble opinion. The "Bnghtside"

album is a slight step down, although the remix does

help. It is just a bit too polished, but after not listening

to it in a number of years I must say it has stood the test

of tune pretty well, 1 still cant stomach those solos in

New Release"' which is one of the greatest hardcore

songs ever written 1 remember getting a slight

concussion at the Anthrax while they were playing thai

song, I bashed my head on the edge of the stage (ouch
1

1.

Unfortunately there is one bad apple m every bunch and

this one is the songs from Happy 1 lour' . which sound

like a strange mix between KISS and IRON MAIDEN.
two great bands, but not RAW DEAL Apparently a lot

of people still like the demo because I have (aped it lor a

lot oi' people over the years, so pick this CD up and

leave me alone -Brett

(Victory Records)

IHE KINDRED "Bomb 1 Jp The Town" CD

This band, hailing from what I gather to lie San

Jose has a real clean bar punk sound Mix a bit

Swinging Utters and some of the Headache type hinds

(Wretched Ones, Flatus) and you have a good picture of

this disc. Unfortunately, this band pulls this style off

with neither the calchiness or the energy of the

aforementioned bands Also, the riackaging lacks a lot

as well -MG

(Gl Productions, see ad)

THELARRYBRRRDS 7

Ibis I like A lot It seems super fast, but is

actually really poppy at the same time. Kind of like a

WESTON with the speed too fast The music has « real

jangly quality that keeps the interest going Ihroughout

Next packaging too. -MG

(Rhetoric Records, sec ad)

LEATHERFACE 'Cherry Knowle ' CD

ITiis best described as decent punk/hardcore but

wilh nothing to really make it click. Just kinda goes by
without bothering to pick you up. -DK

(Bit/core Records, available through tieil)

LEEWAY "Open Mouth Kiss ' CD

leeway's latest is an uneven package Diehards

w ill enjoy the live or six solid tracks tbat have decidedly

more power than anything off the lackluster previous

'Adult Crash", but still can't compare to anything off

l-eeway's first two classic releases. 1 lowever, those who
aren t fans will have a hard time forgiving the remaining

clunkers they'll have to muddle through, including two

unnecessary inslnimentals Friends keep telling me to

give up on old bands who've lost it, but 1 keep trying... -

MW

(Fierce Records, a division of Futurist)

LIFETIME "Hello Bastards"' CD

Amazing. LIFETIME keep getting belter. Ibis

album maintains (he melodic sound that is

LIFETIME'S trademark, hut picks up the pace and

adds a rougher edge to the mixture The sound comes

across as more punk and more I IxC at die same time

But lets not over analyze, this is a great album that

keeps finding its way back to my CD player fans will

surely enjoy it and new listeners rnav be attracted as

well'-MW"

The talent of these musicians has never ceased to

amaze me over the years With a second I.p under licit.

Lifetime pushes into new territory. While maintaining

their speed and aggression. An incorporates a poppier

feel into his voice this tune around it's in the same style

as •Tinnitus", but wilh a few more changes The key

thai makes this band great is their speed-melodv

formula. -DK2

(Jade free Records)

The Record That Everybody

Wanted To Review!!

LOS CRUDOS/SPITBOY split 1 ,p

This long-talked about record is finally out with

two of our pasl interviewees first off, the packaging

sucks! I ripped it just trying to get ii open. Really

uncool. LOS CRUDOS still kick major ass on all these

(racks Can this band do anything wrong? On vinyl, no

SPITBOY sound here similar to ihe recent 7" but head

out for new territory on this split Still heavy, though lol.s

of changes-up and weird noise throughout out It's pretty

decent This record is going to sell by the tnickload and

deservedly so, Oh did 1 mention there's an insert' -DK

To start this off, I've never been a Spilhov fan. so

my comments on them aren't worth too much It all

sound the same and I can't dig the vocals, As for Los

Crudos they kick out the speed and intensity that made

them a household name Martin's vocals are blistering

as ever. No matter what language he speaks in, his

anger and emotion is crystal clear Some of die songs

lack the catch that their past records have, but overall

thej still kick ass. -DK2

I.OS CRUDOS fills (overflows) thai space in mv
musical tastes for old style thrash. Singing in Spanish

makes thrash even better Lyrics are contained

bilingually in their side of the included booklet. One of

the few bands that stays in contact with politics, The

ithcr side of this sincere vinyl/booklet is championed bv

SPITBOY This outing takes them lo a basement in

Chicago with new bass player Nikki on board. A
definite progression, both lyrically and musically

Adnenne s singing voice is becoming more and more

distinctive and the music takes on thai strong wonderful -

noisy-riff-type of thing, especially with their guitar

sound. Each member designed her own pages in the

booklet as usual. All wrapped inside original cardboard

packaging, this delivers what you need and even goes a

bit further An authentic do-it-yourself item available in

your liner stores. -FC

l.( )S CR1 TX )S sound as though they would have

lit perfect on the 1984, R Radical "PEACH"
compilation; fast, raw hardcore/punk done well. I would

rather be anally raped by the rotting corpse of jahn

Holmes men have to listen to the SPITBOY side of this

record again 1 found the lack of melody in the vocals

and guitar annoying The pathetic attempt at vocals in

You And me And The Art Of Being A Woman lei)

the dogs in my neighborhood howling all night. ITiis

proves that even Albini can't polish a turd -J

(Ebullition Records)

LOST GENERATION Punk This" CD

Apparently, LOST GENERATION were some
big shit m the I980's. After hearing their records, (most

o| them) all on one CD, its not a big wonder why The
band played fast thrash) hardcore that had a real

irreverent attitude. This is the kind of stuff that got me

into punk music in the first place Much thanx lo ( irand

Theft Audio, who are putting out some great old

discography CDs What next'' -MG

(Grand Thcfl Audio, see ad)

MAINSTRIKE 7

No metal here, just straight forward Y.O.T./WTDE
AWAKE influenced hardcore. Good lyrics about

hardcore, lnendsfups, etc Done the way more hands

should be doing things these days. Prohablv the best

record I've heard oui ofEurope in a long time -Brett

(Crucial Response)

MALFACTOR "Enlightenment" tape

Shit, 1 was suppose to review this one in the last

issue. Somebody at a recent show recommended this lo

me after finding out I really like girl singers I le said ii

was a little different and give it a shot. Well, to tell von

the truth, ii is. 1 like il alol. Not conventional at all.

changing from melodic guitars to ambient keyboards to

strangely middle-eastern tinged sounds The singer.

Sarah, has a really g<xx] voice and il tits in well with the

music. My only complaint is that tape I got was poorly

recorded and I'm sure the stuff recorded is even better

than 1 think it is If you are looking lor something not

run of die mill, gel this tape -DK

(S3 to: Mallaetor 14 Powderhorn Terr Randolph. N.I

07869)

MASSKONTROLL/BATTLE OF DISARM X spin

llexi

MASSKONTROLL arc from the West coast

(Oregon) and plav lighting last punkcore in the same

style of DISCHARGE 1 know at leasl one member is

from DEFIANCE Three great, crusty classics arc-

played on this Ep. Id love to hear more from these guvs



BATTLE OF DISARM play sonic last Japanese style

crustcore, thai will tear you a new butlhole. Distorted

has:, and indistinguishable vocals make this something

that rarely leaves my turntable there are only 2000 of

these so seek it out kiddies -NW

For crust tans, this is the shit Lately, I really have

been down on this stuff (even though I did like that last

M.K flcxi), it's really getting repetitive to my cars.

Consensus Reality seems like the only label these days

putting out flexis -DK

(Consensus Reality 1951 West Bumside #1654

Portland. OR ')72i >'->)

McRACKINS Life, I Icy Mikey" 7"

A follow-up to their CI) covers little new ground,

hut that s gt>od for their fans. Ramones-eqsc, power [*>p

punk tunes, one being a cover ol CHEAP TRICK s

"Surrender' Pretty goi*J. csp if you liked the last one. -

DK

(Shredder Records 75 Plum free Lane #3 San Rafael,

CA 94901)

METROSCHIFTER CI

)

I'm nol quite sure why I got this one to review,

since it came out over a year ago. Actually, their new

CD just came out Anyway, METROSCHIFTER is

made up from ex-people from all over, including

ENDPOINT 411 and even SUNT (actually 1 heard

the guv from Shut's brother) For all that, the band isn't

half bad. They almost have a NEUROSIS-ish fell in

some ways The drums are quite a presence, while the

vocals are harsh and half-shouted. The guitars have a

repealed style All in all. I kind of like this il has a real

arty style without getting too cosmic. -MG

(Conversion Records, see ad)

MIND OVER MATTER "Automanipulation'" Lp

It seems like these guys are going off in a dilVerent

direction than past releases Really just slower hardcore

stuff that doesn't seem to go anywhere special. Then

again others might dig it. who knows -DK

( Wreckage Records i

MONSTER X7HUMAN GREED split 7

Well, its nice to sec MONSTER X out on vinyl

Mven though I really think die grind genre is for the

birds, they pull it oil" with a good recording and some

hooks The lvncs of course are allnght with me
HUMAN GREED are not loo hot in my btxik, its pretty

generic grind, but Fin sutc their fans wouldn't think so

Pick it up -DK

dialer of god Records P.O. Box 1371 Troy, NY.
12181-1371)

THE MOTARDS To Scare I he Hell Out Of Your

Neighbors" Rp

The Motards have a real low-ii garagev sound but

the band still has a punk rock sound and punk rock

sensibilities They show a real Stooges like power in

some places There's no lyrics inside, which sucks cuy

I'm kind of interested in what these guys have to say,

but they do include comics, so I guess I'm happy -MG

(Turkey Raster Records, see ad)
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MOUTHPIECE 'lace Tomorrow"" 7"/CD

The long-awailcd follow-up to "What Was Said .

""

is finally here and it's no disappointment. No real

changes in the traditional MP style, fast, heavy

straightedge hardcore that has a personality all of it's

own With only four songs this definitely leaves you

wanting more -DK

(New Age Records)

MULLIGAN STU Trailer Park Kings'" 7"

Well. 1 guess |*>p-punk is alive and kicking in the

trailer jxirks of Wisconsin, this record has a real mid-

period QUEERS feel about it By the looks of it, its a

hunch of older guys singing RAMONES influenced

punk songs about girls and stuff. If this kinda thing

floats ya. ya may want to check it out Me? I'm slowly

sinking -MG

(Rhetoric Records, see ad)

97a -Terror At WFMI r 7"

Recorded on the radio back in the spring and if

you're a fan of FAST hardcore this does nol disappoint

The sound quality is really good for a live record and the

packaging is excellent (glossy, fold-out cover with an

extra insert and a sticker) Fans of bands like DROP
DEAD or LOS CRUDOS should check out 97A. Split

release between Teamwork and a Japanese label called

Vibrator They're looking to do a split LP so interested

parties should get in touch -Brett

($} to: Teamwork Records P.O. Box 4473 Wayne, N.J.

07-174 or Shinji WakahaysluYVibrator 30 Nakajirna-cha,

Momoyama-cho, Fushimi-ku. Kyoto 612 JAPAN (but

I'm sure it'll be a little more at thai address))

NO MOTIVE 7

11ns voting nardcore hand play real fast music,

with harmonized vocals reminiscent of early period

BAD RELIGION or even VIOLENT CHILDREN
(sometimes it's weird what some things remind me of).

Lyrics about school and relationships Pretty decent

stuff. Limited to 300 copies on purple vinyl, so hurry

up. -Brett

Wlicn's the last lime we've seen a l>and sporting

the Nardcore symbol? Anyway, No Motiv play thai kind

of music and they are from Oxnard, so I have no

problem with that The band has a mid to fast paced

hardcore sound with melodic style vocals. ITie band

reminds me ai times of Dl and other SoCal bands, und

believe you rue. that's not a bad thing by far Oh, I think

the guys in (his band are nil like 15, which is pretty

amazing, since I was no where near this with it when I

was that age -MG

(It's Alive Records sadly limited to 300 copies and I

think sold out -DK)

OCHRE Dive Down Deep Nine"' 7

"

These guys take some serious influence from hinds

like NO COMMENT, CROSSED OUT. etc Heavy,

fast, distorted and brutal Definitely worth checking out.

-Brett

($3 io Phyte Records c/o Mike Mowcry PO Box 14228

Santa Barbara. Ca 931071

OLD BULL'S NEEDLE "Wrong Again" 7
"

There's some neat stuff here Fast and sloppy with

multiple songs per record side. Its good to sec a punk

band return to the trash side o( hardcore, like AOD and

all of that There's a lot of anger in these guvs and thai

translates mlo one hell ofa kind -MG

(Drag Queen Records)

ONE GOOD EYE "Don"l I lurt Me Now "
7"

1 don't exactly know what the story with this hand

is but I do know they have a JAWBREAKER identity

crisis (in other words these guvs ain't them) -Brett

(Drugstore Records P.O. Box 1341 Denver, Co 80201-

1341)

ONWARD In A Different Place'' CD

IVelly deceni hardcore from this outfit out «>l

Norway. Kind of reminds me of the hardcore bands

we've been hearing sine '91 or so, hut with a lew more

last parts than average Nol really great enough to get

me totally hooked, but a fair effort. -Brett

(Crucial Response)

POPESMASHERS This Is A Test" 7"

I get a weird felling about thi> I could be

completely off kilter, hut I kinda think these kids are all

really good musicians who arc slumming as bad

musicians as some sort of art thing Anyway, the music

on this record is really slow and seems a bit out of sorts

with itself. Ihis is the kind of music you get when kids

gel together with instruments and take the chaos thing

(and themselves) way Ux> seriously -MG

(Sunny Sindicul Records 915 L St iVC-166 Sacramento,

CA 95814)

PSYCHO CIVILIZED compilation CD

ITus CD is a lot better than it looks. The band

listing might turn some off, but this is one eomp you

might want to give a listen. 18 bands (and a spoken

word piece bv Greg Bennick) which include

CORNERSTONE, TRIAL, S.F.A and 25 TA LIFE

The KILLING TIME track, Pokertaee '. is their best

in a long time. All the bands have good tracks and the

production is (op notch -DK

(Elevator Music, see ad)

PUNK ? compilation CD

27 bands here, the sounds range from pop-punk to

like ...well, pop-punk. Not much of interest, the biggest

name on it is ALL YOU CAN HAT Packaging is

horrible -DK

(Backspin records c/o lorn Mason 12800 Vonn Rd
#8702 Largo, FL 34644)
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(Grand Theft Audio Records, sec ad)

RAIN ON THE PARADE tape

1 was supposed to review this for the last issue but

it got here late and then I didn't gel a chance to listen to

it. I ended up giving my copy to Brett because he said, "1

heard that is great!" Actually, I think this is different

than that one but the effect is the same. As with their

name (which is a HALF-OFF song), they pla> in the

same style of many of those late '80s bands, though

giving it just enough to make it sound fresh. I hope we

gel to sec these guvs plav out soon -DK

<$s to Ronnv Little P .( > Box 134 Colmar, PA 18915)

RANCID ..And (M Comes The Wolves" Lp/CD

I in not sure why I'm reviewing this disc at such a

late line. It's been out for a while, and this point they

are now being hailed as the modem day punk act

(.replacing CREFN DAY) Everyone's heard this, or at

least seen the video on MTV, or at the very least seen

their picture on the cover of Spin Anyway, I'm

reviewing a Rancid album, not Rancid themselves,

so . here goes (>n this recording, Rancid seem Lo have

taken several steps in the direction they have always

seemed to be headed. Still present are the rock-a-billy

guitars and the harded IJK punk element Hut there

seems to be more of a ska influence as well. Not OP
IVY ska. but rather, CLASH ska Despite a lot of

negative hype, I still have a big soft spot lor Rancid. At

times, they really rock. Anyway, m\ only gripe with this

release is that its long. 1<> songs long I don't think these

guys spend alol of time writing their songs. I get the

impression that they bang out a shit-load of new tunes

and they tarn as many as possible onto each record On
this slab, 1 think some of the good songs could have

been great songs with a little work. This album could

have been a contender, its got some really bright spots,

but fails to shine through as a whole I found myself

getting Ixired 1/3 into the second side -MG

(Epitaph Records)

REASON ENOUGH demo

( >K. this one was no surprise. Tough guy core that

wishes it was from NYC. (Tie style is decently played

hardcore that sounds like Killing Time, just before they

went crap metal. Overall, this isn't a bad tape the lyrics

arc a bit silly, but the music is played well enough to

hold my interest -MG

(Reason Enough P.O Hoy 1961 Boston, MA 02205)

REBEL TRUTH "Everybody Hates Everybody,

Nobody Loves Anybody "CD

As I said last issue, I never was too cra/y about

ihis old band, but this CD has much more than just the

much sought out seven inch The demo and lots of live

tracks are here for your listening pleasure. ( hicc again, a

fantastic all around package from. -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

RED SCARE "As Promised: 1982-1988"' CD

Will .somebody tell me why in all ofmy 13 years of

listening to hardcore/punk thai 1 never heard these oi'

these guys before? Holy shit 1 prom the first minute I put

this CD on. I was hooked. Ibe best way to describe this

is if SIXOUSIE AND THE BANSHEES were a real

punk band. The production is excellent and the songs

kick Why are there more bands like this? Another great

release from -DK

RETREAD Hardcore ' Demo

Seven songs that remind me a lot of

ABSOLUTION technical (but not fancy), mid-paced

guitar work over a solid rhythm section. Nice layout

although there are no lyrics I would like to know what

they're singing about -Brett

($3 to RETREAD 25 Red Hank Rd Spotswood, N J )

REVOLUTION 9 demo 1995

What we have here is low impact emo based

hardcore from Virginia Ibis seems lo remind vaugely of

some of the other music coining from that area. (AVAIL
excluded) flic guitars have a real distinctive quality, that

really seems to be moving The singer has an almost sad

qauhtv to his voice, which really adds to this Almost

reminds in places of CAPSIZE 7. -MG

(Nevermore Records P.O. Box 414s Trenton. N.J

08610-0145)

ROOSEVELT'S INAUGURAL PARADE 7

The Louisville scene just keeps getting larger and

larger these days Or maybe it was always there but is

only now getting notice Anyway, this is the newest

olVenng from that area this band has a real Ashes feel,

with super melodic female vocals and anguished

screamed male vocals played over a mid to slow paced

hardcore sound. -MG

(Initial Records P.O. Box 251145 W.BIoomfield, Ml
48125)

RYE COALITION "New Sheriff In Town" 7"

Well, the RYE kids seem to be going for a western

motiff with tins and as silly as it is, the picture of them

all dudded up in cowboy gear is kind of cute Anyway,

RYE take influences from such greats as MEREL.
NOU and other such bnngers of chaotic rock This is

one powerful piece of wax, as the bands dynamic sound

and nature are captured well here -MG

Kiem Hl.ANDsten P.O Box 356 River Edge, N.J

0766 1

»

SETBACK demo 1995

Holy 1989, Batman! What we have here is heavy

mosh, in the style of slower crunchier bands like FIT

OF ANGER and maybe even BREAKDOWN Even

though the music is somewhat simple, and the recording

is a bit rough, this shows real potential there is a lot of

good stuff coming out of the NYC. area, and this

appears to lie a j^irt of that -MG

(Setback 66-12 102nd St. Apt 4A Rego Park. N Y

11374)

7 SECONDS "The Music, ibe Message" CD

1x4 me preface thru by saying that I'm a big Ian of

all of 7 SECONDS work, from the early stuff right

through the current I think "Soul force Revolution" was

amazing and I now a lot of people don't That said, the

new record does turn back to older limes, but not as far

as The Crew" "The Music. 'Ibe Message" would best

compare to the "New Wind" era. with a more pop-punk

feel. An uphlling album, and a return to the right track

following "Out The Shizzy", which I enjoyed, but didn t

think could compare to any previous 7 SECONDS
efforts. -MW

(Epic Records)

SHIFT "Spacesuit" CD

Shirt started under the heavy shadow of

Quicksand, playing music at times almost identical

Since that point, they've developed into a somewhat

distinctive band Hut the Q-sand sound is siill there.

ITial doesn't make this a bad release, by far Shill play

their style of rolling hardcore with matching vocals quite

well Hie music travels, and it takes one with it If you

like this sort of sound, chances are you would love this -

MG

(KVR Records)

SHUTDOWN "Youth Crew l)5" Demo

I don't know about Youth Crew This doesn't

sound anything like YOUTH OF TODAY. SIDE BY
SIDE or BOLD It does sound a lot like UNDERTOW
though, but with a lew more fast parts It's decent I

guess, but there's no cover, onh a small photocopied

lyric sheet. -Brett

(Mark Scondotto 266X E. 21st St Brooklyn, NY
11235)

SCAPEGRACE "Ihe ( hies Who Fall Off The Face Of1
The faith. " 7" 1

[
Somehow I get the feeling that this hand has called 1

it quits, but I'm not sure Never really dug them. More 1
of that "Scream Til you lungs are outside of your body" 1

stuff and it's not too hot. Fans will probably miss them 1
-DK 1

(Luddite 112 Fifty Acre Rd South Smilhtown, NY 1
11787) |

1 SIN 34 Die Listening 1981-19X4" CD

1 Where the hell does this guy gel this great shit

1 from 1 was initially hesitant about this. (1 would have 1

1 much rather liked having the Lp and 7" on CD) but after 1

1 1 put it on. . there is stuff here people haven't heard in 1

1 like 1 1 years. Ibis stuff was never on any tape traders 1

1 lists I ever saw, Live, demo and comp tracks and a short 1

1 interview fill this 70 min-<- CD "Til the LP and 7" is out 1

1 on disc, this will have to do Snotty girl fronted punk 1

1 that's so bad it's good. -DK 1

(Grand Theft Audio, sec ad) 1
SCREW 32 'Unresolved Childhood Issues" Lp

Ibis record has been out for quite a while, and I'll

make no bones about it; I like it lots. This Berkeley 5

piece play hardcore punk in a very Northern California

style But lor some reasons, this band has a totally

original element that just really grabs you They are fun

and melodic, but fast and powerful at the same time

Plus, they kick ass live. -MG i

(Wingnut Records 1442A Walnut St. Suite 59 Berkeley,

CA 94709)

SKARHEAD "Drups Monev Sex" (T)

Skarhead are basically Crown Of Thorns with a

different drummer, the hardcore they plav is an odd mix

of styles. Some of the songs have a real SOIA/Agnostic

Front feel, while others have more melodic qualities

thrown in Musically, these jumps can be quite jarring,

so this release comes off being uneven Also, the cover

and lyrics have a big gangsta" and "homey" thing
I

going on. and you can make vour own judgments from
1



there -MG

i Another Planet Records)

SLAPSMOT 16 Valve I late" CI)

It seems SLAPSHOT have somewhat redeemed

themselves from the Blast Furnace" debacle On this

one they return to mostly fast thrashers, reminiscent of

their song lirewalkcr from Sudden Death Overtime

Still not as good as 'Back On the Map or "Step < >n It'

this can hold it's own The usual straight forward lyrics

still apply Choke takes his shots at Cappo and

assholes from NY" -Brett

(host & Found)

dominated, harsh stuff thai deserves vour attention 1

songs on this disk -NW

(Sound Pollution P.O. Box 17742 Covington. KY
41017

SLEEPYHEAD/MULTI FACET split 7

A new split from /alio, exposing two new hands

from the Hast Bay SLEEPYHEAD are not loo hot, pop

punkish stuff sounding very monotone. ML'TLl

FACET are much more interesting with their two

tracks Liking their cues from the Gravity scene and still

come across with something new. Worth getting lor

these tracks alone -DK

There has been a lot of action in the Bay Area as of

late (even more then usual) and /alio records has

dedicated then resources to documenting that action.

This record is a split between MULT I FACET and

SLEEPYHEAD I reallv don't feel that either band

typifies any part of an explosion Each band seems too

close to their influences, and plaj each consecutive style

with neither originality nor Hair. MULTI FACET play

Fast Bay hardcore that can found in the likes ol

ECONOCHRIST and DEAD AND GONE They are

fast and powerful, but nowhere near distinctive enough

to catch me The same goes for SLEEPYHEAD, but

even more so. I hey play in die catchy popp\

JAWBREAKER a- vein: a genre which has come to a

near glut in the area They are ginid but not great. So

where s the explosion':' -MG

($3.00 to: Zafio Records P.O. Box 40004 Berkeley, CA
94704)

SNAPCASE -Steps'' CD/Ep

After finally really hearing this band for the f.si

time, 1 found myself saying. "IXi people actually like

this crap?" I'm puzzled. ITns is as in Brett's words.

Cheap Metal I think that can be classified as a new
music genre and SNAPCASE lit into it well -DK

(Victorv Records)

SOCIAL UNREST New lows'' CD

Punk's explosion into die '90s was like shaking an

old carpet, All of p-rock dregs of the '80s resurfaced

with freshly redyed hair and new albums I'm noi saying

dial's what's going on here, but I'm getting sick of old

punk kinds getting together after 10 years to reclaim

their piece Anyway, this offering is from SOCIAL
UNREST who did a bunch of great stuff in the eighties

This CI) ranges in style, from upbeat punk offerings to

slower songs that border alternative rock. I wont miss

these guys in a year when they are gone -MG

i New Red Archives, see ad)

SOCIETY GANG RAPE No I ate CD

Another smoking grind band from Sweden, that

have a more hardcore oriented sound then metal. You

can't tell at all the vox are female. As a matter of tact,

3/4 of the band are female and they blow away a lot of

the stale overproduced grind bands that are male

SPAWN Redone CD

1 have to admit it, 1 thought this was going to be

another "modem hardcore" (i e metal) clunker but this

German band plays some pretty upbeat faster stuff that

is to my liking Ihe lyrics are a little lough to

understand even if you follow along on the lyric sheet

Not a had effort at all -Brett

(Crucial Response)

SPLIT LIP Kales Got A Driver"

Whoa! Since when were the Gin Blossoms on

Doghouse? Damn (here isn't one shred o\ hardcore

sound or emotion on this It's pure, unadulterated guitar

rock lite, processed for the new kids on the scene I

would probably like this a lot if 1 heard it on the local

rock station, but its kind of revolting when 1 think about

the tact that they used to ho a pretty damn good melodic

hardcore band Dude, your dad will fuckuf love this It

makes an excellent slocking sniffer for mom too.

especially when she's out on those power walks with her

headphones on. See em on tour with I lOOTIE -DK2

(Doghouse Records)

STATE ROUTE 522 7

1 his one didn't grab me at all. I think they are

going for some lugazi-like parts, but the songs just

come off seeming mights repetitive, as music like this

strays father and father from the power and heaviness

that hardcore and even cmo-corc started out as, I find my
interest straying as well Prog-rock go home -MG

($3 to 12 Step Records 16128 NE 145th St

Woodinville. WA 98072)

STATUE "Something To Say" 7"

Three songs recorded in 1990 that help explain the

move between the Chain Of Strength sound to the

STATUE Ep on Revelation. The sound is like C.O.S.

moving in a direction influenced by EMBRACE and

later UNIFORM CHOICE A good record that I'm

glad to see released -MW

(Ambassador Records 976 W. Foothill Blvd Suite 464

Clarcmonl. CA 91711)

STEALING THE POCKET Compilation I ,p

Well. 1 was really excited about this coming out

before 1 actually saw it Bands like THE P1ST,

NAKED AGGRESSION (Stupid fucking joke),

DEATH SIDE, CAPITALIST CASUALTIES,
DEVOID OF FAITH, PORTRAITS OF PAST,
RANCID HELLSPAWN, DEAD SILENCE, LOS
CRUDOS, FRAIL, COLEMAN, QUINCY PUNX
and tons of others who you might not have heard of. I'm

positive Al tried really hard to make tins record work,

but it lacks covers and the lyric sheets are poorly

xeroxed. This is a total D1Y record m even, aspect of the

word The music is so diverse it's hard for me to enjoy

But the standouts are DEATHSIDE (Japan), LOS
CRUDOS and THE PIST. Fm sure mam people will

enjoy tins thing, but I'm sorrv ! can't. -NW

(Positively Punk P.O Box 381799 Cambridge MA
02238)

STEP ON A CRACK: Volume Two compilation CD

If you are looking for a compilation which

provides a good mixture of tunes for those cverydaj

chores, check out STEP ON... A split with Sound Views

and Go-Kart Records, it contains tracks by THE
WIVES, DEADGUY, IABHORHER, DIE 116,

HOl.ESHOT and a horde of other descent bands I'm

not sure how much ol this is previously released but thai

shouldn't matter. It's a good buy. 1 dug it. Also

available as a double l.p with and extra track bv

Mil HOUSE -DK

(Go-Kart Records P ( ) Box 26. Prince Si Station

N YC..N.Y. 10012)

STRANGE NOTES!: A GERMS Cover Compilation

(I)

Kinda dug this because the GERMS are one of m\

favorite bands and most all the bands here do (he songs

justice. 1 5 bands take their shots at some of the most

"acquired taste" music to ever exist Definitely worth a

listen or two, then the novelt) wears a little thin and you

want lo bust out your copy ol "I'd" -DK

(Bit/core Records, available through Ceil

)

TEMPERANCE live-song CD

I was going to pass this one offon somebody else

lo review; but 1 didn't want anyone else to have to trash

il while I could do the honors. What the ruck is going on

here'' Nothing here but cock-rock heavy metal lho.se

vocals?!? I swear I almost threw this across the room To
top il off it has Jordan Isip doing the art Bail all across

the board -DK

(Conversion Records, see ad)

TEN-O-SEVEN "( to To I lei!" 45

I don't care if this is a promo single from their new

album. I really think one-sided 45's are a complete

waste C'mon, give us a B-side! Anyway, the one sung

here is poppv punk that reminds a bit ol' some of the

stuff that used lo go on in the Berkeley area I tin. but not

too interesting -MG

(Excursion P.O Box 20221 Seattle, Wa 98102)

TEXAS IS THE REASON Ep

Well, lots of people tell me (his band sounds a lot

like Sunny Day Real Estate, but since 1 have never heard

anything by thai band (yes, I live in a cave), that means

nothing lo me in the least bit What we have here is

three songs of power pop, played in a slightly melodic,

guitar oriented way. I have to say, after seeing them live

once or twice and then hearing this, there is nothing

about this band that holds my interest < >h yeah, the

cover seems overtly arty and minimalist, and the CD
version of this Up has no extra tracks Whatever -MG

(Revelation Records)

THENCEFORWARD from Within

Angry, modern type hardcore kind of like

DOWNCAST (music wise) or ADMIRAL, but a little

heavier and faster. I can't really describe this too well.

you may want to take a chance on it, trusting me that u

doesn't totally suck -Brett

($3 to: Phvtc Records c/o Mike Mower) P.O Box 14228

Santa Barbara, Ca 93107)



TIME BOMB 77 77 in 95" 7

Wow. vet another band with a 77 m the buck of

their name. So Us no wonder who ami what they sound

like. The music is old style pogo punk with a generous

scoop of < >i thrown in Actually, this style wasn't big

until u few years utter 77. But anyway, for what it is, il

isn't bad. but at points the bund really blends into the

genre that spawned it -MG

(('MM records)

TURNING POINT -The Few And The Proud" CI

)

Another Lost And Pound re-release This one

contains the 7", comp songs, and a few off the demo

This is essential for those who don't have the demo

From the straight forward hardcore of the early material

to the melodic tendencies of the later. TURNING
POINT were a great band Now if they onlj lived up to

their words -MW

(Lost And Found)

'RISE Demo

It certainly has been a long time since I've heard a

totall) generic hardcore demo, which is what this is

I in nol totally writing these guys oil', because the poor

recording didn't help their cause If they keep at it I'm

sure then next ell'ort will come out much better. I see

potential based on the obvious influences such as

TURNING POINT and HOLD -Brett

(4 Delmar Ave Moms Plains N.J 07950)

WALLEYE "Familiar, Forgotten" CD

1 wasn't quite sure what I was going to get from

this one All their previous stuff was decent, so I decided

to give this one a shot It's pretty similar: moody,

melodic cmnchy rock. The music and vocals are u little

quieter on this, so you have to play it son of loud to hear

all the music 1 enjoy it, but the music doesn't grab like

il did their past material. -DK2

i.lade free, see ad)

WESTON "Teenage Love Affair" 7"

Well, I guess all ofyou know who Weston are, but

for some of you still living caves: Weston are poppy

punk band that hail from FA. They sing sappy love

songs and '80s cheese covers, they arc catchy as luck

and fun as hell to watch. But do they translate onto

vinyl'.' Sometimes yes, sometimes no. here we have a

definite yes I lere we have a definite yes Two love

songs and a cover make this a great pop-punk offering.

What puts it over the lop is the fact that Ihe lille track

has Jim singing on it, and Ins voice is seriously under-

utilized in this band -MG

(Gem Blandstcn Records P.O. Box 356 River Edge. N J

07661)

WESTON SplUsville " CD

Good to see that Charles released this I have a

couple of the tracks here on various singles hm the

chances I play them are rare because who want to just

play one song by this bund? All their splits and singles

are included Chances are if you like Weston, you'll

want to have this for convenience -DK

(Gem Blandstcn Records)

WHITE CROSS "Deaf, Dumb and Blind" CD

WHITE CROSS were one of those bands I heard

and liked, but never really got a chance to pick up any of

their records Maybe because the records were rare as

hell' No more, these classic hardcore recordings are once

again available with some misc. stuff to hoot. Ifyou like

the last stuff, I seriously urge you to check out this old

underappreciated hand Nice job with the liner notes and

photo section -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

WHITE DEVIL "Reincarnation" CD

Well. I gotta say this, us much us I don't trust the

label, even once in a while Lost And Found puis out a

real winner This is definitely one of those times WHITE
DEVIL is llarlev and Farm from the C'RO-MAGS
playing hardcore. Not metal and not hardcore-csque

metal, but hardcore. This has all the qualities of the first

CRO-MACS Lp all the good ones of the second. Ine

music is heavy on the guitars, with a strong bass

bucking it up. llarlev s vocals are awesome here us well.

Four of these songs arc strong as hell and one seems

inieiiionally pop-alicd for radio play But honestly, that

is forgivable This Fp is great all the way. -MG

(Lost And I'ound)

WIVES "Ask Me How" CD

The Wives have been kicking around the NYC
area for u couple of years now. they have a sound that

really doesn't allow them to fall into place with any one

particular scene, so you never really see them playing

out too much But they are a fabulous band This all

female three piece plays simple and fast punk rock The

vocals are done in a melodic fashion and are often

layered The band reminds me at times of the

1 .unachicks, but with a more stripped down sound. This

release seems hit or miss in places. If it catches you, it

will keep you. but if it misses you. it'll just keep going -

MG

(Go Kart Records, see ad. The vinyl is available from

Reservoir Records)

*XXX" double compilation Lp

Was this really necessary'' I think one Lp would've

been ample Only around three songs arc worth anything

(and two of lliern were released on the bands own
records) GROUNDWORK THREADBARE and

FRAIL are the standouts, and the test well its just the

rest -DK2

(Ebullition Records)

YOUTH AGAINST FASCISM l.iberlad Y Justicia

Para Quicn?" 7"

The little guitar part at the beginning of this I think

is meunl to throw you off. At lirst you get turned oil

because it's all weak, then this disc just erupts into

unholy terror It's obvious where this Chicago Kind

influences lie (LOS C'RUDOS) but they are not a clone

At tunes, this sounds like DYS's "Brotherhood" on 78'

ITie are lyrics arc sung in Spanish and are very political

in nature. A keeper by all means -DK

($3 to: Lenin Montes Deoea 2217 W Belmont St Apt

«3R Chicago. 11.60618)

ZEN I GEVA "Freedom-Bondage" CD

Just when half the known world has given up on

innovation, il swarms down and beheads you with this

release. This Japanese triplet of well-constructed pain

arranges genius nil's within a distinctive masterpiece

"freedom-Bondage' is multi-dimensional through the

use of key boards and other layers, but the heart of the

magic comes from two guitars and a drummer (no bass

player needed). They rcah/*; on a metallic, ja/y-tinged

framework but throw in an eerie ballad lor a bit of

variety it's comforting to see that certain bands still

arrange songs. Definitely intended for the more

technically -minded music fans. I'd love to know what

they arc singing about. -FC

(Alternative Tentacles)

Last Minute Reviews:

CONFINED 7

I'm having a hard time describing tins, so I'll slate the

facts II isn't: metal or emo (thank God) It has Good

lyrics, fast parts, mosh parts, gcxnl vocals. It is good

hardcore Check it out -Brett

(Matt Tindall 52 Fdgcmcre Ave. Plainsboro, N.J

08536)

ONE LIFE CREW -Crime Ridden Society " CD

Well there certainly has been a lot of hype surrounding

this band, and 1 think that for once it's justified. Nine

good IIARDcore songs (one bcuig a CONFRONT
cover) Lots of mosh potential, but with fast parts

(that's the key) The guitars have that slight metal feel

to it, but nothing so extreme as to make it bad. It's

exactly what you would expect out of Clevo I'm sure

all the IX.' assholes will have a field day whining about

their lyrics, but I think, for the most part, they're right

on. Cheek it out, ifyou can take it. -Brett

(Victory Records)

TEN YARD FIGHT Demo

Another winner in the new surge of actual hardcore

bands (hat seem to be popping up lately, lhe.se guys

play light, fast music with good dance parts I said it

before and I'll say it again: That is the recipe fot

success. Most of the lyrics are about football or straight

edge, or football and straight edge, which is line by me

I do prefer baseball though Definitely check these guys

out. ifyou remember what it's all about. -Brett

(38 Calumet Street #3 Boston, MA 02120)



LOCAL BANDS
ENRAGE are a great band who
always manage to get

overlooked. Jeff, the singer, is

also one of my closest friends, so

one night I went over to his house

and set out to get the words of

one of ihe most outspoken

people I know on tape. Read on
about the troubles of a band
trying to get heard, legal troubles

and the love of metal... Marc
Wiener

HW: ENRAGE has been at this for

sonic lime now. how long has it been

Jeff: Officially? Since

Unofficially, 88.

91.

HW: You guys have gone through a lot

of member changes along the way

Jeff: The only one worth noting was I

guess Mike who's in Sleeper or
Serpico now.

HW: Has that affected the band at all,

in terms of revolving members

Jeff Yeah, but now we've had the same line up for like three years now. But we're all

friends and we have fun

HW: You've had a bunch of releases.

Jeff: Yeah, In '91 we did...I don't even count "The Hard Bnital Reality".

HW: But you did have a "Hard Bmtal Reality" demo

Jeff: (laughing it off) Yeah. In 91 we did a "'Burning Within" demo with Josh of Type O
Negative producing plug. And then after that we did the 7" which Mike Gibbons of
Lee way produced, then after that we did the "Ugly" demo, which TJ of Serpico
produced and we weren't very happy with that. Not his fault. There's also the new CD
which Noah Evans of the Iceman produced and he's worked with everyone, like The
Cro Mags and Bad Brains

HW: Okay, let's talk a little about the new CD. it's on Phantom Power Records.

Jeff. Yeah, (very unenthusiastically)

HW: How did you hook up with them?

Jeff: Okay, we were shopping around for different deals and honestly what happened
was Phantom Power said that they, instead of rerecording the songs that we demoed
for record labels, would actually lake those exact songs, the demo versions and "we'll

put it out fioryou." Just a one record deal and we'll get it around. I figured it was kind of
like a good idea and I would distribute it myself and gel it to everybody,

HW: And this has led to a lot of problems.

Jeff Basically in a nutshell... I would have rather have had it where il was almost like a
loan, where they would put up the money, 'cause we knew how to distribute it to the
kids in the scene, I know it sounds cliche, but you know ., 1 knew how to get it out. but I

didn't have the money to get it out I thought it was basically a loan, where they put up
the money, 1 11 tell them about my distributors and it'll be easy. You know, a one year
thing then they were like, "We can get distributors and we can get it into the malls and
record stores.". So 1 was really disappointed, t was like fine, as long as I can get to do
what 1 want to do also, they said fine. Then after that, they didn't like it that 1 was
distributing it anymore. So I gave them all my distributors numbers, contacts,
everybody and they embarrassed us because these guys are like these old "wanna be"
business men. They ruined everything,

HW They didn't understand what you were trying to do...

Jeff: Again, it sounds cliche, but they knew nothing about our scene, nothing about
this type of musk, nothing. They just knew..,just knew rock, I don't know. Picture
somebody your parent's age trying to figure out this type of music suddenly and
trying to put our money for it they don't know. These guvs all have kids, they are in

their forties and they took it as a big business. It's three guys trying to be this big
business and it totally backfired on us And then they lied to us about the contract...

HW: Now prior to getting involved with Phantom Power you had been looking at the
possibility of some larger labels.
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Jeff Oh yeah, we wanted to.

1 IW: What are your feelings on the issue of the way people look down on bands signing

to larger labels7

Jeff: Here's my philosophy, the only difference between a major label and an
independent label is that a major label is a guy wearing a suit and he makes you sign a

contract and then he fucks you. With an independent, lies not wearing a suit and he
shakes your hand and then he fucks you. that's the only difference I mean we've
gotten so reemed by this At least with the major labels they pay you off, which we
wouldn't want to do anyway. But everyone has this thing that if its some small indie

label there's some honor-ability in it just because its some guy putting it out, he's

suddenly become so righteous. Greed is greed, deceit is deceit. Just because its an
indie doesn't mean they're going to be cool people. Instead of a corporation its one
guy screwing you over, that's the only difference. So now, I don't care about people

saying anything bad about major labels. Major labels like ten years ago were
different They'd want you to change your sound. Now they don't care.

HW: Getting back to what exactly is happening with Phantom Power now, you've had
problems over questions about distribution ...

Jeff: Right.

HW: . and other issues. Now what's happening? I know you guys are trying to gel off.

Jeff: They tried to sue us, because I tried to get a licensing deal through Lost And
Found. Everybody warned me about Lost And Found anyway, but that's a different

story. Everybody says different stories about him. He was nice to us. He was going to

distribute il. license it and honestly 1 didn't care if he was going to bootleg it 1 didn't

care if he made Enrage sweatshirts because I'm not in it for the money anyway

HW: You were just interested in getting the music out.

Jeff: If someone bootlegs it, fine. Go ahead. Then more people have it. This type ot

music you're not here to make money. We figured we were going to go on tour, make
some money from that. And even if we don't make money, I was going to Europe, you
know? So I was all ready to go with Lost And Found, we signed a contract with him
which was for him to license "Empty" and the guys in Phantom Power flipped out
about it saying it was a breach in contract and now they want to sue us and they

wanted to sue Losi And Found. They threatened to sue everybody. They went
ballistic Now we dropped the deal with Lost And Found. Phantom Power still hasn't

got our CD in Europe. Lost And Found was hooking us up with a tour, Phantom Pow"er

NO ONE CARES We look up to the skies, yet no one sees at all.

Crawl unto your knees 'cuz no one cares at all. No one cares at

all- an amoral society, we watch the bodies fall. I am alive. We
listen to the cries, yet no one hears at all. Crawl unto your

knees 'cuz no one cares at all. No one cares at all- indulgence

festered in contempt, consume the bodies that fall...are you
alive? Look up to the skies if you are really alive. I am alive...



got us a tour anywhere, it would have been better off on Lost And Found but Phan
torn Power didn't want it They called my house screaming al me.

HW: And now you are in the process of breaking ties with them?

Jeff: Now we just want to get off. And it's costing us No matter which way we try

to do it, it's just going to cost us thousands. And they're shopping our CD now to

majors. We have no say in it They re asking majors to buy our contract for fifteen

grand

HVV: Which is insane

Jeff: Yeah, at least fifteen grand. And they're shopping it around to bigger indies

we want to get off and buy the contract ourselves, which will cost us less than 15

grand, but it's still going to be in the thousands. Even if we try lo sue them, counter

sue with a lawyer, we could still lose and it'll run into the thousands.

HW: It's kind of ironic that all this lawyering and suing comes up when you went the

indie route, yet people talk about this big business stuff with the bigger labels.

Jeff: Yeah! With rhe bigger labels, things are done more legit. You know what you
are getting yourself into, what it's all about. And if your carrer doesn't work out

with a major or if you don't want to sign for it because this label is owned by Sony
and Sony owns this or that, then don't sign it. People are uuder the assumption
that if it's indie it's these puritanical people who would never fuck somebody over,

and they do you know? Now if we can get off this contract, I wouldn't want
anything unless if its a major indie, if we can get it obviously. Or if not a bigger

indie, Id rather put it out myself, get the money somehow and put it out myself

where at least I know I'm in control over it. I'll never hand my CD lo some guy who
says he wants to get involved in the scene or something.

HW: So does it look like you'll be able to get off the label''

Jeff: (laughs) Phantom Power, even the name is bad! That's another thing. I

thought it was going to be called laughing Dog, because it's the name of the

studio. It's a recording studio. They changed it to Phantom Power this was after

we signed the thing. 1 was like, I don't want to Ix- on Phantom Power, it sounds so

bad! And their logo is a gnm reaper holding a CD! I was like, wait a minute! It was
really cheesy! But what we're trying to do is get a lot of bands and what's really

cool is all the bands from Staten Island are being really supportive. They re going

to do a big benefit for us at the Rock Palace And we're getting some bands from

off the island too So we'll raise the money that way to either get a lawyer to

center sue them or just buy out the contract. Either way we just need rhe money.

HW: There's a message in this story for other aspiring bands. What would you say to

them?

Jeff: No matter how uncool, or unpiink if is, make sure everything is not done wilh

a handshake. You have to read a contract. When you get a contract, you should get

a lawyer to look at it You have to And everybody is like, no, no. no But you have to

because you'll get screwed and i*ople will take advantage of you You know you
haw to make sure you know where you're own responsibilites are, with your own
music... because you'll be giving you music away for free and the things you
create, not only music but your thoughts if you write lyrics, you're giving it away
and people will make money off of how you feel So make sure you have someone
look at the contract. Anyone who tells you its not cool or its too big business,

they're wrong. There's nothing more I can say. they're wrong and you'll end up
getting screwed. Like me.

HW. So do you have any plans, assuming you're free from the label, for future

releases?

Jeff: We're supposed to be on some comp in Europe and to be on the next Too Damn
Hype comp. They're doing a second East Coast Assault. Nothing written in stone.

but we're suppose to do a split with Black Train Jack.

HW: That would be helpful.

Jeff That would be very nice for us. We can use their help, and they've been really

nice to us in general. So we're looking forward to doing that.

HW: Let's switch gears a bit Basically, anyone who knows Jeff knows that,

although you have a strong knowlegde and appreciation has been metal

Jeff; Here's the difference between me and every other person who's into

hardcore. I al least say I like metal That's the only difference You know. I got into

hardcore in 1984. so its been over ten years now I'm not trying to say I'm old school

or anything like that. And if someone gets into it now. and they are into it another
ten years, its still ..They missed Ihe hey day And I'm happy to say I was there, I saw
everything. The only difference between me and everyone else is that 9°% of the

people who get into liardcore, they either come from liking Depeche Mode or they

come from liking Depeche Mode or they come from liking Metallica and they'll

just deny... They'll take the old Metallica records and hide them in the closet and
pretend they never heard it. I still like it. And 99% of the bands, that start hardcore

bands, they're really metal bands. They'll just give themselves a haircut and call

themselves hardcore, but they are playing metal they'll say, "Oh, metal sucks!",

but they are still playing metal It's runny...

HW: It's funny because there's like two scenes I see right now where. There's the

smaller, I guess you'd sav underground? The straight edge scene...

LOCAL BANDS

Jeff: I think the straight egde scene is bigger.

HW: Okay. Bui what I'm getting at is that there is that scene influenced by metal

Jeff; The SxE scene?

HW: Yeah I mean not all of it, but you look at bands like Integrity. Earth Crisis That's

metal!

Jeff: Integrity lo me sounds pretty hardcore. But I mean Earth Crisis, Snapcase,

Bloodlet, The Doughnuts ...it's metal. And anyone who says they're not listening to

metal, they are kidding themselves. It's metal. I'm not saying it's bad, that's the thing I

like Snapcase, but they are a very metal sounding band. Other people say, "I hate

metal, but I love Earth Crisis. They are my favorite hardcore band I know it sounds
hypocriticla. because it's supposed to be where your head is at and not what you're

playing, and I believe it's from the inside. But at least acknowledge what you are

playing like my band, the way I look al it is I'm in a hardcore band but my band sound';

like metal. I'll say it where anothe rband won't say it. That's all.

HW: Then there is this other scene in the area of the NY "tough guy" scene. Now to me,

you guys...even though the music's sound seems lo be in both scenes, people seem to

look at you as part of the tough guy scene. That seems to hurt you guys.

Jeff: What sucks with us is, first of all. we're from Staten Island, which is a curse The
only thing to come from Staten Island is White Lion.

HW: And Twisted Sister,

Jeff: And Twisted Sister which is a good thing, but during that whole Biohazarri

Brooklyn thing, the worst thing you could do is say your from Staten Island Bui what's

bad about us is the SxE scene thinks we're one of These DMS. kick you in the face -type

bands. We are not like thai at all.

HW: Well, anyone who knows you knows that you have nothing lo do with any of that

Jeff: Right. We don't gel up on slage and go. "Yo! G!" and all of that stuff because I

think it's kinda silly when everyone's from the suburbs and they pretend they're hard

But we're not in that (SxE) scene, or the tough guy hard scene We're not hard enough
We get up on stage and tliey are like, "Oh, their pants aren't falling down to their ankles

and how come these guys aren't saying, Yo! What's up?"' So were somewhere in the

middle, like I've just noticed that either you re SxE or you walk around with a 40 ounce

in your hand and beat up people. We are not either. In general, we don't get fucked up.

We really don't do any drugs, we're not drunks, but I'm not going to say we're SxE You
know, maybe Joe still calls himself SxE, I don't know if he does anymore, but none of us

really do anything, know what I mean? We don't do drugs, bill we're not SxE and we are

not tough guys but we play hard music. So we fall into that weird void which I thought

would be cool in the beginning because we could play to both crowds though il kinda

left us lost, that's all

HW: It's kind of weird because for these stupid reasons. Enrage is going to have a hard

time getting their music heard

Jeff: Forever. And its always been that way and it'll always be that way. That's the only

way I can see it because we just don't fit I'll give you a perfect example Over the

weekend, we played with Black Train Jack and the whole crowd was SxE. we were the

only band that wasn't SxE, we were the heavy band Every band was emo pop punk We
actually went over pretty well considering, but it could have been ten times better

knowing what we usually play Pennsylvania. Then two nights later, we played with 25

ta Life and Cold As Life and Next Step Up. We were too light and weren't tough enough
We didn't fit in either scene. But I'll open for anybody, lhai's the thing. Like we opened

for metal bands like Morbid Angel and if you are going to accept a show playing a metal

show because your band needs it, then do it You know, like I've seeii liardcore bands

open up for metal bands and they 11 make fun of the show, then don't play

HW: Well. 1 know we both have a lot of respect for Sick Of It All but that was one ot rhe

times when they blew it.

Jeff: Yeah, when they did the New Titans tour, they were playing with metal bands, and

that's great for them, but then they made fun of it to their friends to save face. I notice

a lot of bands do thai I mean when the Cro-Mags had Age Of Quarell" out. they

opened up for VENOM and Agonstic Front was opening up for Slayer Those two bands

are like N.Y.H.C, personified That's before The Cro-Mags went metal And they were

opening up for Venom You can't get more metal than Venom.

HW: No.

Jeff: So I'll open for metal bands, like when we played with Earth Crisis, that was a

metal band (laughs). I have no problems with anyone. Well.. .when we did the Earth

Crisis show, you were there, it was like Earth Crisis, Ashes, Lincoln..

HW: The Wilkes Berry show...

Jeff: Yeah, it was a disaster, but we played there again a couple of months later with

Leeway, or Sam Black Church, and it was greai. while Earth Crisis sound more metal

than we do Especially the new stuff, where they're considered hardcore or not

HW: Well, I guess we are starting to beat that point to death....

Jeff: Yeah. I'll go on and on. ..we're killing it.
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Contact: Jeff Altieri/ENRAGE 308 Byrne Ave. Staten Island, NY 10314

HW: Well, where do you see the future

of Enrage headed?

Jeff: Hopefully, something better soon

because we've been at this for a long

time. Everyone's in their twenties, so

now it's come to a point where I would

like something like a bigger label,

HW: Hardware might reach some |>eople

Enrage might not other wise reach

What would you say to them to get them

to check out Enrage?

Jeff: First of all, all they have lo do is

send me a blank tape and I'll tape them

whatever we have for free. You can't go

wrong. Just mail me a tape, basically, it

you like heavy hardcore without the

cheese, with a little bit of melody, you'll

like Enrage.

HW: Anything else you wanted to say?

Jeff. No, 1 think we definitely killed

everybody. .

.

EP1PTY I urn drifting away, my broken hopes encompass me, but I gotta dear my hcod I gotta stay strong, lifes blood pumping

down a cynics spine, (ill my life have I got it all wrong? yes I am wrong. I em drifting away into broken dreams of hostitly. but i

gotta clear my head, I gotta slay strong, lifes blood pumping down a cynics spine and all my life have I got it all wrong? yes I am
wrong, but I gave up nothing yet I am left with nothing. I am empty with nothing to believe in. if lhats the way its gonna be, then

fhats the way it will stay, if you Knew my thoughts inside my head you would stay away... Enrage...

Cant talk...

ordering records! %L

ENKMKt "Sww Assembly Required" IP/ CD
( Ircai new alternative cock from Louisville. Set- Mark Brick?) s

birthmark nrxi time they nlav your town, I.P $8 IS, $11

world. CD $') US, SI2 world.'

"SIAMDEK A TO Z" bop*/ CD camp.
What the hell is Sl.ui.dck? Read the book. ( :1 ) includes i urremh.

unavailable tracks bv Rodatii J.iwbox. F.ndpoint, (rain,

Metroschiftei and more. SI I US, SO world.

GUILT "Synesthesia" !•"
Super thick guitars and tortured screaming, lony Victory liko

this record so much he bought the baud. 56 US, $9 world.

GUILT' €1
llu 10" ,ukI 7" on one technologically advanced and convenient

user friendly format. $') I lS, SI2 world.

ROOSEVELT'S INAUGURAL PARADE 7"

Detroit ernocore wiih male/femau vocals, .md a IX influence

S3.50 US, S5 world.

FALLING FORWARD * METROSCHIFTER 7"

I liis is what these band* sounded like before elecrrkiry. Ii s

acoustic, don t v.i know. $3.50 I S, $V(M world.

FALLING FORWARD "Hand Me Down" LP/CD
Soundtrack to hardcore heaven. II you don't already have (his,

I won't tell anyone you just now ordered it. II' $8 US, SI 1

world CD $9 US, $12 world.

Coming Soon: Elliott LP/ CD

ft
Initial

Records

Prices include delivery ' awh. chc< U, and

money or.fcr> payable u> lniii.il Records

Scud j SASH lor a complete i julog whidi

even includes stimulating visual effects.

I hrow in .i buck for stickers.

Initial Records

PO Box 251145
West Bloomfield M! 48325 USA
-<12ndil«<*iiiiili.rilii • Uk: 616-549-0402

FIGURE FOUR RECORDS
35 cliab latham waye, east bridgewater MA 02333 usa

"WORLD OF DISGUST" cs

Fig4-o5

21 hits of fast/slow,

high/low, sink your teeth.

HATCHET
FACE

"Vol. i rip

Hg4-o4

bound evolved.

1 5 songs.

•laitiainiafli
7"cp

fig4-o3

prices post-paid *">•>».''' r
'h

us/c-nVworld/air "
.'*'*,

Ip 6 / 7 / 8 / 9

ep 3 / -

cash or check/m,o.

lo FIGURE FOUR

six songs on a clear slab. we encourage you to write for wholesale/trades,

fast, crispy crunch.
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ERSEY
UNHEARD MUSIC BY JASON

New Jersey spawned many grear punk records; rhe problem is that

quite a few are forgotten due to the small number pressed and the pass-

ing of years without die passing of knowledge, there seems to be a lack

of interest in scene history, many appear content with being oblivious to

any band diat existed before 1990. If you arc interested in some great

N.J. punk and hardcore from the eighties then read on.

The first forgotten Jersey gem on rny list is the SAND IN THE FACE
self-titled l.p. It was recorded in the summer of 1984 and came our on

the N.Y. label, Twisted Records, in 1986. The strongest part of this

record is die vocals, which sound like a cross between Chris Jones of

VERBAL. ASSAULT and Danzig. In fact the album was recorded at

Mix-O-I.ydian in Boonton, where die MISFITS recorded their classic

album, "Walk Among Us". Most of the songs are mid-tempo punk tunes

with plenty of vocal and guitar hooks, but there are a few fast hardcore

songs also.

Much of what I heard about SAND IN THE FACE is heresay but 1

will pass it along because the few facts I do know support what I was

told. S.l.T.F. were from rhe Pine Brook/Montville area and existed from

1982 or 83 to about 1989. I was lucky enough to see them in 1988 at

Maxwells with A.O.D.. Besides the Lp, S.l.T.F. have songs on a few

compilations; "Mastertapes Vol.2", a Mystic record that 1 have never

seen and the "Dirt Club" compilation. These comp songs are recordings

from before the Lp widi a different and sloppier line-up. The Lp line-up

consists of Paul on guitar and vocals, Michelle on bass, and Gus on

drums. Rumor has it that Michelle went to Montclair State College and

it looks as though the picture on the Lp cover coidd have been taken on

that campus. Even though this great album is tough to come by it is

usually moderately priced.

The next record on my list is MENTAL ABUSE, "Streets Of Fildi"

Lp. This band was fronted by the legendary Cyd (Sid) Sludge, who
possessed a child-like personality that made him loved and mothered by

the N.J., N.Y. and Conn, hardcore scenes. One of the most famous

stories about Cyd is when a car tire fell from a third story window and

landed on his head... the impact didn't even phase him!

"Streets Of Filth" is a raw, basic, hardcore record that is sought

out by record collectors around the world. It came out on Urinal

Records in about 1985, there's no date on die record. MENTAL ABUSE
were from the Boonton/Denville area and the album was recorded on
eight track at Merlin Studios in Whippany. the humorous lyrics to such

songs as "Jock Sex" and "Sock Woman" are what make them classics.

Here are some lines from "Sock Woman";

She was a woman who wanted to be a man
She was a woman but she didn't have that gland

She was a woman who wanted a cock

But all she could find was a dirty old sock....

Not exactly philosophy but it is fun. MENTAL ABUSE'S influence

live's on; die band RUPTURE, from Australia, covered "Do You Mind"

on a 7" and KRAKDOWN covered "Sock Woman" on a compilation.

SICK OF IT ALL said that they used to play "Sock Woman" for fun

during rehearsals. The only other vinyl appearance of MENTAL ABUSE
is on a compilation on Urinal Records entitled, "Message From America

Hardcore Has Come Of Age". This comp also features AGNOSTIC
FRONT and SEIZURE. A great video exists for an alternative version of

"No God" in which Cyd plays the hero by rescuing die victims of a

kidnapping. Another rarely seen item is the Cyd Sludge solo album,
"1 lardcore Caesar", a cassette only release on Paragon Records.

their vinyl debut with "Let's Barbeque", a six song 7". This Ep is fairly

rare and sought after and it usually sells for $15 to $25. Covers widi red

letters are the first pressing and the blue letters are the second

pressing. Songs such as "Surburbja
1

', the first version of "Trans Am"
and "Status Symbols" make this an awesome Ep. A.O.D. placed a N.J.

altitude in every note of music that they played and every lyric sung. The

Livingston mall is mentioned on the first track of the 7", "Suburbia".

Guitarist Jim Foster, who co-wrote many of die songs on the debut 7",

left during this early stage of die band and was replaced by Bruce

Wingate.

Bruce made his vinyl debut with A.O.D. on what is arguably the best

hardcore record to come out of Jersey; "The Wacky Hi-Jinks Of Adren-

alin O.D. ". This album contains 15 cuts; every song is a hit and they

rammed it right down our throats. This paradigm of hardcore excellence

was recorded at The Sanctuary in Caldwell in 1984. The songs are

brutally fast, the guitar tones are painful, and the lyrics are funny and

some are even relevant to this day. The song, "Rock And Roll Gas

Station" is rumored to be written about a gas station in Clifton. N.J...

The follow-up to "Wacky Hi-Jinks" was "Humungousfimgusamoung-

us", an album that is almost as brilliant as it's predecessor, recorded in

1986 in West Orange, "Humungus..." contains the same fast and furious

ingredients that made the previous records great. Both of these Lps are

relatively easy to find and both were even pressed onto a CD at one

rime. A.O.D. slowly went downhill from here on but if you really like

these records you should check out ''Cruising With Elvis In Bigfoot's

UFO". "Cruising" departs from the thrash formula but it contains some

great punk songs as well as a good amount of filler. "Ishtar" is A.O.D.'s

stab at stardom with a college rock record. Original bass player, Jack

Steeples abandoned the band before they changed direction. He
relumed to play a special show at the Pipeline in Newark, probably in

1988, where rhe band played their first Lp in order, from beginning to

end.

Two seven inches also came out during die time of the first two Lps.

1 don't place much emphasis on them because tiiey don't contain original

material. A.O.D. shared an Ep with BEDLAM and it's quite a collector's

item even ihough it only contains live versions of cover songs diat I be-

lieve were recorded at City gardens. The other seven inch has two

songs; "Nice Song In The Key Of 'D'" and an even faster remake of

"A.O.D. vs. Godzilla", which the band redded "Return To Beneath The

Planet Of Adrenalin O.D. Vs. Godzilla Strikes Again In 3D". "Nice

Song" is a great pop punk tune that appears on "Humungous" and the

rerecording of "A.O.D. Vs. Godzilla" makes this usually very cheap

seven inch worth having since it is so unbelievably fast and aggressive;

it makes most of today's hardcore sound like bad metal played by the

physically challenged while on hides.

Today original guitarist. Jim Foster, is playing in the punk band,

Electric Frankenstein with Scott, the second singer of Verbal Abuse,

Sal from the Thing, and John Stelti from Holeshot. Jack Steeples, who is

quite the family man. occasionally plays guitar in Mental Decay. Paul

Richards has been seen playing bass in some bands in Manhattan.

Bruce moved to Connecticut and Dave Scott moved to Florida. A.O.D.

have been cited by Gorilla Biscuits and Lifetime as a musical influence.

No discussion of N.J.H.C. would be complete without including Adrenalin O.D.

A.O.D. spawned from the band East Patenon Bov's Choir In 1983 they made

A.O.D. records are relatively easy to find for under $5. Buy Our

Records did a good job at distributing A.O.D. and dieir odier punk

acts, and I strongly recommend tracking down die first two Lps. As for

the other records mentioned in this article, good luck in finding them,

it's not impossible and probably won't be tliat expensive, ask around,

I'm sure some kind collector nerd wouldn't mind taping these records

for you! Happy hunting!!!!!

'New Jersey's Got It!!" more N.J. stuff next
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"New Jersey's Got It!"
By David Koenig

When I read Jason's article about some of the hands/

records that came out oh so long ago, I totally had to rip

his idea off and add to it. Hope he's not too pissed. Any-

way, he wrote about many good bands and their respect-

ive recordings but there are a few more worth mentioning.

BEDLAM were A.O.D.'s label mates (actually members of

BEDLAM ran the label) and seriously, 1 liked them better.

They played some great thrash stuff while straightforward,

had a style all of their own. Lyrics were serious in a

humorous way, mostly about New Jersey. They had one

song which PC folks will flip out over, "A.I.D.S." has some

really derogatory' statements against gays. For that reason,

a lot of people steer clear of this disc. Fuck it! I really don't

give two shits about one song, BEDLAM kicked ass. They

released two I2"s, their self-titled l.p and "Lost In Space",

an Ep with a couple of covers and some not so good surf

punk. By all means, search out the 1st Lp, it's a N.J.

classic.

A compilation came out on Buy Out Records in 1986

called "New Jersey's Cot it!". On it were all N.J. bands,

A.O.D., Stetz, Pleased Youth, Bedlam, Cyanamid, Children

In Adulr Jails and Bodies In Panic. If you want a good idea

what "the N.J. sound" was like this record is a good place

to start. The graphics are chemical spill oriented because

at the time chemical companies were in the newspaper

everyday trying to cover up some spill.

MORE GREAT RECORDS: Since this piece is going to

be short, I just want to tell you about must have N.J.

records quickly. I encourage you to track some of these

down and give them a listen. BODIES IN PANIC Lp: great

thrash record, they cover the Spiderman theme here,

SAND IN THE FACE Lp: Just as Jason said, this is a must.

Was lucky enough to see them a couple of times. MENTAL
ABUSE Lp: 1 must listen to this record like once n week.

They actually got back together in 1988 for a few shows

(which a lot of them were with LIFE'S BLOOD!), BIG CITY

comp Lp: while not a N.J. record, almost all the bands

mentioned above are on it., TMA "What's For Dinner" Lp:

Not a well known disc but worth checking out, fast

hardcore stuff... Maybe next time I talk about some crazy

show experiences and more bands- David
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So I'm a little biased. I think FLOORPUNCH rule. Their 7" will

be out on my label around mid July, so keep an eye out for

that. In the meantime you can still get their demo from me.
This interviw took place after practice one night in Kingshott's

basement. It's pretty short, I just wanted to get their name
out and let you all decide for yourselves. They have no heavy
agenda, just hardcore. Present were Bill. Mark, Kingshott and
Zev, as well as a host of others. Zusi was away at school so I

had him write a few comments down so he doesn't feel left

out. Photo by Gory -Brett

I IW: What arc the origins behind the Iwnd'"

B: Certain individuals are always talking about being olfensive and pissing people oil', like

(hat's (heir idea ofpunk, but as soon as you say something that offends them they cry about

it They call us ignorant or whatever. Then idea ofbeing punk and being offensive is

saving, luck the cops", or whatever When there's no cops around to hear it. Hut ifyou

say something that's offends somebody in the room, intentionally or not, they'll sas you

shouldn'thave said it and all this other shit. Like you don't belong in hardcore Fuck that.

1 hear a lot ofstuff I don't like, you don't see me whining about it. I don't like people u ho

go to shows drunk and start fights and shit, but some asshole will say, "( )h, it's his right to

do whatever he wants" and they'll tell me I don't belong in hardcore because I'm not

sensitive to their issues Those kids their mom pays their rent anyway How punk is

that'.' 'Mommy pays my rent. I'm punk rock. I wear gas station clothes. I've never

worked a day in my life
" Why don't you come down and work a day at my shop w ith me?

Ill show you work

M We were at the Chatham show, bad txinds were playing We got led up with the scene

We were out in from complaining, because Lord knows we weren't inside watching them

1 IW So what makes lor a good hardcore show? _,

Z Stage diving, linger pointing, dancing

H The live of us were outside together We were like, "Hey let's start a band". M Kids who arc sincere about the music, they feel it in their heart. They're not just there

M And all it's about is dancing. (Laughs) Let's call it II .( X )RPI INCH. Just for fun Just

to do u Bring kick the spirit of "88.

to impress people 1 hey re not just there for a fashion show

K: Skinheads.

1 IW I've heard about some people, not a lot, saying that FLOORPUNCH is ignorant oi

something like that. What do you have to say to that?

H Army pants, Nikes

B; Fuck you
HW: Why don't you tell me about some lyrics

M We redoing it just for fun. I'm not doing it to make my fortune or anything. And to

whoever said it. I've got a good job and 1 went to college. Lm not ignorant.

M: 1 wrote all ihe lyrics. 1 wrote them all, pretty much, in one night. 1 was listening to the

BREAKEX )WN demo, 1 listened to some other youth crew type music for inspiration So

I got stuff about lighting and crews. Militant straight edge, a little PROJECT X was

B: 1 think people take themselves too seriously nowadays Hardcore got caught up so

much in politics that you can't even say certain tilings. You can get away with being stupid

if you're a two-bit punk band. No one likes hardcore bands anymore. You can watch a

band that drinks lieer and smokes pot and talks about fucking chicks, but. .

thrown in the mix fhe lyrics might be overdone a little bit, but it reflects, somewhat, how
1 feci.

HW Are they TOTALLY serious?

M: Basically everyone's just too uptight. You cunt have fun. 1 said the word "gay" just to

piss people off, and it worked 1

M: I would never say they were not serious. But I wouldn't say...

X: Go out and beat the shit out ofsomebody

. m
111SU -

M: Yeah, exactly

B: That's thewayyou feel sometimes, though

Ifsomebody's sitting next to you smoking, you

just feel like punching them m the face, you

don't want to breathe (hat shit and they don't

have enough respect not to smoke in your face

So, you know, the way 1 look at is it not saying

we're going to punch you in the lace or

anything, lx-cau.se we're not, but that's iust

the way we feel in certain situations.

1 IW: What happened at that show m DC ?

Z: That was all Geoff's fault

B: t )K. some kid from 1 'hilly, who is a fringe

member of the crew, was kicking some kid or

something, we don't know why, so I utle Dave

was trying to break up the scullle and he tied

the kid in a knot on the ground. 1 le had that

kid neutralized on the ground to stop him from

hitlmg this other kid.

'Cross my path. ..Don't get in my way...

You better watch. ..what you fucking say!!!" - "My Path'

I 7 Then some other kid kicked Have while he

was occupied on the ground and then < reofl

grabbed that kid by d\e throat. The bouncers

came over and went alter Geoff then this kid

I

Justin grabbed one of the bouncers in a choke

I hold, and since the bouncer was about twioe



ihc size ofJustin he smashed huri into the stage to gel him

>tl his neck

B: This ended up on tin side ofthe stage, and I didn't really

know what was going on. 1 just saw some big guy hit one

of our guys and start choking him, so 1 went after him with

my guitar, which was stupid I didn't think. This girl

stepped in and stopped me by grabbing my guitar It should

be mentioned that the bouncers did have weapons and they

probably would have killed Justin if someone didn't step

in It was another case of muselehead bouncers who don't

know what the fuck they're doing

M We're not pro-fighting. We" re not out there to start lights,

but you've got to have your friends back. That's what it's

all about

1W: So what cover songs have you guvs been playing?

/.. "Thinking Straight"

M: "'Thinking Straight" and "Malfunction"

I1W Some people have a problem with that song

M: Its my favorite song on the demo 1 liked that demo for

flicking ever Way before PC' was cool. I never said. "Hey

let's cover Safe In A Crowd' because it will piss people

off". That's probably my favorite song on the demo When
BREAKDOWN used to play it I didn't see anyone

complaining, I know if I saw a band covering it 1 would

want to go eraA'. Wc cover "Malfunction" just because the

CR< >-MA<iS were probably the best band ever in hardcore

The crowd loves that one. It gets everyone tired up.

K We cover WARZONE too

1 IW: Do you guys think you're going to make any kind ofa

difference m this hardcore scene'.'

B Ye>

M: Can 1 go first? We did Uus band iust so kids would

know what they're missing And 1 think, just by our demo
sales, that kids arc getting the idea, They think what we're

doing is pretty cool. 1 see kids dancing to us that you

wouldn t expect. I think a lot of different kids are hearing

our music which is reallv what we set out to do

K Ihere's some bands coming up that play good music,

old style. I.ike FASTBREAK

/. RE I READ.

B: RAIN ON THE PARADE, CORNERSTONE 1 think

we'll make a difference because wctalk about straight edge

A lot of people in straight edge bands dance around the

issue of being straight edge They talk about drinking milk

or "we'll burn your neighborhood down", We're saying

"This is straight edge, this is what it was. This is what it'll

lie again"

HW So without mentioning any names who was the inspi-

ration Ixmmd tiie song "Persevere" and what prompted you

to wiueir

M: Steve McVeigh 1 went away to college, he called me

up and said. "Dude, I'm having urges to drink. What about

you?" Because we always said if we were going to drink

we would do it together I said. I ticking no way man It's

not for me." I came Ixick from college and found out he'd

been drinking People say diere's more to a friendship than

just drinking, but dial's what we started it on. 'ITie whole

Stop and Think crew, which was '87, XX, '89, they all went

broke. It was just us two We had each odier, but then he

did break the edge 1 still keep in touch with him, but it

severed the ties we had made. 1 still love the kid I'd do

anything for him. but it's just not there anymore. He's just

not the same when he's druiik When he's drunk he's not

the same That's all he thinks about It consumes his whole

B: The Outback. Friday's. So anyway, ask us about our

jobs and what a strain it is trying to get away for shows

and renting vans when you don't get paid

7; I work at die Wiz. 1 unload trucks into the trunk ofyny

car and sometimes into the building

M: He's a clepto.

HW S«> what about this alleged Stop and Think crew?

Where was this based? (I'm asking questions I know the

answers to better than him)

M: The fucking Jersey shore We were hundreds strong,

and we regularly battled Sayrevillc

(icoft": You would have regularly lost

iW: Funny, I only remember about eight member;

M Ihere was only about twenty.

Geoff: And idl these made up. huge guvs

I IW So somebody give me a brief history ofMatawan

K: Well, as anyone knows, the best band from Matawan

was CC4J (CRYPTIC COOKIES FOR JKSIJS).

B I'm a working class individual. 1 work in a shop in

Cliffwood Beach, the worst place in the world I rebuild

alternators for trucks ami buses Idon'tmakea lot ofmoney

and 1 have to pay rent and car insurance and buy IikhI and

I've got like twenty bucks let! over for the week 1 pa) lor
I

fucking band practices with the two Kinds that 1 do and

when you ask for $30 to play a show kids cry because the)

think you're a fucking rock star, demanding money I rving

to get a guarantee and listening to these kids cry about it is

bull $50 isn't a lot of money. It's hard to work a job, pay

your rent and buy food and then play a show when it all

conies out of your pocket. You've got to buy shirts, rent a

van, gas Guitar strings are like $7 That's not a lot, but I

break my strings every time we play, so I've got to restiing

every show. Equipment is expensive, kids don't understand

that. You charge $X for a shirt and you hear complaining

'Hie kid's wearing a fucking $50 pair of jeans he bought

from a skate shop

flW Alright, am last comment;

/ Thev were the only band from Matawan

M: You can't forget UNITED FRONT

/. There was STEP AI EA1 ), they lost the edge and changed

their name to CC4J

M: Mfltawan'S weak

HW Let's talk about sports

M: I played college football.

I IW. fell us about how you blew out vour knee

M: It was on a draw play, the running back got hit at the

line ofscrimmage, and I was shading the I) tackle, letting

him run up field, getting him to over pursue and take him-

self right out of the play. The whole pile fell on me. I never

even saw it coming It look out my knee People say they

can kick me in the knee, that'll take me out, but the truth is:

Its metal It's stronger than mv other knee 140 staples in

my knee after the surgery.

HW: So if you could get sponsored bv a company what

would it be?

IV Nike, Champion, Vans

M Just don't forget what hardcore's all about Have fun.

and don't take EVERYT1 UNO so seriously

zusi speak;

Since I couldn't lie around for the interview Brett asked me

to write something about the band I have no idea what

questions Brett asked the rest off the guvs and what

responses thev gave, but for me. when I think ol

II .( X )RPUNCI 1 1 think ofhardcore. Someofyoumay agree

with me and some of you may disagree To tell you the

truth, either way I'm not losing any sleep over it. 1 think

that over the years I've started to lose touch u ith an essential

element of hardcore-the idea ofthe power of the individual

lhe idea is that you may not be able to change the actions

of the world, or those ofyour country, or even those ofyoui

friends, but what you can change is yourself. And who

knows, if enough people decide to make the change maybe

thev can make a difference. Hardcore has changed a lot

since I went to my first show, some for the better and some

for the worse. What hasn't changed is the fact that it pla) s

an important role in the lives ofa lot of kids I guess to me

FLOORPUNCH is an expression of how important

hardcore is to me I don't know, in a certain way hardcore

will never mean as much to me as it did when I first got int. •

it, FLOORPUNCH is my attempt at expressing those

feelings. I .ike I said before, ifyou like us that's great, ifnot

then whatever, either way I sleepgood at night. -Chris Zusi

South Bend Indiana. November 1995
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1 1W: Even though Nike hasn't made a g<xxl pair of sneakers

in six years i

3S 4jf''4k

(IW What about a restaurant''



It took two area codes, three towns and fourphones to get this interview

with Chris and Todd of 97a, who just happen to be one ofour favorite newish
bands in the state ofNew Jersey. It seems that they don't get the respect

they deserve because theyplay that "thrash hardcore retro stuff". Well, they
maybe "thrash" and "hardcore", but they are not "retro". 97a are a great
bandand are worth checking out. ..David K.

HW: Since a lot of people outside the area might not know, why don't you
give us a run down of 97a, your history, what you are trying lo do and all

that other good stuff.

Chris: Well, we are 97a, We are a hardcore band. Not too many bands diese

days are hardcore. I don't think bands these days wants to be a hardcore

band, they are trying to be something more than that. We started about a
year and a half ago. Todd and I started die band and we got a friend of ours,

Glen, to play the drums. We recorded a demo about a year ago. Todd?

Todd: Yeah, last November.

Chris: And we needed a bass player to play live because I couldn't play bass

and sing at the same time. So we got Clint and that's die line-up. He's been
with us about a year almost.

HW: It seems like you guys have a little trouble getting shows in the area. Is

that true? Why do you think diat is, if it is?

Chris: I diink a lot of people have a problem with us. They are put off

by us for some reason. I think diey are intimidated by the fact that we
are just trying to be a hardcore band and not, like I said before, trying to

be anything more than that. They might not be into the style of music
that we play, which leans to the more faster...! hate to say it more
dirashy sound. Not a slow heavy type tiling.

HW: So if you had to compare you music to someone who didn't know
anything about 97a, what would you compare it to?

Chris: I don't know, what would you say Todd?

HW: It kind of reminds me of early 80's, mid-West stuff.

Chris: I can understand why people would say that, but I would hate to

lump us in with any era. because to me. we are playing hardcore music
the way it should be played. Hardcore music seemed to progress at a

normal level from the late 70s to like '89'91, then bang! All of a sudden
it wasn't cool to play fast anymore. Everybody was playing slow. And
that's where I think people start saying we are "old school". We are not

trying to do anything like that, we are just a hardcore band. We just

want people to realize that fast music is what hardcore's about. If they

get slighted that we are laying it on the line so bluntly... the bottom line

is that if you look at any hardcore album or seven inch from
'89 or earlier, it was fast. It might not have been break neck

fast, but it was fast. There was no slow bands. There might

have been bands that did a few slow songs.

HW: So how does skate boarding relate to your band?

Chris: I don't know. We all into skating but with all varied

interests. 1 guess I'm into it the most and Clint the bass player

is into it. We go out and skate sometimes. 1 guess it's

something 1 was into and it was a good name for a band. 1

was like diere's no skate bands left.

HW: It seems like at one time, skate boarding and hardcore

had a prelly good relationship going. Now, skate boarding

more aligned with rap and stuff like diat. There's really no

hardcore bands in Thrasher anymore.

Chris: Yeah, I would never got into die whole hardcore/punk

thing if it wasn't for skate boarding. I always saw die two as

linked. Not saying they should be or they have to be, but I

saw it as linked. I know a lot of my friends got into hardcore

the same way. When I thought about it, I thought they were

very close, so it wasn't like, "We're going to do this!". It was
like, "Oh skatelxjarding/hardcore". When I first started writ-

ing a couple of songs, 1 was really pissed off by the whole skatebording scene.

The way it was two or three years ago. It's getting a little better but it's still a

negative stale tiling where everybody's just die same.

HW: Todd, why don't you talk about the song you sing? You usually have

something good to say about it at shows.

Todd: That would be "Average Citizen". I wrote the lyrics to diat.

Chris: He wrote the lyrics to "Confidence" too.

Todd: The lyrics to "Average Citizen"... It was just a thing where, it was a

song diat really moved me, so I just figured I want to sing it because I felt

really strong about it. It's about being frustrated how many different roads

your tax money can take. I was watching how the upper class gets pardoned

and how different tax money is used to fund some senator's vacation or vaca-

tion home. It's about the different routes the money takes and how the lower

and middle class just gets screwed.

IIW: Who writes the bulk of the lyrics?

Todd: Chris writes the bidk of the lyrics. I write a few songs, but I more...

Chris: Todd wrote about four of them, 1 think?



HW: How many songs do you guys have all together?

Chris: 1 think somewhere around eighteen.

HW: Do you still play them all?

Chris: There's about sixteen of them. We might not play them all at one

show, but there's sixteen of them diat we'll usually play, there's only one or

two that we don't play that often. Probably never play again. Those were like

the very first songs we wrote, for a year and a half we have been playing

them. ..I guess for some people who haven't seen us, they might want to hear

them. For someone who practices twice a week, it gets a little redundant to

play those songs like two hundred times.

HW: So how did you guys get hooked up with a record label from Japan?

Chris: Well. I do a D.l.Y. skateboard distribution, like a person would do a

record label. I had a pen pal from Japan, he was interested in my band. So 1

sent him a tape of my band, the demo tape, lie really liked it and asked if

we wanted to put out a record

with live songs on it. He puts out

live records, he has put out stuff

like Capitalist Causalities, Rice,

Rupture. I think he is working on

something by Spazz next. I said

well you are in luck because we
have a live tape that I kind of

liked, I guess so... We like it

better dian die demo.

HW: So do you have any plans to

do any studio recordings anytime

soon?

Chris: Yeah, as a matter of fact,

we have some time booked in

February to do about ten songs.

HW: Any idea who
put that out?

is going to

CONFIDENCE.
DOWN ON YOURSELF, REJECTED BY
YOU. BROUGHT ABOUT A CHANGE,
TO BE SOMEONE NEW. IT'S NOT
THAT ROUGH TO WALK YOUR OWN
PATH. SET FORTH YOUR GOALS,

YOUR INNER PRIDE WILL ALWAYS
LAST. DO WHAT'S EXPECTED. JUST
TO BE COOL, INSIDE YOUR HEAD,
YOU FEEL LIKE A FOOL. TRUST
YOUR INSTINCT. FOLLOW YOUR
INTERESTS . TAKE COMMAND OF YOUR
LIFE, AND YOU WON'T HAVE TO
PROVE ANYTHING TO ANYBODY, BUT
YOURSELF! YOUR IGNORANCE, SETS
YOU APART FROM THE TRUTH IN
YOUR HEART. YOUR CONFIDENCE IN

WHO YOU ARE, CAN MAKE YOU
STRIVE VERY FAR. LOSE THE
FRONT THAT YOU POSE. AN
IDENTITY THAT SOMEONE ELSE
CHOSE. . THEY CHOSE IT!Chris: We have a couple of differ-

ent things we are thinking about.

Nothing's really definite yet. So I

don't want to look like a big mouth and say we are going to do tiiis or that. I

guess when we record diose songs, they come out somewhere, somehow.

HW: So why don't you talk about that song "Commitment" and if it was
written about anyone in particular in mind.

Chris: "Commitment" was written to express my anger tliat I felt about

certain people who tried to force their so-called life long pride down our

throats and then not be there to back it up. Since a commitment to anything

revolves around actions and noi words. I thought it was ironic to hear some-

one tell me. instead of showing me. Although, the song was written about

certain "Youth Crew" types it is not exclusive to them alone, but to anyone
who has gone back on their words about sincerity and/or pride. 1 want to

make it clear that the song is about dedication to Hardcore, not the straight

edge, which is a whole other issue diat I feel should be left up to a personal

choice, as long as it does not harm others, especially me!

HW: So what do you think about the kids that go to hardcore shows these

days? Are they as sincere as when we were first getting into it? It seems
there's a high turnover rate in this area.

Chris: Sincerity isn't something you can really measure until it's proven.

Going back to the question you just asked me before, I guess we thought a

lot of those bands back then that came and went, were sincere. Maybe it was
three or four years before it was proved that diey weren't. It's hard to say. I

met a lot of people who 1 have met who seemed insincere. But then when
they got into hardcore a little deeper, they turned out to be really into it.

Then again, 1 met a lot of people who I thought were really into it and I

don't know where they are now. I always thought sincerity was something

you proved, not something you talked about.

HW: Chris, when you talk before the songs, you usually include yourself in

whatever might be judged negative. Do you think more people should take

more looks at themselves like that?

Chris: I guess I include myself, because I don't want people to think I'm

judging them. I'm just saying this is something I noticed that goes on and

sometimes it's an issue that I can be included in. Sometimes it's not. The

songs that 1 usually say that about are the ones diat I feel. ..I know I say that

with die song "Blueprint" because somewhere down the line, everybody tries

to fit in with a group or a clique. I've been a victim of that too. I'm not saying

it's wrong or bad, I just want people to realize diat when diey do that, make
sure it's for the right reason. I just don't want people to do it blindly.

HW: Do you think there's a total loss of individuality in hardcore these days?

Chris: I tend to think that there is a loss

think everything come around full circle.

AMERICA'SHOMELESS.
BUILDING AND BUILDING ON EVERY

INCH OF LAND. NEVER LEAVE A

PLACE FOR THE WILDLIFE. WHAT

STARTED OUT FROM NEED, IS NOW

JUST A QUEST. GOT TO BUILD UP

CONDOS FROM EAST TO UEST. CUTE

IN A PET STORE OR EVEN A ZOO,

BUT IF THEY'RE IN THE ROAD,

THEY'RE JUST DEAD HEAT. WHEN

THEY GET IN YOUR WAY, JUST

SHOOT TO KILL. HUNT THEM ALL

DOWN BECAUSE IT'S JUST GOD'S

WILL. I'VE GOT A PLAN. LET'S

HUNT DOWN MAN! I'VE GOT A

PLAN, LET'S HUNT DOWN MAN!

MONEY IN YOUR POCKET, AT THEIR

EXPENSE. IT DOESN'T REALLY

MATTER IF THEY LIVE OR DIE. IN

THIS WORLD, MONEY IS ALL WE

NEED AND THE ANIMALS DIE

BECAUSE OF OUR GREED 1

of individuality in a lot of tilings. I

At one time hardcore was some-

thing different. Now it's pretty

much proven itself to be a staple

of music expression. I guess it is

going to be kinda repetitive in

some ways. I think having to be

different is necessarily the right

thing. As long as it's sincere... 97a

plays music that some would

consider redundant. Something

diat has already been done. F.very

member of 97a truly likes that

kind of music. We are playing

songs that we like, we are not

going. "Let's try to make a song

that people are going to remem-

ber 1988!" We are not trying to

do that, just try to write songs

that we like, that we feel no ifs,

and's or bur's are hardcore songs.

In that respect, we are trying to

fit a mold. It's a mold that we are

intentionally are doing because

we want to. not because we want

to fit in.

HW: What do you think of... I think I see a difference between when hard-

core seemed to be for the fun of it, the enjoyment of the music and now the

only bands that seem to get attention are the bands that make a full time job

of hardcore. You know, they tour constantly and they play giant shows...

Chris: 1 don't really follow what you mean unless you are implicating

specific bands...

HW: I'm not implicating anybody in particular, but... with the explosion of

the "alternative" scene and all that crap, those bands got huge. They got

MTV. they got record deals, make money so the guys in the band don't have

to have a real job. They do that instead of promoting their band die way it

used to be done; dirough flyering, mail, by playing shows, hanging out and
going to see other people's bands. It seems these people are taking the easy

way out and you guys are still trying to do it die old-fashioned way.

Chris: 1 have found that a lot of jieople have a difference of opinion on this

but I always thought that stuff like music, an and shit like that are kind of

like hobbies. ..people should really make a career out of something like diat.

Even some of the greatest artists. I don't think a painting is worth two

million dollars. 1 don't care what it is. I don't tliink a record contact is worth

two million dollars. A sport player is not worth ten million dollars. That's a

personal opinion of mine. If a person came up to me and said, "Hey, I like

your band. I can make you big." I don't think I would do it. There's a 99%
chance it's not going lo be on the terms I want to do it. If it was through an

sincere way. IF. 1 doubt it would be...tiien I don't know what I would do.

Because I just graduated college, it's kind of hard finding a job. A lot of

people say don't sell out and all this stuff, it's not an issue of selling out. It's

the issue that you have a talent and somebody willing to pay you for it.
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Lex: a i Bands 97a

Somebody might look at that a little differently when they have that

talent. Every band that has gotten that way has been on an indie level

selling tens of thousands of copies. When we are on thai level, ask me
that question again. Right now. I say 1 just do it for the fun.

HW: What are some of the other things you might sing about?

Chris: I don't know.. .I'll have a lot of things that I'll sing about, that 1

want to sing about. After 1 write down the lyrics, not all of them seem

to be of die level of.. .there's a lot of songs that fll just throw in the gar-

bage. After I'm done writing it and it seems diat it's important, I try to

write things that haven't been done before. Everything been done at

least twice at this stage of the game. I try to write about things that

doesn't seem too redundant or has a different twist to it. They are

usually things that I'm blunt or blatant about, stuff that pisses me off.

That's usually what it is. ..Todd's laughing because he can probably lell

you why he writes Iris songs.

Todd: Because things piss me off...

IIW: Well, yeah, hardcore's a pissed off sport I think.

HW: (DK) Brett, are you doing the dishes? (The sound of dishes

smashing and water running have been prevalent in the last five

minutes!)

HW: Of course, 1 always do the dishes when I'm on the phone, (much
laughter) I wasn't washing them, just putting them away. It seems like

a lot of bands especially...! don't know in like maybe the last five years

all of a sudden have this heavy agenda that they have to push, whether

its being a vegan, or the government sucks...

Chris: Not to cut you off, but 97a is a band that is singing about a lot

of issues diat most bands think are too trivial. Like the songs we sing

about skate boarding, we have had people go, "Oh you guys are like a

fun band.". I'm like, "No, those lyrics are dead serious ". They're like,

"Wdbn't get it". That because you are too worried

about saving the world. That's something 97a is not

going to be actually be able to accomplish. But maybe

97a. on the level that we are at, can accomplish

something writing the lyrics that we write. I mean 1

want to try and accomplish something with the lyrics.

I hope that they are not being sung in vain,

somebody, some-where is getting some sort of

message out of it. What's the point of telling everyone

that they have to do diis or they have to do that? Half

the people are going to go, "OK. 1 want to jump on

their bandwagon!" and the other half of the people

are going to try their best to try and put you down. 1

don't want to write lyrics that are going to create a

bunch of mindless followers and have a bunch of

people hate me. I want to write lyrics that people can

relate to whether they agree with it or not. At least try

to see our point of view. Todd's lyrics go for a

different than mine.

heavy kind of diing. And all die bands diat are more on die D.I.Y. level are really

trying to go into... There are a few bands that aren't going into it, I don't want to

pigeon-hole any one into a group because that's exactly what 1 don't want to

happen to us. But I see a lot of these bands when with the whole P.C. thing and to

me the whole P.C. diing is like. "Hey, straight-edge isn't enough, I have to be better

than you for that." Now diat wasn't good enough, you have to be vegan too. Well.

wail a second! Do yon want to alienate everybody? If that was the way hardcore

was in 1983 or 1984 when I got into it, there is no way in hell 1 would have gotten

into it. How am I suppose to live up to all diese rules? daughter) I couldn't do it!

I'm a good person...

HW: That's the thing back then there really wasn't any rules, more like customs or

traditions. Now you don't even have that. Everydiing like so critical, you have to do

this, do thai.

HW: (Brett) God forbid you do anything different.

Chris: It's come to the point where I took a step back and said. "Wait a second!".

How's thai going to relate to the average person? I don't just want to relate lo
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someone who's been into hardcore for five years.

Thai's not going to gel any kids into it in the first

place. When we play, we get a lor of people who have

only been to a couple of shows...who come up to us

afterwards and are really into what we did. Some-

times it's people who have been into hardcore for a

while seem to be alienated by what we are doing

'cause we are not playing the game by the rules they

diink should have been established by now. I think

hardcore really changed my life. 1 would nor be the

same person I am now if it wasn't for hardcore. What
I think got me into this and what I think would get

other people into it too, that's the whole real issue

behind it...show kids that if one person wants to sing

about being pissed of on not being able to afford a

dishwasher (laughter), let them sing that if they

want! Maybe its serious to them, to me it wouldn't be

serious. Why does it have to escalate to die issue of

unless you are singing about something that's about

saving the world or creating a new standard of

correct vocabulary for all different kinds of people?

That's not important. 1 don't see how anything

anybody would have to say, if They were sincere,

wasn't important. That's like the skate boarding thing,

people think that's a joke, a couple songs we wrote

about skate boarding. There's a serious issue that a

lot of kids get into skate boarding and they don't care

about going skating or whatever. They go and they

skate and they don't respect where they skate, throw

sniff on the ground, graffiti walls... then when the

cops kick them out, they don't know why and scratch

their heads and don't know why it happened! You got

to respect things. People look at the lyrics and

because they're not on a worldly issue of respect, just

a small facet of it, rhey laugh it off. That kind of fuels

our fire about other things, 'cause I have had people

say to us, "You're a fun band". That's insulting.

1IW: I don't think you guys are. If you were, I don't

think Brett and I would be interviewing you!

IIW (Brett): You have to be a pretty good joke

band, like MURPHY'S LAW.

Chris: That's what they set out to do and that's

great.

HW: Well, tape's running out. Any last comments?

I odd: I guess this is where we say, "Go buy our

record!" Chris?

Chris: i just want to tiiank the few people who do

support us. 1 also want to thank Unanswered, because

they are a great band. They also go through the same

thing as us where no one what's to check them out.

We also want to thank Shinji for helping us out and

releasing the seven inch!

CONTACT 97A C/O TEAMWORK RECORDS
P.O.BOX 4473 WAYNE, N.J. 07474
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/ love to go out and listen to new stuff. Unfortunately, most new bands that come out now-a-days seem
ready made for a certain genre. There's too many pure pop-punk bands or ready made Xstraight edgeX
bands. ENSIGN are a new(ish) band from the Brunswick area and they don't come pre-packaged for easy

consumption. They are a bandmade up offourguys with varied interests and influences. The resulting mix
of hardcore andpunk styles, both oldandnew is the closest thing I've seen to originalmusic in a long time.

The drive to make good music overrides the desire to be popular. ENSIGN are a great band, and Iguess its

not surprising that they have a lot to say as well... -Mat Gard

HW: OK, who's in the band, and who does what?

John: I'm John, and I play guitar. Tim sings. Chris Ross

plays drums and Walt plays bass. That's not in order
of importance.

HW: Could you give me a brief history of the band?

John: We started at the end of 1993. The members of

the band were Chris, Walt, Vin, Graham and myself.

We practiced for a while and had our first show in

March of 1994 with Shades Apart, Halo Boots and
Seething Gray. At that show our name was Eclipse of

reason. Nobody in the band really liked the name, but
we needed one so we used it. Ever since that show,
we've been Ensign. We played shows from there on,

and that's pretty much where it started. We did a

demo in June of *94. We like to imagine that the demo
doesn't exist anymore. That's not against anyone who
was or still is in the band. We just don't play any of

the songs off of it.

Tim: Its a different version of Ensign.

John: Its just not us now. We're just different

elements in the band now. The singing style is much
different and the guitar sounds were much different

as well, it's not bad, its just something that we don't

have anymore and its turned out for the better.

HW: How did Graham leave and Tim come to join.

John: Late in last year, Graham started another band;

Felix Frump. He was doing both bands at the same
time. We weren't sure which band he was into more.
We were starting to have some problems with him
and were wondering about him. His singing style was
something that our music had turned away from. And
it turns out that just when it got to the point where
we were going to ask him if he was really into the

band or not, he came and told us that he was really

going to do the other band. So it was kinda a mutual
thing, it ended up being fortunate because all of us

like Graham; he's a good guy. We didn't want to force

anything on him or give him an ultimatum or

anything, so it was just a good thing that he went on
with his other band. It seems that he's happy with it

right now, which is good. Tim came into the picture

as graham was starting to lean towards his other
band. We started looking for new people to try out
and Tim was the first, but he couldn't do it because
he was away with Sick of It All in europe at the time.

We really didn't try anyone else out. We kind of

looked around and didn't find anybody. Eventually

Tim came back and tried out and worked out in the

first practice. From then on, we have stuck with him.

HW: With Graham leaving and Tim joining, it seems
like Ensign is just starting over again. Is that

frustrating to a band who's been around for a couple
of years now?

John: Not really, because I think that we are basically

a new band. We've lost Graham, we've lost Vin and
we are playing as a four piece. Tim has a totally differ-

ent style of singing than Graham did. In losing Vin, we
lost something. He was a great musician, but he was
too much of a great musician. He tried adding an ele-

ment to the band that we didn't want. We wanted
more of a raw sound and he wanted more of a techin-

cal one. So we sound like a totally different band than

we did a year or so ago, before Tim started. I don't

mind that people think of us as a new band. Graham
was only in the band for about a year. I don't find it

frustrating at all. The way things are now, having

started over is probably better than how things

would have been if we were with the other members.

HW: Tim; Bands with ex-tough guys (like Kurbjaw)
seem to get a bad rep becuase of this. Do you find this

to be the case with Ensign?

Tim: Its kind of weird. When I first joined the band, a

lot of people, like the New Brunswick kids were like,

"Oooh, that's Skk Of It AH's roadie" or "He's a tough

guy, he's DMS..." Chris and everyone took my side at

first. They told people that I was a nice guy. Yeah, I

think there is sort of like an image, or stigma that

comes with me or any number of kids who came from
this era of New York hardcore. We had gotten into

some fucked up things. I did a lot of regrettable

things back then. A lot of people I'm now close with in

new Brunswick were kind of apprhensive at first, but

people learn and people can change. Every once in

while we'll hit a stumbling block with the kids who
say that they don't like us because of some of the

things I've done in the past. I can't defend some of

my actions from back then, but I've grown past that.

I really feel strongly against some of that things I've

stood for back then. All I can do now, for Ensign and
for me is to try and show people that have a negative

view of me and Skk of It All and all that other stuff

that I was involved in is to show them that they are

not so right about it. People can change. Not just me,
but bands like Skk Of It All. They are friends of mine,

and they're not such bad guys.

HW: A lot of times Jersey bands seem to do a lot

better in Connecticut and Rhode Island. Do you in

your experience, find this to be true?

John: As far as we're concerned, I haven't noticed

that. We haven't gone up north that much so I can't

say that is going to be relevant. Possibly in the future,

we'll find out more. We've played in Rhode island be-

fore and we've played Boston. But the Boston show
was ridiculous, we played to 2500 kids becuase we
opened up for Rancid. That had nothing to do with us.

Tim: I see that a lot of Jersey bands being able to go
outside of Jersey. I think Jersey has one of the best

hardcore scenes that I know of. I also think its one of

the hardest to gain acceptance in. I think there is a

lot of jaded people and a lot of kids that are harder to

please, its tough to build a following in that scene.

Sometimes it's easier to go to a different state or a

different club. We went up to Musik (PA) a couple of

weeks ago and the show was great. We played there

once before and got a great reaction. But in New
Jersey, because the scene is so big and so good, it just

takes a little while longer to prove yourself. Plus,

there is a million bands in New Jersey. Kids' interest is

split in many different ways.

John: Shades Apart have been in New Jersey for

however many years. They are doing great now. They

have been around for a long time but for a while they

would only draw 20 or 30 kids. Now that they've

toured a whole lot more and have started to be more
of a full time band, they have gained a lot of accept-

ance out of state as well as in state.

HW: Ensign seem to be caught in the limbo between
an out of date demo and a first seven inch. Does that

effect you at all?

Tim: Yeah, I think so. We played last night in Jersey

with H20 and Strength and we walked away with this

weird feeling at the show and after we got done
discussing it, we thought a lot of it revolved around

the fact that we feel we actually are in limbo, because

we don't have anything. There's this demo that kids

ask for; but its not representational of the band.

There's no reason to listen to it, because if you hear

that and then come see us, its two different things.

And like John said last night when we played, there

was this huge hole upfront. For every other band kids

were upfront, and we were trying to figure out why. I

think its because kids know the words and are

familiar with the material. If they don't know the

material, as is with hardcore as long as I've known it;

they might watch you and they might like you, but

they aren't going to stand right up in front if they

can't sing along. I think we really need to get that

first seven inch out. I'm really anxious and excited to

see what happens three months from now when
we've had the time to put a seven inch out and get

out and tour more, and see how the kids respond.

John: And we will be recording in a few weeks.

HW: It seems like there is always talk of an Ensign

tour, but it always seems to fall apart at the last

minute. Why does this always happen? Is it just dumb
luck?

Tim: I think one of the things with Ensign, and its a

good thing and it might also have some negative

aspects is that we get really excited about things

because everyone in the band likes doing the band so

much. Everyone in the band would love to just tour

full time. So an idea comes down and everyone is like,

"Let's get on it." We were going to try and go out

with Lifetime and Damnation; and it didn't work out

for various reasons. We've gotten offered a few tours

here and there. I don't think its as much dumb luck

as it is we jump the gun a little. We'll be like, "We're

going on tour with such and such" and maybe it

wasn't set up 100%, but sometimes I get really

excited about it and I start blabbing my mouth
before it's even slated to happen.

John: Also, we've been apprehensive about touring,

because we don't have any material out. We figure it

would be good to go out on tour but it would be a

tour where we play a club and people would
eventually forget about us because we have nothing

to offer as far as merchandise. So hopefully once we
get a record out, we'll go out and have something to

offer to people.

HW: Ensign seems like they are a category-lees band.

You can't really call yourselves a straight-edge band
or a metal core band. You don't seem to fit any com-
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foriable niche. Do you feel that people pass you up

because you don't reach out to their particular

clique? Do you feel that people don't give you as much
as a chance because you don't have that one sound
that they can bite onto?

John: Maybe. Its possible that we might be passed up
by some people because we do not exhibit a certain

sound or as you say, "reach out to their clique." We
don't consider ourselves a straight-edge band, even

though there are straight-edge members in it. Fit-

ting into a certain category, to me, isn't what being in

this band is all about. Ensign is a hardcore band that

offers a little more, or possibly, a little less than some
of the "easily categorized" bands do. We have a wide
range of musical influences between all the members
whkh translates into a band sound that may vary

from song to song. Our sound may be a little differ-

ent, but we've been getting a great amount of

support the more we play. If we are passed up by
some kids because we don't sound a certain way, its a

shame, and they should try reaching out beyond their

realm of expectations and give us a chance. Just

because we might not be a band that fits into a com-
fortable niche doesn't mean that we're not a good
band.

HW: It seems that right now the New Jersey club

scene is in a pretty sad state. A lot of the bigger punk
acts will just skip New jersey all together, which kind

of left the void that basement shows grew out of. Do
you feel that this has affected the scene positively or

negatively?

Tim: I think, and this is a personal observation; I

think that once City Gardens, love or hate the place,

once it closed down, it was a real hard blow to the

New Jersey underground scene, especially hardcore.

You liked Randy or you didn't, but the fact of the

matter is that every band that came through played,

and there was always smaller bands that could get on
the bigger band's bill, because Randy would always

put four or five bands on each show. And then when
they closed down, the Down Under tried to pick up
the slack. The kids from Strength tried to run that

club well but the owners and other problems just got

in the way, and it turned into not a great place to

have shows. So it forced people into basement shows

all around New Brunswick and all around New Jersey.

And I think its good for the scene in the fact that you
get totally cheap door prices and smaller bands can

get on the bills. It brings the scene closer together

because you are not in a club; you're in a house;

you're all hanging out; you're just sitting on the porch

of somebody's house, meeting kids. You're right up
there with the bands. Right now in New Jersey, I see a
lot of good going on. But I do think there is a definite

space that needs to be filled, a bigger venue, because

bands like Sick Of It All and Rancid can't play. They
can play the Stone Pony, but I don't consider that

much of a part of the Jersey scene. That's the only

place to play right now and it's not even a big venue.

But it's where bigger bands play. There's such a void

and I think somebody, somewhere needs to fill it. But

right now the basement shows are going great, at

least at Handy Street. More power to the kids putting

on more shows. That's great to keep the scene going

like that, but I think there is a void for a bigger type
of venue.

HW: O.K., any final comments?

John: I don't know...

HW: Wuzzle wuzzle?

Tim: Thanks to the guys in Hardware for letting us do
an interview. Its good to know that all bands are

getting support, its really cool that a lot of the bar-

riers we've encountered have recently broken down.
There was supposed beef between us and Floorpunch

whkh never really was and we talked it out with those guys. It seems like everyone is coming with an attitude

of like, "We're all together...We're all doing the same thing, it may not sound the same, we may not act the

same, but we are all doing the same things." Thanks to everyone who is coming out and supporting us and

supporting every band, no matter how big or small, and no matter what they sound like. John: Also, look out

for our seven inch coming out on Indecision Records, which hopefully, should be out by the time this 'zine is

printed.

M.P.S.R.

Do you stand beside me
i'r above me looking down
You can keep your protection

So tar I ve just done tine on my own

This is my lite

And you don't have a say

Right or wrong

I lived it my own way

This is my time

I II waste it if I choose

Any wrong decisions

It s just me who II lose

Jame old words twistedaround again

But this time I won t settle (or less

I won t sit hack and take what you give me
This time J II look out for myself

I've been told so many times to grow up

I won i close my eyes and forget

lour compromise and surrender

But 1 m not giving in just yet

Ihis is my life

And you don t have a say

Right or wrong

J II live it my own way

ALZHEIMER S

I can look around

With a smile on my face

Because we ve done so much
Pushed ahead made a change

As others were giving up

You can try to tell us that we re wrong

But I don t think that we are

I look at you standing still

But us we ve come so far

There are things

things 1 d like to say

Thing's I d like to try

I don t want to hurt you

Like you hurt me

Repeat Verse

Repeat Chours
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Hi! Here's Oliver from France... I live in Bordeaux which is in the

Southwest of France. This town (one of the biggest in France) and the

area surrounding is famous for its wine but I doubt you really care about

that... The area is also well known for being a place where you can find the

biggest number of hunters and of course it sucks!! Despite this, we have a

very cool band here, called First Degree, which in my opinion totally kick

ass!! They play old school SxE hardcore with some cool grind parts,

somewhere between Side By Side, Infest and Voorhees. Watch out for

their first demo coming out very soon, definitely by the rime you read this!

(c/o Adrian. 5 Rue Beaubadat, 33000 Bordeax - Hardware distributor

here!) So check them out! Still from Bordeaux, there is my little brother's

band, Weep. They are the biggest Slill Life fans 1 know, so I guess that

gives you an idea on what they sound like. They have a demo out and
played a few gigs. They'll have one track on an Italian compilation 7" and

might record something on vinyl in '96. If you are into emo, you should

definitely listen to them (c/o Sebastien Laeoste. Soslan Cavadore. 69 Rue
DAubidey. 33000 Bordeaux) There are tons of other bands, from Green
day clones to Biohazard clones, but 1 really don't care about them... As

for myself, I was "singing" in a band as well (Prejudice, fast HC) but we
already broken up after two gigs. ..maybe I'll be doing something in the

future, don't know. Anyway. I'm still doing a fanzine with lots of

contributors, it's called Chill Out and dedicated to HxC but 1 doubt you
care as it's in French Here I am again continuing this report 3 weeks
later... let me tell that with Manu,
Prejudice drummer and two other

friends, we've already srarted a

new band and might do our first

gig very soon. Yuk! Cool! Hey! We
try to do "Asesinos", cover song

by "you know who", I hope!

Seems like we'll be putting out a

split live tape Prejudice/First De-

gree for very cheap. Murdercore!

Murdercore! Yeah! OK, maybe
you want to know what's going on

in France. Don't know where to

start as our country is so big! Well

big, I mean in Europe... and

course, I don't know everything

that's happening. OK, OK. I'll start

by the South: Southeast? Don't

know much about it, except that

Cochebomba is a great crust

band that I heard are really good

live. They have two O.K. demos and now a split Lp on Badgard Records

with crusty French gods Enola Gay. Now, Southwest, check out a two
piece band (guitar and drums) called One Solution; they make a lot of

noise despite the fact they're only 2! They've a demo out for a while and

play many gigs here and there. Also, most famous crusty band, Enola Gay,

have two split Lps. one 7" and one split 7". Pretty good crust 1 would say.

Their split Lp with ???? Yourself (Now R.I.P., shit!!) is fucking brutal! I

love it!! Best French crust-punk record in my own personal shitty opinion..

Don't know if it is still available, too bad for you. Now middle of France,

things seems to be going pretty good in town like Limoges, Pottiers,

Tours, Orleans... Poitiers-Mort seems like to be a place proper for "emo"

bands. Pcv F. Tre are very great. Cool demo and a lovely 7" that came out

recently. Nice. nice, nice; cute guys as well! and very active. Two members

also play in an another faster band. ..more soon? They'll have a track on a

comp 7" and heard they'll have a split tape out with Canadian Union Of

Uranus on a Spanish label (?) and soon a split 7" with Anomie from

Orleans. Anomie is cool as well, did I say emo-punk? Good demo out

now and a 7" (or split) on die way. ..Oh, Pev E Tre guys and Anomie

guy/girl are also doing records/tapes label. ..good! D.I.Y. as fuck!! Still

from Pottiers. Symptom Of Isaac have a seven inch out. They sound like a

D.C.-ish band. They are O.K. and very "emo" live! Maybe more vinyl in

the future?? From Limoges, a brand new band Bubble Mac Piff. Cool

modern punk, nice demo out now. The future looks bright! Oh yeah, i

don't know if they are still around, but they were an O.K. band from

Orleans called Shatter The Myth. They have a split 7" and a 7" out... I've

never been much into them, but it seems like lots of people liked them,

so... Autonomia Indigena was awesome, like a French version of the

Crudos... but they are dead. Shit! Cross On Your Past, still from the area

have a 2nd demo out. they play some very fast grind crusty punk HxC.

I've heard they were very into Drop Dead! A good thing! Also, Cosme-
tik Suks have two seven inches out but 1 never heard them. Sorry. Do you

want to know about Britany. O.K. I know a cool band (It's a good friend

who sings in it, so it's good of course!) They are called Innocent Blood.

one demo out. Fast HxC!! Many bands from diere, but I guess you

should ask Gerald from Innocent Blood. Stromcore are getting big it

seems... N.Y.H.C. they love. Hatecore, yes that's it. but I'm not into that

kind anymore. Well, now I tell you what I know about Paris. Fingerprint

are dead for a while now. Their 2nd seven inch (still available) definitely

the best French record that ever

came out (well, in my taste).

Totally awesome. A Fingerprint

CD with all their stuff soon! Don't

miss it. Needless to say, they

influenced many French (and

others?) bands... .lasemine was

born from the ashes of F.P. but

they already split up... Anyway, 2

split 7" avail-able, one with Ivich

and the other with Elements Of

Need (U.S.)- worth checking out,

esp. if you liked Fingerprint.

Undone are great. They have

one 7" and one split 7" and a new
Lp which came out last summer,

fresh, fresh! I would say modern

hardcore, not that fast but still

powerful. Some acoustic parts as

well and screamed vocals. Buy

this one!! Good lyrics too and an

excellent attinide. Once again, buy diis one or I'll kick your ass!!! Ivich are

another cool band, check out their Lp if you are into strange chaotic

(Gravity-Ebullition) HxC! Hum, don't know if tiiey are still around... Two
Ivich members also play in Vanilla which is more "emo" but still energetic.

Between Downcast and Native Nod? Who cares? They are good! One
seven inch out on Laissez Nous Jover Records. Thrill Of Confusion from

Paris have a T out. pretty similiar to the Undone seven inch, don't know
too much. Other bands from different places: Scraps are probably the

oldest punk/HC band here, many 7"/Lps. They did lots of gigs and tours

& are really great live (best live French band?). David the singer, used to

be in Nations On Fire (Belgium) and if you liked N.O.F.. you'll like Scraps
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Lp "Dismantle the Machine" too (on X-Mist). Two Scraps members also do
another band- Pood Arch, with two bass plyers and drum. Very original

and I like it a lot. Vinyl someday? Wail and see... Shit! 1 forgot to tell you

about Ananda from Paris. Very cool demo and 10" very soon! 2 ex-F.P.

members in this band. Another band that plays old school HxC like

Negative Approach and the like is Rawness, they have a demo and a split

CD widi Personal Choice on a French label. Also Pitfall is cool, NY SxE

I1C or somediing in that vein, or maybe Minor Threat. 1 missed them
twice live (fuck!) but from what I heard they were pretty good. They have

a demo and soon an Lp or 10"? Don't know a lot about Coexist except

their track on the French comp. I.p "Reconstruction" which is huge! Crust!

Yes, crust! Heard tiiey'll have a 7" out on Apr records... Oh! and last but

not least ihe most punk band in the world conies from France! They are

called Tromatism, kind of peace punk rock? Awesome live a friend told

me! Must be true "cause everybody who saw them told me so...one 7" on

Ape Records and another in the works... O.K. I guess that's it concerning

the bands, I migth have forgotten some, so sorry, of course, there's loads

of other bands but I don't know everything. I've mentioned the ones 1

know about and the ones who have a real HxC attitude in my opinion and
when I say HxC. I mean D.I.Y., anti-commerical and those kinds of things.

No matter if it is crust, grind, emo, SxE or whatever, it's just hardcore and

HxC is more then music, isn't it?

FANZINES: Well, most of them are written in French, my personnal

favorites are Slonehenge, Rasi-Bol, J ai Le Regret, Reality Of War, Avf Zv"

and some more, the only one in English I can think of at the moment is

Sanjam fanzine, it's a very good one. 3 issues out by now. It contains

interviews, columns, reviews (done by the bands' themselves!!), etc... It

had a very good review in MRR. HeartAttack, Slug And Lettuce.,. Awe-

some layout (die best ever) it's definitely worth checking out. I think it's

distributed in some U.S. mailorders or you can get it (you have to!) for $3

pp to: Yann Dubois, 9 Rue Des Mesanges. 35650 Le Rheu FRANCE.
Another good reason to order it is that he is one of die nicest guys I know!

Just in case you're interested in getting some French language fanzines

(Does any American HxC kids read French?), just get in touch with me. I'll

give you the contacts and I also sometimes distribute some of them.

Another nice 'zine, both in English and French, is My World is... 4 issues

out now with the usual 'zine stuff (c/o Yann Prigent, 65 Route De
Montesson. 78 1 10 Le Vesinet)

RECORD LABELS; Stonehenge Records (c/o Christophe Mora 21 Rue
Des Brosses, 78200 Magnanville) is run by Undone drummer (he used to

play in Fingerprint and Jasemine too!)

They put out the Fingerprint seven-

inches, Undone 7" and Lp. Undone/
S.T.M. split Ep, Reconstruction comp
Lp, Ivich/Jasemine split 7". Soon a

comp 7" wilh four French bands and

Pev Etre/Anomie split 7". Laisserz

Novs Tover Records, now called Libre

Expression (c/o Oliver Lepine, 27 Av
Ch. De Gaulle, 86-180 Buxerolles)

puts out Vanilla 7", Symptom Of lssac

7", a re-press of the Ivich Lp and

Ananda 10" (soon). Ape records put

out Tromatism 7". Anomie demo tape,

a Disaffect benefit benefit tape and

soon a comp 7" (see Anomie ad-dress)

Panx Records BP 5058. 31033

Toulouse cedex) is one of the oldest

French labels: They put out several

comp 7" and many, many records

including Enola Gay's first seven inch,

Cosmetic Sucks 7", Greedy Guts 7",

Shaggy Hound 7" and the awesome
Enola Gay/Vomit Yourself split Lp. le

Brun, Le Roux Corporation is a very

new label run by two Pev Etre guys.

They just put out Pev Etre 7" and have

some other plans (see their address)

Yawn Boisleve put out the

:§>cene Report: Jfraiuc
Rawness/Personal Choice split CD and plan more sniff like an inter-

national comp CD (Boisleve, BP 7523, 35075, Rennes cedex) Oh! He also

does a SxE newsletter in English available for like $1. Obstination Re-

cords did the first Fingerprint 7", Cosmetik Sucks 7" and the comp "Le

Garage", don't know about their future projects... (Fred and Phil, 28 Rue

Claude Chappe. 95150 St. Jean De La Ruelle) Also Spock Productions (c/o

Guillaume Dumoulin, 112 Rue D' Alembert, 38000 Grendble) did various

compilation tapes/records and more tape and vinyl including the Boot

Down the Door 7" (fast HxC from germany) or die "Hell On Earth" comp
Lp.... Bad Card Records recently put out die Cochebomba/Enola Gay split

Lp and did other records before that, (c/o Sylvain Vilerte, 48 Rue Du
Potager, 91270 Vigneux Sur Seine) and finally Illegal Records wilh an

obnoxious record (punk from France), Pitfall demo tape, a comp 7" wilh

Stormcore, Pitfall and two more and soon a Pitfall 12" or 10" (Illegal

Records. BP 64. 67061 Strasbourg cedex). 1 guess there's more labels,

once again I don't know everything. Those ones are the ones I know and

like. All those people are also doing madorders so if you are interested in

some of their records, don't hesitate to get in touch. I think they all do

irades as well...

There's also some very nice mailorders wilh cheap prices and very

honest people like Kimberly distro and XWolfpackX distro. Also, cool

collective (anti-sexist, anti-racist, animal liberation, etc. etc..) and people

who set up shows, very few squats (as far as 1 know) and other aller-

native places and individuals very sincere towards the scene. Even if our

scene isn't as big as in other places in Europe, like Belgium or Germany, I

like it a lot. The few people 1 know, through the mail or personally are

very nice and great people to stay with. Support the French scene!!

O.K. I guess this is the end of this report, I hope you like it and find

something interesting. Don't hesitate to write to any of the addresses

listed. I'm sure you'll get a response. Communication is the shit!! If you

wanl to know more about anything or just what: write to me at this ad-

dress: Oliver Lacoste, 7 Rue Teulere 33000 Bordeaux FRANCE. 1 love

mail, hardcore (from emo to grindcore) and stupid jokes!! I will definitely

answer all the letters and if you are a real HxC kid, glue your stamps! Oh
I'd better warn you, I'm not straight-edge nor vegan, so I guess I'm nor

cool, but if you have difficulty getting French records of if you want to

hear the bands I wrote about, you send to me a blank tape and one or two

bucks for postage and I'll record anything you want. -Olivier L.
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Jfrcncl) Recite Report Stobrrtfie*

UNDONE Christophe Mora. 21 Rue Des Brosses. 78200 Magnaville

ENOLA GAY Michel Cerbian, 14 Rue Nationals 32900 Montesmic

PEU-ETRE Gerome Desmaison. SO Rue Edmond Proust, 79000 Niori

PITFALL Franck/lllegial Records. BP 64, 67061 Strasbourg Cedex

INNOCENT BLOOD Gerald Alberola, 5 ALL. Des Cormorans, 56000

Valines.

ONE SOLUTION Eric Alarlon, 181 Rue Hausquerte, 64600 Angler

RAWNESS Fumex Lamy, 2 Rue Aragon, 27/c, 77450 BLANZY
SYMPTOM OF ISSAC Alain Vidal. 9 Blvd De La Liberation. 1 7340

Chad lion

BUBLE MAC PIFF Thomas Ariel. College Louise Michel. 87200 St.

Junien

COCHEBOMBA Steph Coi, 18 Av. De Bel-Air. 65 100 Villeurbanne

VANILI.A/1VICH Maisonneuve Yves/Yann. 1 Villa Bergerac. 94220

Charenton

COEXIST Drock. 23 Rue Des Peupuers. 57240 Hayne Le Konacker

CROSS ON YOUR PAST Antoine Groleau, 74 Rue De Charndoux.

45560 St. Denis Fn Val

ANOMINE GUles and Kathleen Simonneau. 80 Rue Des Chaises. 45140
St. Jean De Li Ruelle

ANANDA Sylvain Klein. 4 Rue De L'orbiquet, 78200 Manies La Ville

MY E-MAIL ADDRESS IS: OLIVIER, LAC0STE @ EMI.U-BORDEAUX.FR
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Greetings to die face of the world! I will give

you some brief information of what's happening hi

die Philippine underground scene. But first I would

like to introduce to you the different scenes in the

Philippines. First there's the M.U.D.S.. composed
of bauds like i Ik- DISOBEDIENCE who plays

punk/HC types of music. MONGOLOIDS who
play ska/oi! music. S.M.A. thrash/hc bands and

MORAL ROT who play crustcore stuff.

Then the Strong South Laguna Province,

comprised of bands like A.D.A: This band play

punk/hc/noise type of music. They are the ones

who started the scene in tliis area. KIDDIE
CORPS: A bunch of high school kids who is into

the oi!/ska stuff, they are very funny when on the

stage. Next is BRAIN SAI.AD: a group whose base

is in the upper village mountains of this area. They

play like the old style similiar to the EXPLOITED,

then came the HAUS POOR RENT: group who
played punk rock '77 style, next is SOCIAL
OUTRAGE: play rapcore music. N.F.H.: a group

who played HC in a I-arin style. The
BIOFEEDBACK crew play wiih great intensity

street oriented hardcore stuff. Last is ANAL
SCREAM: punk rock group of kids whose into

crazy, funny idiotic type music. They are great at it.

Now comes The Lueena Punk Kingdom. A

providence in the South Side of die Philippines.

Bands like AI.AHADUPAKS. who plays punk/HC
type of music that deals with politics, anti-war.

human rights and environmental issues. Next is

UOM. an all female band who play punk/HC in the

style of Babes In Toyland and L7. Last is IDIOTIC
APPROACH. It is comprised of 4 high school kids

whose into punk/HC stuff.

Next is Ermita Bay Area. This is a scene formed

by four bands namely GOOD FOR NOTHING.
GEN.LUNA. SCROTAL SACS and DEPTH
CHARGER. These four founding bands are of two

different genres: Good For Nothing and Gen.Luna

are into hardcore ideologies, and Scrotal Sacs and

Depih Charger are in the grip of punk rock '70s

style.

Today in this type of situation in our scene,

some are giving much pleasures to our enemies by

destroying our scene. How? When a gig comes, as

usual, a lot of people go. It's not bad to attend a

gig. the only thing is when someone gets into a

fight, the unity of our scene is being destroyed.

Those war minded big bully asshole macho bigots

are creating a big tiireat to die scene. So fuck those

stupid macho shits! That's all for now- Boi Piodos

ADDRESSES
A.D.A. c/o Boi Piodos Blk 12 Lot 14 Ph.4 Pacita

Complex San Pedro, Laguna 4023

Kiddie Corps c/o Richard B-l L-3 Olivarez

Compound San Pedro, laguna 4023

Brain Salad c/o Ramil B-5 L-ll Brgy. Narra San

Pedro, Laguna 4023

G.F.N, c/o Jon Naguit 5677 Tailor St. Brgy. Pio Del

Pilar Makati Metro M.

Scrotal Sacs c/o A.J. #9 Ilang-Ilang Primavera

Homes U.P.S. 5 Sucat Pnque.

Gen. Luna c/o Gen. Rico Caisip #8 Emerald St.

Ph. 7 Pacita Complex San Pedro, Laguna 4023

Depth Charger c/o Jerome Bldg. 7 Apt. 171

BBHP Zamora St. Pandacan. Manila

UOM c/o Tweety Alvares SubD. Pagbilao Quezon
302

Moral Rot c/o Joi Tan 63 Amado T. Reyes St.

1550 Mandahiyong City

Disobedience c/o Jose Vargas 261 A. Luna St.

1550 Mandahiyong City
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What else can I tell you about Australia other

than it gets stinking hot in the summer and we are

the beer drinking capital in the world. Australia's

punk rock concentration is mainly on the East and

Soudi coast. The major centers are Newcastle and

Sydney (New South Wales). Melbourne (Victoria)

and Adelaide (South Australia).

In Sydney, we have a lot of bands with various

styles but the whole scene is unified.

DRAWBACK are a heavy hardcore sound and

style. CRANK are a fine jx^p-punk melodic

hardcore band from Sydney. FLYCOP and

SUBVERSION are two of the best crusty

core/power bands in Australia. Flycop have a 6

song 7" on Spiral Objective and Subversion had a

7" on No Deal Records. TOE TO TOE have been

around for years and are great, angry powerful

hardcore, very much like A.F. I.ARMSIIELL are a

twin bass powered punk outfit that deserves

support.

From Newcastle (N.S.W.) (which has the best

scene in Australia) there are a number of hardcore

outfits that all play together and support the

scene. ANOMIE play hard, fast hardcore widi

nice changes and fast/slow riffs. They have a split

7" on Spiral Objective soon. DISENGAGE have

been around for a while and have a strong

upfront sound with great lyrics and moshcore

songs. NIHILIST are a 3 piece playing very fast

punk /hardcore with dual vocals. PITFALL have

an emotional Dag Nasty-ish feel to them and

socially aware lyrics. NO REASON have played

around for years and have released a 7" and a 10

songs CD. A great live act with a great melodic

punk sound. A couple of 'zines in Newcastle are

Stuntrider and Talk Is Cheap. Snintrider #2 has a

compilation tape of Newcastle bands.

From down Soudi in Melbourne, KIARRA are

a band I fucking hate because the singer is a dick

but I'll mention them anyway. A Bom Against

style is what I'm reminded of. FALLOUT are a

fidl-on NYHC influenced outfit widi great live

show and are really cool guys, they have a 6 song

demo and a 7" soon. MINDSNARE (formerly Mad
Circle) have a CD out on Deported Records. They
have a good heavy NY mosh sound that I go for.

ONE INCH PUNCH blow away any U.S. "Fat

Wrecks'' band. They are great live. ULTIMATEN
are a new band from Melbourne and are said to

be "proof that a SxF scene exists in Australia",

SxE. vegan, heavy music.

Moving hither South West, we arrive at Adel-

aide in South Australia. Residing here we have

Australia's best distro and record label, Spiral

Objective. The guy who runs it, Greg, is also

vocalist for PRICE OF SILENCE. Easilv the best
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band in Australia. Slow, heavy numbers, fast

ones, mid-tempo, they do it all and do it with

style. A 7" on Spiral Objective soon.

Futher West is Perth where NAILED DOWN
resides. Power violence and should be doing a

split 7" with Anomie on Spiral Objective soon.

Well, that's all, write to me at Talk is Cheap

fanzine and I'll hook you up with further info

/tapes, if you want it. -Craig Colton

ADDRESSES
Talk Is Cheap Fanzine 89 Cook Pdre. Lemon

Tree Passage 2319 N.S.W.

Spiral Objective P.O. Box 126 Oaklands Park

5046 S.A.
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First of all a few things in general about the hardcore scene here in

Finland, so you'll all know what kind of hardcore scene we haw. For the

majority of the people involved it means living in 1982. They are into Dis-

charge and other English bands of that era. There's dozens of bands that

play ''Dis-core" that's been done millions of times over and over. But if

you're into that kind of stuff, I guess you would like many of those bands.

U.S. hardcore isn't that well known over here, except for some older

bands such as Minor Threat. Black Flag or The Dead Kennedys. There's a

small SxE scene (or new school hardcore or whatever...) that's growing
slowly but surely. Although that scene is small, the people involved are

pretty active doing 'zines, bands, etc... Anyway, here we go....

SELFISH actually is a good crust band from Turku, their debut 7" on
Genet Records is excellent raw hardcore, they've also done a split Lp with

Doom on the german Ecocentric label, which is good but no match for the

7". Disclose (from Japan)/SELFISH split 7" is out too, but at least the first

pressing has the wrong songs by Selfish. It's on D.l.Y. Records.

AURINKOKERHO has a few SxF members, but their music is far from that

style. I guess they're "pop-punk with more pop than punk" (Though it's not
Green Day). They've got a few songs on the Parempi Huominen compilation

Lp and have a split 7" coming out with OHEISVASARA (fast HC, pretty

good) in early '96 (?). It's probably going to be put out by die bands
themselves. FAUNA has unfortunately broken up (their singer moved to

Wales) already, but they are still worth mentioning because tiiey are/were
one of the best Finnish bands. They did a split 7" with THIRD WORLD
DISEASE (similiar lo Extreme Noise Terror) on Merwi Records, which
should be re-pressed soon. They also were featured on the Parempi
Huominen ? comp Lp (put out in collaboration w/ Merwi, PH? and Tylyt

Levyt). I guess they could be described as "melodic, indie rock influenced

punk"' or something.

OLOTILA is pretty fucking punk. Crass/Conflict style with cool sax-

ophone parts thrown in. Pretty much sums it up. They've put out a split 7"

with FC EKA WEKARA (who suck), a few years ago and a 7" of their own
this year on the guitar player's own label. Assent. JUGGLING JUGULARS
have been around for a few years. They've played over 100 shows (1 Eur-

opean tour) and have put out at least two 7"s and a 127CD thing recendy.

It's called "For Humanity" and actually it's a collection of their 7"s. The vinyl

version is on Genet and CD on Hiljalset. Melodic punk w/fast parts every
now and then... There's a few new bands from Vaasa- NO SUPPORT and
DETACHED, whose music I haven't heard, but I was told that both bands
play "newschoolveganskateedgehardcore" (Uhh...) and are both "good".

They are planning to put out a split tape I just heard... FORCA
MACATSRA is kinda weird. ..four Finnish guys who play Brazilian hardcore

better than die Brazilians. They even sing in Portguese. their split 7" with
Corpus Christi (from Germany) is out on Genet- as well as their *'Nos

Tumulos Aberros" Lp. They've also done a split 7" with Homonulitia (from
Czech Republic) on Malarie Records. UUTUTJS has a 7" on Genet too. I

guess they are similiar to die old (legendary) Finnish hardcore bands like

KAAOS, MELLAKKA, etc... But I'm not sure since I haven't heard the 7".

Oh yeah, few ex-members of Fauna have a new band called RAZED, who
were on die P.H.? comp Lp too. Their songs are pretty much No-Fx
influenced skate-punk, but I've heard that nowadays they sound more like

Fugazi. So I'm sine it'll be a great band.

FAN/INES: There's lots of fanzines, but since most of them are in Finnish,

it's no use mentioning them. Poserpunk and Deaf By Punk are actually the

only ones in English that I know of. Both come out pretty regularly and have
mostly reviews and interviews w/ punk/crust bands. There's one Finnish

written 'zine worth mentioning: TOINEN VAIHTOEHTO which is basically

the Maximum Rock And Roll of Finland (smaller though!). It has been
around for ages and everyone reads it 'cause there's all the latest news,
reviews, classifieds (free!), etc... of the punk/HC scene. T.V. has a circulation

of 1,000 and it comes out every month (or so) and it's damn cheap too-

about $5 for six issues. So, if you want the Finns to know about your 'zine,

band. etc... I suggest you send your product to T.V. for a review.
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STRAIGHT EDGE IN FINLAND: Since Hardware is kinda straight-edge

oriented, I diought I'd write the whole history of Finnish SxE, which is short

but not sweet. Well, back in 1989. the first ever Finnish band was bom:
TODAY'S WASTE. They put out a demo and a 7" called "We've Made The
Choice." The music is very basic fast SxE with mosh parts and basic lyrics

about not drinking, not smoking and being true hardcore! Wow. As you
might know, the Finnish punk/HC scene is (in)famous for its drinking habits

and in '89 there was probably a dozen (or less) SxE people in Finland, so

TODAY'S WASTE wasn't the most popular band and they were dissed a lot

too. After die 7". they changed their name to JURY and I guess the lyrics

got more "militant" too. The Swiss Goodwill label put out their "Decline of

The Human Race" 7" before diey broke up in '92. The JURY 7" was musically

better than the T.W. 7" and unfortunately lots of JURY material was left

unre leased. There was also a band called SAJRAAT MIELET, who were SxF.

but they looked like your average punks with mohawks. All I know is that

they put out 2 7"s around 1990-1992 and they are hard to find.

In 1995, the straight edge scene is still small, but tilings are looking

better. 50 x 50 is the only 100% straight edge band active at the moment.
They have been around only for a few months now but have already played a

few shows and have a demo tape coming out (it should be out by the time

you read tliis). Check it out. It's a good mix of heavy new school stuff and
faster old school flavor. There's also a band called CRISIS DENIED coming

up, who are supposed to play heavy new school hardcore.

I guess that's it from Finland. If you got questions, feel free to write,

there's tons of bands I didn't cover. This was just my subjective overview of

our scene. Oh yeah, I'm doing a hardcore distribution over here so if you
want to get your 'zine, record or whatever distributed over here, get in

touch (especially if you're working on consignment). -Tuomo Miettincn,
Kasarmikatu 18 A 2A, 00130 Helsinki, FINLAND

-ADDRESSES
SELFISH/FORCA MACABRA: Otto Itkonen. Pekantie 26, 58500 Punka-

harju

AURINKOKERHO: Jani Koskinen, Pengerkatu 24 A 9. 00500 Helsinki

THIRD WORLD DISEASE: Parolantie 23 A 12. 13130 Hameenlinna

OLOTILA/ASSENT/DEAF BY PUNK: P.O. Box 83, 00501 Helsinki

JUGGLING JUGULARS/TO INEN VAIHTOEHTO: P.O. Box 1, 65200
Vaasa

DETACHED: Renne Korppila, VUhnkuja 3, 66530 Koivulahti

BAZED: Henrik Furu. Salpausselanrie 2-6 C 9. 1 1 100 Riihimaki

50 x 50: Mikko Uosukainen, Mariankatu 28, 00170 Helsinki

CRISIS DENIED: P.O. Box 27. 20111 Turku

UUTUUS: Pete Niskanen. Kirstinkaru 13 A 24, 00510 Helsinki

POSERPUNK: Mikko Aspa. Imatrankoskentie 23. 55610 Irnatra

Merwi Records: Jonte Ekman, Rahkakaru 10 C 11, 15610 Lathi

(The Parempi Huominen Comp. Lp is available for $10 from Merwi)
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SCENE REPORTS.. SCENE REPORTS. SCENE REPORTS. SCENE REPORTS SCENE REPORTS SCENE REPORTS SCENE REPORTS SCENE REPORTS SCENE REPORTS .SCENE REPORT'S SCEN

Oxnard, California is 60 miles north of Los

Angeles, it's mainly a farming/surfing community
(seriously) with lots of suburbs, beaches, fields,

upper class areas, crime plagued areas, etc. ..etc...

Now about the scene...

DICK CIRCUS was a favorite amoung the local crowd.

They play a good live show and just put out a 7" on

It's Alive Records.. But they broke up recently

'cause of member problems (what's new, huh?) Dick

Circus, I 276 Stroube Street, Oxnard, CA 93030

The scene has exploded in the last two years,

obviously because of the MTV/radio punk rock

bullshit... But people become interested in trendy

stuff then branch off to more productive things...

Like doing a 'line, putting on all ages shows, etc.

No one was born a 100% all knowing punk rock-

er.. .Sheesh. Right now there's a lot of friction

between the crusty/anarchist punks and Nardcore

(Nardcore is another word for Oxnard punk rock)

punks. It's really fucking stupid. ..people thinking

that they are too punk rock for each other,

people blaming a majority of people for one in-

dividual's actions (fighting, vandalism, etc..) Just

like grade school, sheesh. People, PLEASE grow
up!!! On a more positive note, any of these bands
would love to hear from you!!!! Most of 'em have

stickers, flyers, T-shirts and other goodies avail-

able. So drop that letter in your mailbox!!!

STALAG I 3 has reformed with 2 original members.
Their new songs rule and they should have a full

length CD out with all new songs (plus a few old

ones) in early 1996 on The Edge Recordz. Stalag

1 3, P.O. Box 7 1 1
1 , Oxnard, CA 9303 I

THE MISSING 23rd are my favorite local hardcore

band. They have that old DC hardcore sound with

cool lyrics to add! They have a demo available and
will have a 7" on It's Alive Records sometime in

early 1996. The Missing 23rd, P.O. Box 554,

Ventura, CA 93004

NO MOTIV has that Southern California catchy

punk sound that is popular right now. Maximum
Rock N Roll reviewed their 7" and says it kicks the

shit out of all these new school sounding Epitaph

bands. Their 7" is available on It's Alive Records

and are coming out with a CD on the same label

sometime in April of '96. They are one of my
favorite bands, so check them out. No Motiv, 622
Roderick Avenue, Oxnard, CA 93030

EXXON 83 plays Discharge influenced punk with

really heavy vocals. Exxon 83, 305 El Medio,

Ventura, CA 9300

1

BURNING DOG is another one of my favorite local

bands. Having the old school Nardcore sound,

with a few guitar leads thrown in every once in a

while. They should have a CD out in early 1996 on
The Edge Recordz. Burning Dog, 4601 Olds Road,

Oxnard, CA 93033

ILL REPUTE has been laying low for a while

because of line-up changes, etc... There coming
out with a CD with old and new songs on The Edge
Recordz in the middle of 1996. Ill Repute. P.O.

Box 71 1 I, Oxnard, CA 9303

1

SYG is a hardcore band that plays hardcore. ..not

metal, rock, etc... They should have a demo out
soon. SYG c/o It's Alive, P.O. Box 6326. Oxnard, CA
93031-6326

PETER PAN'S ARMY is a cool punk band with a de-

finite Crass influence. They've been playing some
local shows, recording etc... Peter Pan's Army,
1060 East Main Street. Ventura, CA9300I

THE GOODS Are a young band that remind me of

the band VOID (The DC band, remember them?).

They play their first show soon, so watch out!!!

The Goods, 1 79 Stanislaus, Ventura, CA 93004

FIX-HATED are a tight sounding three piece that has

the three chord punk sound wired to perfection.

They have a demo available, etc... Fix-Hated, P.O.

Box 999, Ventura, CA 93002

PATIENT ZERO has that Misfits/Undead sound, and
have been playing a lot of shows lately. Patient Zero,

4835 Burson way, Oxnard, CA 93030

CLENCHED FISTS play good sounding punk with a

definite Nardcore influence. They are moving right

along with recording, playing shows, etc... Clenched

Fists, 340 Rossmore Drive, Oxnard. CA 93035

It's Alive Records is the local record label..

They've just released the No Motiv 7" and Dick

Circus 7". $3 each or $5 for both. ..That includes

postage!!! There's also putting out a compilation Lp

with all local bands called LOCALISM, it's going to

have ...III Repute, Stalag 13, Still Life, Burning Dog,

the Missing 23rd, No Motiv. SYG, Strife. ..Plus a

bunch of other bands. Should be out in March of

1996. Also available is It's Alive fanzine. Send $1 or

four stamps to get the latest issue. IT'S ALIVE

Records P.O. Box 6326, Oxnard, CA 9303 1 -6326

If you want any information on the Oxnard
scene, please write to me, Fred Hammer, at the

above address. Thanks!! And thanks to David Koenig

and Brett Beach for giving me this space in

Hardware to tell you about our scene!



I first heard SEPTIC DEATH on the P.E.A.C.E. compilation

in 1984. "Silence" was one of the stand out tracks on that

out-of-print, but essential double LP. At the time Pushead

was writing for MRR and was known for his use of "big"

words when reviewing records. He was also becoming well-

known for his exceptional art. Many hardcore records in

the early eighties had Pushead art. either on the cover,

labels or lyrics sheets. Then came the amazing flyers.

SEPTIC DEATH would then release their classic 12". As

with bands like the GERMS and THE NIHIUSTICS, SEPTIC

DEATH to me are -acquired taste". Tliey are not for

everyone and you definitely have to be in the right mood to

listen to them.

Towards the end of the Eighties. Pushead was being

noticed outside the hardcore circle and ended up doing art

for alot of "big" acts, most notibly METALLICA. Then he

seemed to disappear all together. Well, in the past few

years, Pushead started a new label and begun a "fan club"

which is very popular. He also is doing more art than ever

before and that of course is a good thing.

Well... where do I begin with this one. About a year and a

half ago. Brett and I decided Wt wanted to interview

Pushead. Both of us (and quite a few others) had a million

questions to ask. We knew that is was said that the last

interview ever was back in 1990. The challenge was on. We

tried friends of his and other sources but the anstver was

no all across the board. Fuck, oh well, we tried. Then when

1 least expect it. Dan from CAVITY CHlfl me up and said

Pushead will do it. Holy shit!!! Stop the presses!! It was a

shocker because we were turned down so much. I guess

persistance pays off (at least in this case).

1 want to thank Pushead for his time, effort and the in-

sipration he has given us. For those who might not know.

HARDWARE is named after a SEPTIC DEATH song. The

lyrics have always meant alot to me and I'm sure many
others have found them to be inspiring also. Hope you like

this... Dave K.

P.S. As I went over the review section, I noticed that the

review for the Bacteria Sour "Taste" comp CD wasn't

included. My apologies to Pushead. Check it out, its pretty

good. DK

HW: How docs hardcore relate to your art and how did you get Involved with the

two? Did you have any formal art training? Is art your only source of Income now?

What other mainstream stuff besides METALLICA have you done?

As for art tram. :ig. l mi basically self taught Hut I would recommend for anvone who can lo go '"

school l"r art. ml v. you can use il c equipment they have available, ir can he very helpful. Artwork is

noi my only form of income ami I have lo work long hour 1
, to make money from the art

I don't know why il seems so important to he concerned whether its mainstream or undergroun

it is all just ail lo me. ami every "client" whether from the mainstream or underground treats von

different, I couldn't say one is belter llian the other. Besides stuff for METALLICA,...RUSH.
AF.ROSMITH. SOUNDGARDFN, MINISTRY, etc...

'* iWUTC«r;.f tf .••;.'•• ' .;...»>

HW: How did you get involved with MRR and why did you stop writing for the

What do you think of them now as far as policies go, etc...?

PUSHEAD: I was in contact with I mi when he was doing the early days of the radio show. I senl burr

onie xeroxes of an. hut be said he had no uses for them. After he did the "\oi So Quiet..." double L|i.

le decided lo do the magazine and I submitted a piece for the first issue. After thai I contributed

egubily doing interviews, articles arid reviews When I stopped at V1RH. u was during a period when I

nas extremely busy (loo busy...) and I decided lo put more of my effort into "puszone", since I felt it

iras attracting a different audience than MRR who had an established audience aud I wanted I"

onlituie to introduce new sounds lo new minds.

"V f, As fai as their policies go, I think it's quite funny how many people cry ovet everything that .tiT

docs whether its positive 01 negative. Everyone has tire ability to create, sometimes I think iL would I*

better rf they did that, than whining and worrying about what MRR does. I see I in> as the editor of

MRR which means it's his responsibility, no matter who dor's what and at the end ol his day. his

choices oi chances have made it what il is. lie created il. il is what he believes in. When In- started il

back in 1982, not too many fanzines represented hardcore as a worldwide music and the MRU formal

still exists today. Thai's a tough one to continue.

HW: What Is the complete SEPTIC DEATH story? Who wrote all the music, etc? How
did you hook-up with Kirk from METALLICA to play on the "Klchlgal" 7"? How ninny
shows did you guys play? Did you ever tour? What was the best SD show? Is there any
unreleased material? Was the Lost And Found record legit? What about the alleged
SD boxed set?

PUSHEAD: SEPTIC DEATH was formed in Boise in 1981. Il was created based on my desire lo

manufacture music similar to what we were listening to. and the faci that there were no hardcore bauds

in Boise. Only lop 40 cover bai bands. In the beginning, it was just a project hand that had no desire lo

play live or record, (list make "fast" musk A friend of ours would come by ro oui practices (without a

bass player ai the time.. I anil just start talking about out band to everyone he knew. Ily the nine out

bass player came in. he had asked someone to help gel us to play live at some radk> promotion pizza

parloi birthday hash, which we did end up playing, but most of our friends were having so much fun.

we were asked to slop after six songs, since this othei baud felt we were stealing the show from ilien

spotlight riot a "punk" ha ltd I. Oddly this led to another gig lieing pur on by an underground muse
hand a couple of months lalet across the street from the pizza parrot. Someone recorded this show and
we sent a tape up to out friends POISON IDEA in Portland. Tom and Jerry loved the ta|»- and invited

us to play Portland with them. So we did. It was great to experience such new young talent like

POISON IDEA and FINAL WARNING, n made us develop more since it was such a positive force

We stared putting on shows m Boise, so Horse unild experience what we saw in Portland land I A . n

' from there, beyond anything we evei expected.

All SEPTIC DEATH music is created as folkiws. I he song structure is broken down into pails by

myself, then Onj and I work on guilai riffs. Once he has enough riffs, we assemble il and see if it works
(hen the music is completely put together with drums and bass. (I have always been picky about the

dnim sound and the way the drums are played!. Once the music is finished, The lyrical portion of the

song is fully constructed then vocalized. I very song has a working title until it is finished. Sometimes
Onj and I could create 7 songs in one sitting. 1 here weie many songs we never recoided.

PUSHEAD: lirsl off: What is hardcore and how dors it relate lo anything.' I say this, because shut the

.-volution of haidroie/punk music, even though I don't consider the two the same, but one bird the

other, il seems like a system of divisions has continually happened. Dividing the people who gotten

involved foi the love of the music. Ion main rules, restrictions and hypocritical stances that make

anyone involved confused to what's going on beyond the sound.

1 was into hardcore music before I did art [or the music, even though I did art way before the

musk, il was 19811. when I did a few illustrations lhal I hoped would be used for gig flyers ill LA I sent

these piece*, down to my good friend Glen t- Friedman (I was living in Idaho at the time...) who I had

known thiough the "Skalepark" days, (ilen was involved in LA. photographing this new explosion ol

bands like BLACK FLAG, CIRCLE JERKS, etc... Cileu was pretty aggressive (lo say the least-
i
and I

figured he might possibly show some of this ait around. He did and some of il got used. In conjunction

with this. I was corresponding through the mail with good people in Washington D.C., MYC Boston and

lire Detroit ana, as well as correspondence in England, Europe, Scandinavia and Japan. I had originally

thought lo conceive a fanzine, bin when I senl oui samples of thi- art, there was more interest in the arl

than the fauzine. For the next few yeais. I was busy doing lots of an and listening to the rise of a great

generation ol bauds Iota Ily excited lo be a pail of it all!

As lai as Kirk playing on "Kirhigai" (or on "Crocodile lears" with Tad), since he's my fnend. I jusl

asked linn and be wanted lo do it. It was a lot of fun with Kirk in the studio, lie was jusl really loose

and last, lie could come up with riffs quickly and was easy to work with, lots of our friends play on

Septic death tracks lad was originally Imm Boise and a big Sepric Dealh fan (as we latei found out... i

who went to all the gigs. I have no idea how many total actual gigs we played and we did loin bin only

the Wesi Coast. As far as the besi SD show gr.es. I'd say il have to be 2 or 3 different Boise shows, nol

because of Septic's performance, but because of the crowd. Just so fun lo see everyone singing along,

having fun. going crazy, doing the death piles.

SEPTIC DEATH unreleased material' Yes.. .there's some. A few of ihose Hacks will hi- released

• .1. "( Irossed Oui twice" which comes out mid 199o and is an anthology of Septic Death, but some songs

will never be released, since we had an unforeseen problem wilh the master 2" reek, and how glue

separated from the tape. When run. the lape/glue would suck to the heads, thus ruining the musk It's

a bit more complicated and technical than this, hut this is the general idea lo explain it. We found out

that there was a bad hatch ol 2" la|>e and even some "big name" acts were affected by this bad tape I

saved what I could, bul some Hacks could not be saved aud are lost. Il was a sad day when Onj and I

were in the studio and engineer first made us aware of this problem 1 here is u Septic Death box set I

made a few using lesl pressings and artwork. I cist And Found -bootleg, anyone can figure thai out.

HW: Why did you end Pusmort and start Bacteria Sour? How do you choose bands?
How does one get Into the fan club?

-- -?Maa^i^i^Maaaaaaaaa«**aaaaaaaaaaaaBBB^B^^^^^_M^^^^_.
PUSHEAD: I stopped using the name Piisinoil lor a variety of reasons. The main one being... I hat

when I suited the label il was jusl a combination of two wools, of when I signed some of ihe early I A
fiyei ail as Pushead I amort (la vlort is French for death). As time wen I on I decided to do "Cleanse

I lie Bacteria" and since lhal was n k>t ol fun I decided to continue doing ihe label and the name stayed.

II was unique. 1 he problem I ran into, whkh is more of a personal thing, as the arl became more
popular, the name Pushead became more popular. When I would do a release, especially if I did the

cover, produced, oi was m the band, the credits would just have too much "pus" in u. With the label

being Pusmort. it was nil loo much for rne. Then a few things happened, which in turn had me slowing

down the label When I decided to kick it hack irr gear. I decided lo change the name, give it a fresh

start and open it up so I coukl be more than just a label to do oilier ihuigs/piojecls. I'm still woikmg on



the siruciuie/foiindution ol Bacteria Sow and a should all come more

now. I warn it to he a Inn project oriented type iliin;.;
.
ihuu jusi a busines

their sound and how I like it

Ihe fan dob was created so I could express a lot oi ideas ami he able to communicate. At one

point, the mail got overwhelming foi me and since I do everything l>y myself, ii became bard. Especially

since I was so fond of writing back, it was really difficult. When I started putting so much pressure on

my hand doing ait. letters, etc... that my hand became inflamed in (win and sometimes went numb. I

hud to make some changes or I woukl do some |>eriiiaricni damage. I 'here was really no one way to

xplain. So die fan club was born, it's been u-ally fun You get to the tnie core ol the fans and then

ideas/opinions which is exciting. I've tried to keep it very small so I can handle it by myself. The small

press runs that I do. have led 10 serious delays which aie frustrating, but everyone seems to enjoy the

end result, lo join, just write foi info. Phase 2 which exists light now is closed. Phase 3 should start this

summer i of '96/.

HW: We heard you have tinnitus and can't go to any shows. True?

PUSHEAD: Yes. it's true. Out I do go 10 shows-raiely. When I fust heard of anyone having tinnitus, it

vas Nick Bluiko of Rudimentary Peni. It was bard to image what he was telling me, That his ears would

always ring, non-slop no matter what, it didn't go away. So when it happened to me. I fully

understood. I've been to the eat doctor, and I've learned certain facts about it. It's haul to deal with, but

you get used lo it. I don't want lo do any moie damage and loud music is die first thing to stay clear of.

Ken if I weai eai plugs, my eat will ting loudei than normal, so I spend more tune listening to

recorded music than live. I could tell everyone to be cautious, weat plugs, but it won't help. Til the dav

comes when the ringing should of stopped and it doesn't. Ringing in the eats is the first sign ol damage.

If it lasts moie than 24 hours, tune lo think what your future sound might be.

I1W: Other than the cover of SSD's "Get II Away", is there any other hidden message*
In your art?

PUSHEAD: Sometimes there is. But I nevei tell anyone anymore, just let the viewe I see what they see.

i you believe someone found some kind of subliminal message in Disney's Aladdin/ You really got to

he bored and desperate to seek out what they found. Society is really becoming a comedy routine.

HW: What about those sculptures? What are they all about, how does one get one,

etc.? New ones coming out?

PUSHEAD: What do you mean. "What about those sculptures.'"
I
you saw them.:. There's 2. "Rising

From Her Shadow Blood" ami "llydiohuby". I'hey arc unpainied resin and extremely well crafted. My
friends' company "Planet liirth" made them. I don't know if Planet Earth will be doing any more. I will

still make some. You can write to me and I can send info., if youi interested.

HW: Your art seems less "graphic" these days. How did this come about and was it a

conscious decision? Do you ever have "artist's cramp" and cant think of anything to

do?

PUSHEAD: I guess it depends on what you see and how you perceive it. Everyone has a different

•pinion when it comes lo art. especially in what they see in it. As fai as if has it been my decision to

make u less graphic. I just always try to create ideas, whether graphic - or not, it's always been dial way.

If you talk to one person, skulls are "graphic" and another will say its no big deal. I feel you don't need

show blood to he graphic. Tear exists in the mind and everyone's fear is different. What scares one

person makes another laugh. I hen again, kiok at the Ml IM I ICA "One" sleeve-, A quad amputee who
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is hanging on displuv in the comer, who has swung back and forth, smashing die bloody limbs against

the wall to s|iell METALLICA. The concept is sick, the image is graphic, but one of MFTAI I K'A's

managers said to me. "It looks rule", This single sold more than l,0IM).(MK) copies worldwide. Do you

think people bought this based on the cover? HAIIAIIAIIAI!! ^^^^^

Not artist's ciamp. I get that in my hand. Moie of "Artist's Block", but I rarely get that. 1 here's

always something to think of lo do. Sometimes lis more the composition and the execution lo make it

work right, that's much more trouble tlitin the idea itself, i.spectally if you are working in a tune frame.

Sometimes its amazing what can he created and completed in a 24 hi period when that's all the time

you've got. it almost like iwo different trains of thought

HW: Have you done any gallery showings since the one at Psychedelic Solution in

NYC and how did that come about anyway?

PUSHEAD: I've only done that gallery show. I'm not much of a galleiy person myself, so I don't push

foi thai avenue to showcase the illustrations. Hie show itself came through the suggestions of Kick

Griffin, who I became friends with and was really inspired by what I drew. Which was an unusual

turnaround foi me. since I have always loved Rick's work, since I was little. He had the utmost talent

and creative imagination, it's so sad that he passed away, there was so much creativity m him Anyway.

Rick had had shows at that gallery and was good friends with Jaecaber who runs the place. Then

Jaecaber contacted me. and I was surprised, I decided to do it and see what it was like, it was an

interesting experience. I do not know whether I woukl do il again or not. but there seems lo be

demand for il.

HW: What was Boise. Idaho like as far as the scene went back In the early '80s and

how did you end up In SF?

PUSHEAD: Boise. I he beauty of nature versus a cultural desert And smoldering in there someplace

is an underground scene of hardcore. I nlil we started putting on out own shows, hardcore was

something we experienced out ol lone, usually in I. .A- or S.F.. that's where we went to shows, bought

records, etc II just dkln't exist in Boise. When I tried to put on thai lirsl show, rt would have been

great; MISFITS, POISON IDEA, 7 SECONDS, SEPTIC DEATH, DISSIDENT MILITIA, etc. But

the MISFITS van blew up in las Vegas and we had to ranee! il. There always seems to be a curse on

Boise for years, no gigs or cancellations, and I felt we were the victim of il also. So finally the fiisl gig

happened. We built the stage, got the hall, did all the promotion and worked so hard. I was in charge of

getting the hands sine* I was in communication with every one I he fust gig woukl feature YOUTH
BRIGADE, STRETCHMARKS. SEPTIC DEATH and DISSIDENT MILITIA. We had no idea what

to expect, but it turned out great. About 3(10 people showed up and it was one of the craziest shews

There was so many people on stage during YOUTH BRIGADE'S set. we thought it would collapse

Soon after that the era/mess would continue for bands like 7 SECONDS, THE F.U."s. THE FREEZE,

etc... The bands couldn't believe the energy that existed in Boise No fights, just fun. Dining that time

there was a small handful of bands... Besides SEPTIC DEATH there was DISSIDENT MILITIA ( who

later became STATE OF CONFUSION, who later formed a side band. TREEPEOPLE). BLIND

ACCEPTANCE. COMMON ISSUE, SKIDMARKS, THE PUGS fa rockabilly baud]. TECHNO
PEASANTS (a noise band) and SHADES OF GRAY who were from I win falls (100 miles cast ,,i

Boise i. ["here were no actual record stores that specialized in the sound. Just a small punk section at

one store. So mail-ordei was the key. there were a k>l of people who had big record collections ol

hardcore. All in all lire scene was very small when I left in 1984

HW: Have you heard the INTEGRITY versions of Ihe two SD songs?

PUSHEAD: Yes. I've heard the single. I found out about it alter it was finished. Its good and

similar to the original I never thought people would oovei SEPTIC DEATH songs i RORSCHACH did

"Hardware") much less be influenced by the music. I'm m communication with Dwid
i
INTEGRITY i

and it's amazing that he is getting the entire SEPTIC DEATH 12" covet tattooed on his back. I met

someone who had the "Kichigai" person tattooed on their arm. but this, that's a lot of detail. Also. I just

finished the cover for the new INTEGRITY 10" "Humanity Is Ihe Devil". I wondei if Dwid will get a

tattoo of that too? Ha Ha.

HW: Do you still do flyers at all?

PUSHEAD: No. Not have I done posters fin this rolk-ctable rock poster age) either. Wait. I did do a

small printed poslei for the "16" Japan lour, and a small postcard for the "Rocket From The Crypt"
lapan tour. No one really asks for flyer art. just xeroxes that they could use for flyers

HWt You always seemed to be more Interested
Why?

foreign hardcore than American.

PUSHEAD: I would say that's a misrepresentation, but I ran understand why. Being a reviewei at the

time, American hardcore was easy lo gel and different (xiiple could review it Bin foreign hardcore was

hard to get, and I had souices to always get it. I thought a % of the stuff was amazing and I wanted

people t» know about it. There's no reason to review BLACK FLAG or CIRCLE JERKS (even though I

did that when iheii fust rek-ases came out,..) when everyone reviews that or knows it So I speni more

of my time to the unknown. 10- 15 vears ago. I was able to hear great hands like ASYLUM,
RUDIMENTARY PENI (UK;. ANTI-CIMEX. SH1TL1CKERS. CRUDE SS (Sweden,. TERVEET
KADET (Finland), JESUS AND THE GOSPELFUCKERS. AGENT ORANGE (Holland), CIVIL

DISSIDENT, MASSAPPEAL (Aiisualia;. NEOS K anada;. GISM, EXECUTE. OUTO ; lapan] |ust to

name a few. and I fell other |ieopk* should heal these great powerful lands. Dial's also one of the

reasons I did "Cleanse the Bacteria".

HW: Will "Cleanse The Bacteria" or any of the old Pustnort stuff ever be released on
CD?

PUSHEAD: "Cleanse Ihe Bacteria" will never come out on CD, A lot of pcopk' ask for it, hut it was a

vinyl release, it would be hard lo contact all the bauds lo see if they would want it on CD, I would

lathei make "Cleanse the Bacteria" Vol.2 ("1 en Years later...; I that's what I plan to do.

The. first tet of questions were done through the mail per Pushead's request. He
wanted to get all the major questions out of the way first, then speak to us on the
phone. Which was a great idea, but nobody figured that the phone part would be close

to an hour and a half (the following text is only the first hour, the rest was not

captured on tape, which Is actually a damn shame). In the beginning the interview is a
little stiff (due to bad questions on our part) though hang in there because it gets

good. Interview via phone on Valentine's Day 1996 , ...

HW When il comes to the ai

and then do inks, oi jus! inks

1, hi do VI dually prepan rMliii.};' D do pencils first

PUSHEAD: I do pencils first. It's hard lo describe to you without getting lo technical. You might not

understand. I usl I have to get the paper ready and figure out the kind of papei that I want to use

because each kind of paper has a different kind of texture and I can get il to work different ways. Then
it's centering and how you are going to do the composition. And then I go through and do pencils I Irs

not to over do the pencils so I don't smear it with my hand. So I might ink certain parts and then pencil

more. Ink it so it doesn't go through that. Once I have say a base line work of it. then I'll start to go
and do detail.



HW: So basically you have you're own way of doing it. \ol a st-l of inn li-um •. 01 anything.

PUSHEAD: Yeah. 1 my own way of doing u. though us probably simiiai u> oihei people. I know comic

hooks artists there is a pendk-i, he pcndb ilic- whole page. Then ii goes i<> an inker anil an iiikei inks it.

That's why if you go and buy a copy of Spider man from ten years ago to a copy of Spidennan today

and it's the same artist and it looks different, it could hi' the inker

IIW: I he inker pretty much erases everything and do h stud.

PUSHEADi Not always. You wouldn't have people like Jack Kuby if people did that. It just depends on

who you found to ink. to ink what he had done.

get anv offers to dn

I'll SHI AD: vim. ,iu I 1 1,

HW: it's not something that interests you then

Rally.., it's not something that I keep track of. It just wasn't f.n mi

PUSHEAD: Nail. I yen Dave Stevens was pushing me to do comics foi somebody. I kepi on telling l.un

this is not what I wan) to do. I like looking at comics I don't waul to work in that km, I of industry. Also,

the way I render is different than what diey do in comic books because comic hooks is pretty straight,

either brush or a certain kind of pen stroke. I don't use those elements very often to draw with because
I'll radier have a broken up scratchy line and a brush makes a really dean line. That's what they really

look for. Also, it's leally quick. Alol of limes, when you kiok at comic books, inkers can do three |wigcs

an hum.

HW: lleally,' That fast?

PUSHEAD: Oh yeah. I couki nevei even gel that close. If you know Simon Bisley s or Rill Sienkiewkv"

«

woik and their painted stuff, ihey do like two a day. but they aie just like really fast in the way that
they do things.

HW: Well, how Ion.

lid ihat take?

like as an example, when you did the "Cleanse the Bacteria" design, h

PUSHEAD: I really don t remember.

HW: Well. In.w annul something mote recent like. I don't know ...hut on average how fast does it take
you to do something?

PUSHEAD: Well, il you take "Cleanse the Bacteria" now. it has a k>t of different types of detail. Now I

do even more detail than I did before. S» something now where I should actually lake less lime foi

what it's being used for. I end up taking more lime Just because I like the original to look a certain

way. Willi I Shin an. all I need to do basically is to do the line work and separate when- the colors are

going to go. Hut I still do all dial detail, it doesn't even show up on die I Shirt. Jesus. I think. "Why am
I domg all this" but I like the original to look a ceitaiu wav.

HW (Brett): Whal d. ilh all of rtgiuals?

PUSHEAD: I hey ate silting heir

HW (Brett): I wish they were silting heie! (laughter)

PUSHEAD: Well. I stalled lo sell some of llicm because I have to many The last lime I sold any of
them was when I did the gallery show in "89. I haven't sold any sinon. except for recently I offered them
for die Han Club and 1 offered idem for relatively pretty cheap.

HW: How about "Gel it Away"?

PUSHEAD: I don't have "Gel II Away" Al has thai one

HW: Well, thai woukl make sens

PUSHEAD: Me up with the idea, "No Humans"

HW: lusl alolol uewspapets blowing around.

PUSHEAD: Well, basically he warned il to look like a dead end alley and all the stuff that .1 don't

know how he actually said il but something like how different kinds of trash was kindu pushed into the

alley. I don't remember if that where it goes or if dial's where il bek>ngs. Wilh "gel II Away", the

•liginal is much better than the way it got printed.

HW: It's die silver

PUSHEAD: It's not the silver so much. There is a lot of grey washes in it thai doesn't come oul in il.

and no lines oul as black lines. Because they didn't half-tone il right. I don't know. But people see il as

and that's the way it's represented. I hat's an old piece.

HW: Do you have anv favorite artists?

PUSHEAD: I have tons of favorite artists. I don'i think you can be an artist and not enjoy othe

peoples art.

HW: So people just have to write you and fiud out.

PUSHEAD: Yeah Foi Phase two. we had a little form that had a lillk- index card that you fill it all oul
II makes it easiei foi us to do reference. We find out stuff like. ..what kind of fanzine that people like t,,

read, because then we know... you know I try to dr. this whole promo thing but I think it's a disastei

because the way the system works and so I'd rather give promos to magazines that are really going to

do something with it. II people can write in and tell us about magazines thai they read, then you can
research it and buy them al the store and see what il is lhal they like.

HW: Sometimes I don't understand how labels operate when they send out hundreds of copies "I stuff

everywhere. It must awl a fortune and it really doesn't do anything for them.

PUSHEAD: Well, I think as a label you are in a difficult position. You could have a band thai well We
want press", see ourselves everywhere. You are faced widi that dilemma of well you have a choice lhal

they might or a choice that they might not. Many limes the success of a baud ladki oi press wise, is <\ui-

lo the people working in it, based on who they know oi don't know. And if lhal parliculai person
catches on n> the sound or whatever attracts them lo the music I here could he great, great bands oul
there but people just don't catch onto it at that time. It goes nowhere.

HW (Brett): Id imagine a lot of people send you
get your opinion on theii music. I was wondering hi you htm

stuff just because ihey would

le a situation like ihfil?

PUSHEAD: In which

HW (Brett): let's say you gel something...You gotia understand lhal people will probably respi

>ur opinion just because of who you ate and how long you have been involved anil things

accomplished, I was wondering how do you get across to someone thai you don't like what Ihey did

with out like writing them off or whatever? Do you gel hack lo all these people because I can imagine it

musi take up alot of time jusl for thai.

PUSHEAD: Well, there is different sides to it and there is probably sides to it lhal you dkln'l eveu

think of. First, there's the person. According lo wliai Dave said, you are going lo put oul a

W.OOHP! VCH record, right? We will use lhal as an example. You send me a 1 1 OORPl MCH record and

say I particularly like it especially in the days when I was writing reviews and me. I never look al my

reputation as the utmost importance. I just do what I do and I have done lliat. My popularity has grown

over the years hut I slill don't try to change the way I do things Say if I do like the 1 1
OOKI'l Nl II

record it can work in two different ways. One, I can write you and say. "yeah. I think it's really good.''

and another I could write a review of il. The bund could go, "Wow! This is really good. It's a good kick

m out butt It leally influences us. We have done something good and we want to progress with il. Ot it

could woik the olhei way where all of a sudden, ihey lake it oul of context and they go around

HW: Is there any artists that people might kx>k for Ihat people think

ml li

kill
I

PUSHEAD: Well, if they like what I do aucilhey want to see what I'm influenced by is lo gel anything

by Viigil Henley (spelling?). He was an arusl'thal basically drew foi pulps and science fiction magazines

in ihe '40s and "50s. He died in the otK. There is a com|>any thai is reissuing some of his hooks

because some of his early books are really hard to gel. When I look at his stuff, he's just a master of

detail and how lo put it together. He was so prolific that m his lifetime, he did like 3,0(10 pieces, Thai's

alol. ^
HW: What do you think o( more modem artists such as Boris or the llildcihrant broth

PUSHEAD: Its okay but il nol something I buy the hooks of or look at. I lliink ihat Boris just wants lo

he lia/etta. Alol of people just want lo he I i.i/eiia Because I think Tra/etta came oul and was very

Strong in the sixties into ihe 70s. il inspired a lot of different artists from Boris to led Jones. Ihey all

saw what he was doing and how the popularity was. You know, a kit of artists do that. Ihey get

influenced b\ somebody and they kind a rework theii style based on what ihey like. Sometimes ihe;. can

become a bellei artist aud sometimes they can look like somebody else.

HW: l)K, about the fan club. I know you explained earlier in the written interview...how does one gel

into it. how much money is it'

PUSHEAD: Well. I won't say how much more
lid probably he a diffei

"Hi money il is 'cause the Phase that

it priii? according to what feel k...

bragging how someone like myself recommended lhal their band was this great. It goes to iheii heads

I'm not responsible foi those kindu ihings but they do hapix-n. At ihe same lime, say what exists in oui

society when you see press clippings or press reports for movies ot music. .it's like I could also write a

had review of TLOORPL NCH. Somewhere in there I could say, "Packs a wallop ihat puts you to sleep."

I laughter , bul you at the label writes "Packs a wallop!" Il is exactly what I said but it's not [he complete

of it And so it's being misleading. There's akit of things lhal can happen when you receive something
like that. I ven sometimes with stuff I like, I don't have chance to write back and basically you try lo

listen to everyihing fairly and what would attract you lo whal you like. Sometimes you Could gel five

tapes in one day aud you could put on all five tapes and it could lie amazing but every ta|>e sounds die

same. Each one couki defeal iLsell and you have lo go back and listen each one in a different way. Or
you see lhal there is no potential m the songs ot the song writing, Sometimes what most important

about a hand is how they write songs. There ate some bauds thai people lliink are great bands but thes

don't wnte great songs, A lot of people think thai- "Oh. ihLs is the greatest thing'" If one person thinks

it's the grealesi lliing then another person wants to check it out. It goes from ihat

HW (Brett): Dn

to like this" hern I.

up |ieople send yon recorded material because they think, "Hey, Pushead's goi

>f ihe type of material it is or because ihey are hoping to gel on youi record label

PUSHEAD: I think it's a combination of both of those and other things. Sometimes they just want Ic

know your opinion. Everybody approaches it differently lliough. Now some people will straight out say

would you people lie interested in doing something with us and some will say. "Whal do you think?" or

"I think you migbl like ihis", Say in a case, where I'll he winking with a hand like CAVITY... someone in

the fan dub who was a friend of CAVITY sent me their record. "I thought you might like this Please

en|ov it." with no motive to for me lo release it. Whenever I communicate wilh anybody I have no idea.
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I don'l ihink. "Oh yeah, they'll say yes. I hey'H want lo do a record wilh me." I don't think so. 1 just hope

in got the lettei back with. "Yeah, we'd like to do something.

"

Ai ihis point I as a leally genetically stupid question. "Do yon ibink hands were heuer ten years ago-1

oi something lo the effect of thai. We then dismiss the unfairness of it. We are really running oiu <>l

questions now I though we have a million in oin subconscious) I uckily. Brett bleaks the ice.)

HW (Brett): When was the last interview von did

PUSHEAD: In Japan. V-\.

HW (Brett): I remember seeing one in lluashei.

PUSHEAD: I hat was the lasl one in the I ,S.

HW (Brett): It said "Last I'ushead Interview"

HW: Actually, the SOLD OUT interview said il was the last one

PUSHEAD: I think both of them came out around the same time. I think I did the SOLD OUT one over

the phone wilh him a little bit. I don't even remember. Ii was a good fanzine, bui mosl people don'l

know much about it though.

HW: We had a lillle Vine war. My old Vine I had a big beef with him

HW (Brett): I liked it Other than youi label is there any lliiug that you are involved with locally as far

as music goes?

PUSHEAD: Yeah, piohably

HW (Brett)i Probably?

PUSHEAD: I mean, how do you break it down to whal you do.

HW (Brelt): Well, do you help out othei with ll ors what evei they might be?

PUSHEAD: I can recommend something over here. I can Contact somebody and say. "Hey, my friend

has a shop in Japan and would like youi record can I buy some from you and send ii over there". Then

you get a record in a spot where the people have never been or do you want to deal direct. I ike ynu

guys asked in the interview about INTEGRITY doing SEPTIC DEATH. I asked Dwid. "I have some
liieud's shops in Japan, they'd like to gel some. Can I get some from you'" "Oh yeah, no problem!" I ry

to pui oihei |>eopk' logethei. You know, matchmaker. I he dating game ( laughter).

HW: So basically you aie doing the same thing as before.

PUSHEAD: Yeah, lust doing the same thing I have always done. I don't think I've changed things as lo

the way I do things. It's just that ovei time it |ust became

HW: You see the reason we are asking questions like this is because you really aren't in the public eye

too Hindi. A lot of people aie interested in what you do. what you did, who you are bul they don'l have

enough wiunnation about you in general. Just living to find out.

PUSHEAD: Bul that's more my doing though. I'm more of a reclusive type person and I like my
privacy. I'm not going to run up to people and say. "Hey! I'm Pushead! How arc you doing!?*

(laughter] I'll stand there and not really do that. Hints every person's prerogative to choose whal they

wanl lo do. I try to do the communication ihe host that I can. Some people gel mad I think ii

redundant lo do interviews and talk about myself and what I do. I think most bands, it almost pathetic

lo when- il is a new record and "Oh. this record is much bcttci than our last record". I hen when they

do the next record. "Oh. this record's inudi belter than the last record." You're like. "Ibis is whal the

public wants Co read?" It's like we have lo glamori/e something and make fiction into tact, I think it all

just becomes redundant. Mv kigir is lei people just look at the artwork and enjoy the artwork. Even
wilh the fan club, 1 do the fan club more just to communicate with people. But whal am I going lo di

have the "PUSHEAD I.M1 EKVlEW? I ike we do this interview and I'll gel some issues tu

whal von guys came up with. T hen ihey see youi magazine and see whal you have to do with anything.

I always give that kind of information through the fan club because there's still peopk- out there who

want to find out information about all different walks of life. Ihey might want to know about ihis thai

or another thing. Hey, ihey know nothing ahoiu II <X)RI>1 INCH.

HW (Brett): Reaching back lo ihe early days of punk and hai

people on MIV talking about punk? Something thai you were inv

el ah
stages

»g

PUSHEAD: Well, people aie going to classify, judge and do whal ever ihey wanl. Rial's what they are

going to do. I leally don't care, but it is really kind of confusing to me when a hand like NIRVANA
comes out and says, "We're punk." I'm like. "Ah, I kuida missed that." I he you are going to gel to a

classification where... I don't have nothing against NIRVANA bul I don't understand where there punk

I don't understand thai at all.

HW (Brett): You gotta figure most of thesi

to a show where independent people put il <

• people who
hi. booked th.

say they aie into
|
.nnk,

1 ihe

Ihev have

all

nevei been

PUSHEAD: 1 think when a lot of people g
what. Only a select few bunch of people pay

oes to shows,

attention to i

1 don'i think ihe

hose aspects.

, pay attention to who did

HW: Yeah, you know yon can tell as lime goes on. as cycles go who is in charge of things who's paying

attention. The older people are usually luuning die show, organizing lliing oi selling up distributions.

I mi.) IK the younger crowd are the people who come and suck it all til. Hopefully, some of ihem will do
the same thing when ihey gel oklei.

HW (Brett): I think tin ; alx.nl 07%.

PUSHEAD: I think ihe problem dial exist in hardcore/punk or whatever b that there is such

separatism thai exists, t.veiybody has dieie own ideas on what should be done and how 11 should lx>

done. It's almost like a selfish lillle in crowd, but the in -crowd has fifty different chapters. Some people

will go, "Oh. you are a new guy. You don't belong here, you like Green clay'" How's anybody to know
that Green Day was the starting point to get him to go to the show at CB's. lum him onto
W.OORPl. MIL We aie leally giving them a lot of publicity,

HW (Brett): Ihey II be really happy about that.

PUSHEAD: I still have no klea whal they sound like

HW (Brett): Ihey sound like YOUTH OF TODAY

PUSHEAD: 1 he point thai I'm making is that this individual could come there and he could be the one

thai gets s.i influenced, by going down the line, that he could be the one who starts a cool record label

or a cool fanzine. Bul you got these people who control the scene and aie like, "We are going lo heal

you up. Gel oul of here!" You scare away.. .then theie that line like, "well, we don'l want out scene i"

gel lo much bigger". Oh gee. you might as well have shotguns at the door, if ihev don't fit your criteria.

HW (Brett): Believe me id hkc 10 sometimes.

PUSHEAD: Sometimes I think the peopk' who should he shot are llie people who think ihey air

inferior. Il's like I saw a letter in a fanzine and I won't quote anything about il. Somebody wrolc then

opinion and whal ihey felt about il. He was basically pointing ihe finger at one individual in one hand.

The guy responded and whal ihe guy wrote hack made him kx>k worse ihan if he would have said

nothing.

HW (Brett): Instead of keeping his mouth shut and looking stupid, he opened his mouth and proved

PUSHEAD: What he wrote was like. Yeah. I'm lellmg him"' and he'll talk to his friends and they'll sas.

"Yeah, we are telling him*. Il's like. "Hey buddy) You kx>k even worse now than..." He should have jusi

said. "Hey. sorry litis all happened." Il would have been much more diplomatic to say something like

thai. Hut nah. nah. Why don'l you get both feet and suck them down youi throat?

mmmm"' IR^i\ 1
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HW (Brett): I !,.,,»• .. ilaughn

PUSHEAD: But I think what has happened, aud I even sec it in your fanzine. You guys have done it

loo. Especially in hardcore and in the world in general, people are taking their opinions a little too

seriously and they are letting them run amok a little bit. And the opinions aren't wcll-lliougluoui. I

think that people are printing letters by olhei people and there is not a responsibility in it. A lot of the
letters are a k»l of diatribe of people explaining the whole life history of something instead of just

malting tlieii point. I hey are taking up a lot of space so it looks good, but it's not reading good. I think

a lot of these opinions have just really gotten out of control. Of course when you can turn on TV and
watch these talk shows, and you have these |jeopk- coming on with Iheir love life aud cnsisc-s and what
iluMj think is right or wrong. Someone could honestly gel up there and go. They abused me foi years

so I took the knife and butchered their fan'." and the crowd cla|K and applauds? You start to wonder.
It's like what's the mentality here I hope yon understand what I'm saying.

HW: yeah. I know a lot people say that our Vine, we have like strong opinions but at the same nine
they respect it. because they read other V.ines that don't.

PUSHEAD: I just think people are taking things a little too fat. Everybody lias then opinion and that's

what we obviously live in America foi is freedom. Though I think people have taken the word freedom
and taken that to a whole olhei thing. As king as people in groups and scenes like hardcore and stuff,

bickei on what we ate doing, how we are doing it and who doing this, this is loo metal, this is loo
hardcore... It's going to alk>w these people like the Religious Kight to come up in our society, which they
aie starting to do. We ait- really going to have problems. Right now we can walch. we arc in an ele.tion

year, we are watching all these idiots wing for the big pole position and how lliey will do anything to
win. I hey will say anything to win and they will do whatever they have to do. Whether ihey contradict
themselves 01 promise you a million dollars 01 ihey lake their opponents and rip them 10 shreds. All
that mailers is lhat lliey gel into thai pole position and they are ready to run the Indy 500.

HW: So basically from that answer, we can tell lhat you don't like politics loo much.

PUSHEADt No I don't. I think there's something really screwed up in society when you see stuff like

"Rock The Vote". You are a person you need to vote. It is like oh sine everybody has the right to vole

and we should ull vole but what the hell ore we goiag to vote with these choices?

HW (Brett): Who MV you going to vote for?

HW: Txactly.

PUSHEAD: What the hell aie we going to vote al this period in time and this is only for like this

month. Hut it's like Bob Dole vs. Steve Forbes. "Steve lorbes is up in the poll 1 " and Bob Hole's people

an- like. "Find something to discredit this guy! We have to win!" I his is really something foi me to be

selective about and this is my right to vote? lhat I'm looking at the two, ..the Republican Party can go

down the toilet as far as I can say. the two possible characters al this point in time is Hole and

Htu .nun ' You know, please, we got a scary thing going.

HW (Brett): The thing I don't understand is, take somebody like Steve Forbes and he'll spend $14
million a month campaigning for a $130. 000 a year job or whatever the Presidency pays. Sounds like a

had business decision to me. like I wouldn't pay $200, 000 for a $30,000 job.

PUSHEAD: Yo lid the kind ol wrile off he coukl do for the I.R.S.

HW (Brett): Oh well, there's always lhat aspect.

Al tins pouil I had lo change sides ol the lape da

PUSHEAD: Theirs no politics in hardcore... (very sarcastic)

HW (Brett): \ali. uol really... (laughter) There should he a president.

PUSHEADt Well, you kne ! are in litis year and we have to go through all this you know, this crap

HW: I here is a lot of people, especially some of the kids in die hardcore sane that say. "Go out ami

vole! You have to vote. Vole loi somebody!" 01 the take away vole. The vote where you know one guv

is going to win so you vole lor the opposite guy, just because yon gel thai vole away. So yon put

somebody in office and tour years down the line everything geLs screwed up again in a different way.

PUSHEAD: I think thai the reality iliat die American people don't p.n

more complicated than just electing a president and whai die president 10 do I think a lot of

pcopk- al this point in lime with litis debale ovei lo gel a budget correct, It's like the president is saying

no and the Republican Party saying we want it ibis way. I think 111 the long iuii it makes 11 easiei foi

Clinton to be re-elected 'cause I think more of the poopk- believe in Clinton than the other people. I hen

again, il Clinton gels too much ahead in the |Mills, then we aie going to have to bring up Whllcwatci

and make Inm look bad. What does Whilewatci have to do with anything. It's what people grab onto lo

destroy people. I he mosi important thing in ihe voting situation is like die little- propositions ami stuff.

lint what I lluuk confuses the public the most about them is die way they are worded. Sometimes

l»eople are being conned into voting for something that is not correct. That's why you see propositions

getting voted foi and people are suing for 11 now. I love it. The proposition wins and then people sue lo

block ii. And die people who represent the company is going lo have to fail because of whatever the

proposition did 01 something. T he scaiy thuig is when you gel into politics ts the reality comes down lo.

luckily nevei happened, but when the day comes everybody will rip up theii voting pnvildges when

Ihey filial out the American ]>eoplc do not vote lor who becomes president. I he electoral college does

HW: I hat's basically whai ii N.ils down to. Nobody even realizes that. Oh brother.

PUSHEAD: 1 hat's what it breaks down to. Ihe American people do not vote for who's president Tin

Llecioral College does and if 11 has to be Clinton vs. Dole and the public voles for Clinton ami tin

l.lecioral College votes for Dole. Boy, do we have a problem.

HW: rlialduiulli happen once.

PUSHEAD: Hut that's the kinda thing. At the same tune when all ihis bickering goes on, and it's being

put on the national media. You know, we aie telling the whole world. There is some people out there

who don't thmk that America is number one and the greatest place 111 ihe world. It's really good 10 In-

giving out this kinda information. Sometimes I wonder about the intelligence of peopk- and their need

to know information.

HW: 1 00k what Clinton |USl did. ..the choices aie made. Bob Dole ihey think he is going lo become die

Republican candidate and then Clinton just put his signature '>n a bill which will change the whole

internet situation. Now they can deem whatever ihey lliink is indecenl. Get fined like S 100.000 or jail

foi downloading something. It's icalry getting crazy. And it seems like no maitei whai. you really don'l

have 110 powt-i 10 slop it.

PUSHEAD: But see. as long as the people live in fear and allow things lo happen and lei the winners

of the world to complaiu aboul tilings that Ihey think is bad. indecenl 01 woik of salan and those

people attack, those people you have lo look out for. As k>ng as we live in a society that's based a|«>nd

religion and religious beliefs, and ihe fact thai there is SO many religious sectors and they all believe in

different things and none of them seem lo gel aloug. And in other countries they fight over what

religion il is. these people think il's g<«l aud jesus's way to tell you how to be anil not lie That's why

this year's election is all going to be based on the abortion issue. You wondei sometimes whai people

are really thinking.

HW: Ihey caul even gel ihe budget right and diey expect e

fliev totally screwed up eveiything by shutting down the governir

lyone to gt vole fo

.uplc ol

dll tin

nonthi

PUSHEAD: Basically, when we talk about politics. It's stuff that's presented to us according lo the

media interpretation. Ii might not even be right. I found it so humorous. Luckily I wasn't in America

when ihe whole OJ. Simpson thing wenl down. So I didn't have to walch the beginning ol the plight of

society, il aiighlcr! 1 can't believe lhat America is so divided about who did il anil who didn'l do il Anil

how OJ.'s guilty or not guilty. Or how the media can tell you, the black people say OJ. is not guilty and

the white people think that OJ is guilty.

HW: Just the fact that thai became a lotal media tiling was totally disgusting. And they changed in into

a racial thing, 'cause when ii initially started it wasn't. They were even talking aboul race al first 11 was
all brought up in the courtroom and then they bring these people in lo talk about il. Il really screwed 11

PUSHEAD: It's Ihe media which changed people's minds aud maybe by not 1. Iluig die I1111I1 ill Ihe

lime and wanting lo gel the lead story, beat them in the ratings. It does decide people's minds, it's so

funny when you can walch people like Okiman's father sit there with the lage and auger ilia l he has
and whai is he saying and what amies oul of his mouth. One you feel sorry thai his son was murdered.
it's just you belter have everything dial you need to have to make ihe accusations you are making and
that they believe everything that's going on and whatnot. But that's like a sad part of our society

HW: What should »k uexl Brett? Thai wus a whole political thing thai we uevei gel into

HW (Brett): Yeah, we never ge t into thai.

PUSHEAD: Because you guys are so politically correct.' 1

HW (Brett): Oh my god. no!

HW: Nooool! Well, you <ould say we are but we don'l llirow ii in people's faces. I know some people
would be horrified at some of my opinions. Thai's why I don't go blathering off. because I'm like into
the dealh |>erially and all lhat bin al ihe same lime Tin against the justice system so there's a

.nii.i.ln -non right there. It's a real haid thing.

PUSHEAD: Well, when you go and look at it that way. You jusl look al it how it goes. And you
wonder...how I was raised when I was a little hoy. I was kinda k-d by ihe beliefs of the school and the
system because ihe dealh penalty did exist. 1 he way the system worked was if you committed crimes
against humanity within out system, you losi your right as a citizen in our country. But if you look at
Ihe way things are working now. thai doesn'i seem lo happen, you know, ihey have rights, they have
books, magazines and T.V.. free room and board. It makes you wonder. I mean there is people who are
wrongly accused and stuff like thai. But there are people who 0111 society is paying foi who shouldn't be
diere. I guess you am gel into thai religious thing. "Who has the nghl to kill somebody".

HW: Il's a question you can talk aboul but people gel really ungiy about it.

PUSHEAD: It's like a snake thai eals itself. Il's ihe thing, why do humans have no right to kill humans
but al the same time they can get a shotgun and kill animals ot il's O.K. lo go to your slore and buy

meat by cows who are raised in dark little dungeons and have a boll stuck into dieir head. The reason

1I1. 11 the boll is stuck inio iheu head is so that the meat won't gel hard when they have fear. I li.n way
lliey can give Ihem an instant kill. People jusl go. "Well, god put these animals for us 10 eal. for



ml "god dirt «-vf lyiTimt? Tin ii%. and he also gave us the knowledge 10

niHiii, 10 make dieimaiLs ii> killothei people."

HW: Well, thai? .i human society.

PUSHEAD: Bui it's like a snake thai continually eats itself. Ac this point in nine there's no solution.

HW: So I guess you are a vegciaiian 01 inn*

PUSHEAD: I'm not vegan. I'm close to a vegetarian though I eal chicken and fish.

HW (Brett): All righ t' Yeah!

HW^Wel.ave to throw those generic questions in every once in ,

HW (Brett): Like, 'Do you skate?"

PUSHEAD: I can siry all kinds of things that go on in our society but there's certain things in

breeding that the way we were raised, we become accustomed to certain things. I know lots of people
in America who could never survive say in like Japan because ihey were raised totally different than we
wete. Especially in their eating habits.

HW: Yeah, thai a majoi difference. Hut jusi look how hod u was when Americanized foods were

introduced inlo lapanese society. I ike the younger people are eating it and then health habits have

gone downhill.

PUSHEAD: It all revolves around how youi vxiety is. You are raised different ways. One considered

one wav and another is ronsidcied another way. You can really gel into cultural clashes. But whal

people eat. it goes back in that snake eating itself, lis an evolution. Like some people have real serious

beliefs about whal ihey believe in, only a handful of these people with the serious beliefs are going 10

sUv with these beliefs lhi> rest of llieir lives. If wc direct everything around and we toward I would

assume your two favorite subjects, is straight edge. And you k«>k at the people who at one point

die big leadeis of the straight edge movement and they are nowhere neai that anymore. I saw

something in youi magazine, "I want to punch that guy in the face!". Well that's an ignorant statement,

sony, but this is Ins choke ol what he wants to do. Bui I understand that kind of mentality when' il

goes that this guy really preached something and maybe looked down on othei people because of it

and then he became whal he disliked. And I'm sure there is excuses. "Well, people make mistakes." Ak>l

of the peopk- that are involved in ihe straight edge movement do not understand and will have a bard

time in the king term of il. is that America's number one reiTeaiion, sorry to say, is to drink beer. And

some imple when you choose not lo drink beer you alienate yourself from a large group of people. It's

really easy for them to go. "hey, let me buy you a beer'", "Let's sit down an have some beers." lis easy

to break the ice talking that way. When you go. "Sorry. I don't drink" you change iheii whole

revolution. One. you are going to have the person that I would say is an asshole to me. "C'mon, man.

just lake one drink!" Ihey are trying to get you to be like them. You know, "Why don'l I just put on

face make-up and he a clown? I'd he just like you now couldn't I?" Il just depends on how you look at

it. When I made die choice lo stop doing all thai kind of stuff, years ago be-fore there was Ian

MacKaye, "I gotta Straightedge" and everybody goes "Straightedge movement''. I took a chance, this is

whai I decided what I was going to do. Nobody else loki me lo do this and then I watched the

repercussions that came aflerwaids Bui I still stuck to what I have chc.

HW: Yeah, we
thuik either of i

me and Brett still go through that

have done any of thai slulf so...

veiyday But that's just choices Uk.. I don l

PUSHEAD: Sometimes I wondei whal Ian thinks. It's like he wiote

would be taken this way. "1 he Straight Ldge Movement".

about how he [eh. no idea u

HW: i llimk lie totally disla t>rything.

1 HW (Brett): 1 wondei edge? I

PUSHEAD: Ik

about. Nothing

probably has lo he because that's all people talk lo him about ol give him a hassle 1

else that he's eve I accomplished in his life. .."Hey. straight edge Ian'" You kn
j



^
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great job you created Discbord Records, Jeff. Milk- and the test of the guys .. it jnst, I lev. siraiRlit edge

dude''" 1 1 -111,11 ti it-
1

) "Are yuu straight edge like me.'" "I think that you forgot what we were trying to say

in tlie song ." "No way, straight edge all the way'"

HWi foo many people lake it as just a fashion statement and they ate the who will just.

PUSHEAD: "Fashion Statement" has nothing to do with it. like the extremism that some people hav

gone to. That bond is not straight edge because they aie metal". The contradictions that exist, you can

make books...an encyclopedia on it. That's what separates in the music scene that we have. People

don't want in get along.

HW: Hell, we want u> gel along with everybody but nobody wools to get along with us. (laughter!

PUSHEAD: Well, then- was times you told me thai you didn I wain to get along. Yon had a light with

tins guj "i a war with this guy, or you got on somebody's "hushing bandwagon".

HW (Brett): Ah. Dave loves gelling on |ieoples cases.

PUSHEAD: Hut dial's not whal I mean though. That': I trying to get along.

HW (Brett): well, I don't waut lo gel along with everybody.

IW: Brett is the most friendliest person at a show, lie talks to everybody. I'm the kind ol person win

list sits behind the table and lets people come to me. Christ.

HW (Brett): I like talking lo in

PUSHEAD: I'm nol trying u ngiade you guys

I've been in this scene since the very beginning..,

HW: No. No 1 We are just talking, that's al

PUSHEAD: Y..u know, that's whal I see

HW: I hat's why we respect your opinion.

PUSHEAD: There's a lot of people that I used to communicate with that are totally gone. I hey have
i"» concern. It's that kind of one sidednevs to where von pinpoint an issue and you spend your whole
life around it, it's like life is alot more than that. Or the facl that, "Yeah, this is my hardcore buddy!"
then die guy admits. "Well I like AC/DC". "You suck dude' < let the fuck out of heir!" (Laughtei

HW: III ell hkes KISS. Oh god. If I was like that. I wouldn't even speak to him.

PUSHEAD: I ihink there is a k»t of kids rnlo punk because ol the age gioup that has a KISS

background. KISS was the fiist band that the younger population took to, Before that, it neve

happened. Music didn't exist in people until they lumed like l-l years okl or more, and KISS brought

kids that were like 6. 7, H year, old,

HW (Brett): Ihey didn't even listen lo ihe music, they just bought the Halloween costumes and stuff.

like the dolls. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
PUSHEAD: KISS was something that was. ..I think (hat when they first came out people looked at it as

a joke, and it escalated to something way beyond thai. Slowly but surely the music deteriorated, they

took off theii make up.

HW (Brett): I heir fiist five albums: awesome. The next thiee were all right. Aftei that, I don't even

holher. I don't even have them.

PUSHEAD: Well, I ilnnk "Hock And Roll Over" was the beginning of the end.

HW (Brett): "love (inn" was piohably then last good studio album. After thai, there was "Alive 2"

which is awesome.

PUSHEAD: I he fiist three aie good records foi the nine Item

HW (Brett): Hell, the fust album was recorded in like 72.

PUSHEAD: Simple chord, hard rock Al the time, il was hard

HW (Brett): A lot of songs about girls and stuff, drinking

PUSHEAD:
I think ihey wrote whatever they were going to write. They still do that. It's funny, the

thing that, maybe even you guys don't know, and nobody ever acknowledges and that's what's so

hypocritical abnut our scene, is thai Gene and Paul are like straightedge peopl

IIW (Brett): I torn whal I understand from interviews, dial's true.

(Brett and I discuss the proposed KISS reunion ioui in make-up that's supposed to happen this

siimmei. whik' Pushead takes his call waiting

PUSHEAD: But the leason, let's say, from what I can gather from Ihe knowledge from whal

published, Ace isn't in the Kind because he was a junkie and had no control over il.

HW (Brett): He was u-ally screwing up and they kicked him out, from what I lead then he almost

killed himself. I hen he straightened oui his act.

PUSHEAD: I think he's been on a bud road loi quite

HW (Brelt)t Hui he hu the road lair fiist 1

< Laughtc

PUSHEAD: Hut from whal I read these guys aie supposed lo be like really straight. And thai they been
that way for a long lime. I don't know if they been like dial from the beginning but people who are

stiaight edge don't look al that stuff

HW (Brett): Well, you don I find too many people who don't anything about straight edge, who don't

diink 01 do anything at all. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

PUSHEAD: Well, now straight edge lias be.

computer.

in represent X hands, a leitain tout in if.

HW: It's gotten I very had name foi itself.

PUSHEAD: Hut there is certain people who created that for it,

HW (Brett): Yeah. I know. I'd like lo find those people

PUSHEAD: There's a lot. you it find them al

HW: We know that. I here's peopk' who look at us like that, but we are not thai way. I have plenty of

friends who dunk.

PUSHEAD: Once you put the point thai von are stiaight edge, and they know whal it means, it's a

classification that they am judge you by. It's kinda the same thing, how people are racist "He is this

way because he is litis Color." We saw il yesterday, in a laco Bell. We saw a woman jusl blaiant racism

She saw Hispanic people making tacos and she goes. "Oh. diey aie not weanng gloves! You peopk'

should be wearing gloves!" Everything was "You pcopk" llaughterl

HW (Brett): Maybe she meant ihe people making the lacos should be wearing gloves. Ihey should

PUSHEADt She got her money back anil when liking out the door, she was going, "I IS V

HW: nut's just stupidity.

PUSHEAD: Yeah, you can go it's stupidity, then you can scratch youi head and go like. "Cmon!" I hi

laco Bell is like in a Hispanic neighborhood. "What are you like a tourist"" On lop of that, this G 1W6,

hasn't anybody learned yet? We were going through Nevada once and they had diis big sign up

"Ingush spoken here!" You an- like, "Dun, why don't you tell everybody to leave then!"

>d in t.as V<HW (Brett): I hop.- you

PUSHEAD: Vegas is cool, Vegas is something like, ..I mean gambling is probably something against the

sliaiglil edge lliing. _^^_

HW (Brett): Oh no. I love it'

PUSHEAD: You really go there lo gamble. It's just really interesting 10 see whal they constructed

that people enjoy to go there.

HW (Brett): I don I buy thai anti-gambling thing. I like to gamble.

HW: \... ill,ii is a Krishna thing Which we are totally opposed to

PUSHEAD: I have no idea the lecruitmg methods of certain people

HW: Oh brother, That's one of the things that really ruined il out here. I don't even want t>> gel in

that jazz.

PUSHEAD: Well, you had a very sliong figure who (hose something and n was kinda like a bead
lemming and the rest of the lemmings followed. I don't think that ever happened out here bill it's really

small. Now I think ihey an' trying lo downplay the whole tiling because they want to lake the hand
some place other than what il is.

HW (Brett): Whatever that is.

PUSHEAD: I woukl ihmk they would go... lets see what woukl be a good place (or them to play'

living Plaza's too small. So they would he playing die Academy? Roseland? He if ihey could fill up

Uoseland oi the Academy, hey why not? And look what they would get paid. I hat's whal il all boil-

down lo... "Well, we struggled playing at CBOB's for years!"

HW: Wait! Struggling? They goi lop dollar everywhere they went.

PUSHEAD: Well, they didn't at first...

HW: Not at fiist.

PUSHEAD: You got lo remember...what were Youth Of loday considered a NY. hand oi from
Connecticut?

/
iY



HW: llicy wcif a Connecticut Iwml al first, llicn they moved to N.Y.C. six-cifioally to be a NY ham

PUSHEAD: Bui NY. at the Unx- had no s.v ne.

HW (Brett): NY had like the 1 alse Prophe ts.

HW: II was in a lull

PUSHEAD: I lie whole scene was in the Anthiax in Connecticut, wasn't it>

HW: I would thuik thai started around -87. ...o.e .„ less In '85 or '«.,, when Y.,,,.1, Of |'.„l,y (.„.surted. The scene u, NY,.. was in a lull between the early '80s and then there was ,1 »S*JE
ssstsaresi's; fr,,,n there

'^ -a *— -*- -*•-s
PUSHEAD, I ...eat, I knew Kay before he dtd the whole change over. I neve, talked to h„„ since. No,vranse I don

,
wan, to bat because we do different ,l,„,g, a„d I have neve, crossed paths with him. I

talked to htm. lie was a good guy, wc wen, skateboatdmg... he chose his path in life That's what berhose ,n life and chose (or his band. .Po.cell .tended to go along with ihal. Hut's fine, that's what theywan, ,o do. but when everybody else follows because that's what they wan, to do. that's where the
bitterness comes m. lis when everybody g„eS «k(ng aiK| A«\ when evervhody starts pointing ,l,e
finger Same thmg with Green Day. Green Day was a band that probably had mixed reviews n, this .,„„hutihey goi njrned to a major, which is a big thing that you don', do. "Oh, you don', that...- kind of
tuff. I he, wen- probably like. Well, we don't have everybody supporting us and somebody

_mleieste.l. Notxh knew thai they would be thai big. Now lliat they are...

HW: But

nowhete n

ley i ..ill-, are not. I hey ate thei vay out because their second album did not sell

PUSHF.AD: I heit second allium is not dead ye, though You can", be a predictoi in this industry.

HW: Yeah, but in the major industry u goes tn odes. It's like a yearly thing, especially in tins count!
I lies are on the outs already.

PUSHEAD: Well. I don', think they aie on the outs yet cause they are still kicking out singles. It's knu
of, why is OASIS top ol the charts now? This is like iheii second record and they have released single:

previously to this one.

HW: Bui only in England though, they weren't pushed in Ann

PUSHEAD: Hut in America now. they're in the lop ten.

HW: Now they are being pushed by the label

PUSHEAD: Well, thai goes ,o what 1 said before. I hey were pushed before and no one paid attention

to il. Somebody offeied this song and whanvei happened, < clicked with somebody. And thev suited
plavmg i, and i, clicked with die crowd. Why did Nirvana "Smells I.ike leen Spirit" create such a

change?

HW (Brett): Well, that'*

HW: I tell you the way I look at it is, the people think on lhat level from what they put on the radii;
,"ii nil put on anything on theie and people just follow it. It becomes hoi and..

HW (Brett): life of its

PUSHEAD: What happens if you have lo be thai person in the band, and you have no control that

some "allemalive" U.J on some station starts playing your song and its gets into heavy rotation, and
before1 you know il your selling records ilia, you can', control, It breaks right down lo it, if you don't

want anybody to heai your music, don'i make records.

HW: You know, in like five years. Green Day is going to be on one of those shows, "What evei

happened to?" I hat's what's going to happen, il seems like every act that gets on a major thev seem lo

gel wasted after a year and that's il. Look how many hands gel on a major label afler iheii fifih record,

ihey finally make u to ihe majors and then thev end up bieakiug up because theii creativity is gone.

PUSHEAD: 1 lieu creativity mighl not he gone, il might he something that's difficult to understand
unless you an- actually in that position. Because all of a sudden, you struggled all the lime willi the
music and stuff and you still want to write llie music but you can', control anybody's ego oi brain, and
how they ate going lo relate to what's happening. Or people only consider you as a hand member and
what your opinion is. They pill you in every different magazine and people sian to k«>k at yo
differently then thev did before,

HW: It's how di. rkei v<

PUSHEAD: I hat's how anything is sold in iIils society. II you happen to he in FLOOR-PUNCH and
I IOOKIH VII has a hit single on Wl Ml', then il goes ovct to O104 in New York. Then they slarl

playing il all the tune. I hen you g.u Mike Gilter coming over to talk to you, "We should have you a,

Atlantic".

HW (Brett): I licy'd tell < iitlei to take a walk

PUSHEAD: Hnl do you understand whai I'm saying? Because all of a sudden there's attention..

And aadly Ihe tape ended... I can't even reniember off the cool shit we talked about
after that. I lie funniest thing he said was. "You guys should change your tines' name
to "Change Of Address" because you guys move so much." Let's just hope this guy
doesn't wait another six or so years to do another interview again! -Ok s*

if you need to get in touch with Pushead about the fan club or

for other information, he can be reached at:

Pushead/Bacteria Sour P.O. Box 420701 S.F., CA 94142



'ZINE REVIEWS
Well, where the hell were all the 'zines this issue? Beats me. The 'zine review section should be at least half

the size of the record reviews. Most of the 'zines here are pretty good, you should check them out. I don't

understand all the apathy against 'zines these days. (I understand the apathy against records, but that's a

story for another day!) How the hell do people find out about things if you don't read about them first? If

you see a 'zine at a show that looks like some effort went into it, pick it up. Much more time goes into 'zine

making than goes into your average record and is sold for a much cheaper price. Something to think about.

Be sure to send you next written masterpiece to us for dissection -DK

ALL THAT #6X1/2x11 92 pgs $2.95

I have been hearing thai HARDWARE was

reviewed in llus maga/jne, so I warned to check it oul I

didn't get the issue with our review but got to read the

latest. You know for a pretty pro mag, Us not half kid

(at least judging by this issue) 'I"he writing is pretty

good, not at all in that Journalism 101" style The

people who put this out seem to know about hardcore.

Interviews with CIV, LEEWAY, Bill Steveson,

KAREN BLACK, THE CIRCLE JERKS and more.

I hey basically cover it all I'll probabh pick this one up

in the future I don't think you can gel tins one mail

order, so check your local Barnes And Noble lor a copy.

-DK

(All That P.O. Ho\ 1520 Cooper Square Sta. N Y., NY.
10276-1520)

ANXIETY CLOSET #6 8 1/2 x II 76 pgs. $3.00

ppd

Amy and Dari have a pretty good thing going on

here This vast zinc has interviews with

CORNERSTONE, SNAPCASE. UNBROKEN, INDY
HARDLINE. MASSKONTROL and a very good one

with Dwid from INTEGRITY. Ific rest of the pages are

filled out with many articles and opinions, personal stuff

and lots of show, record and Vine reviews. A good mix.

< >nc thing they should check out is making the move to

newsprint lx-cau.se it would help this even more. Nice

job. -DK

(Anxiety Closet 4 Leona Ter. Mahwah. N.J. 07430-

3025)

BLACK MOON #4 8 1/2x11 60 pgs. $4.00 ppd.

Damn. I almost forgot to review this one! (The

editor sail me the last three issues 1 ') What you basically

have here is a semi-pro zine that covers the

underground metal scene and contains lots of horror

fiction llus guy does like hardcore, which shows in his

reviews ofmarry Vines and records When the first issue

came out. I thought it was a little bland. It seems he has

got the layout style together, not as many blank spaces

throughout I guess ifyou dig metal and like horror, this

is one to check out -DK

(Black Moon 1385 Route 35. Suite

N J 0774

8

)

169 Middletown,

BLACK POWER # I 8 1/2x11 20 pgs. $1.00 ppd

Sort ol' arty music 'zine (covers are made of

construction paper and stuff glued on) that has many

reviews and a conversation with Kent Mc Clard Sparky

likes Struggle and Downcast a lot. Some opinions too

At first glance, it doesn't seem like much but there s

stuff to read -DK

(Sparky 2584 Sunnyside Si Sarasota, II, 34239)

BREAK FREE #4 5 1/2x81/2 40 pgs Sl.OOppd.

Well. I really wasn't loo kind about this guys first

issue a year or so back lie's now up to #4 and it has

improved somewhat. There's an interview with

BACKLASH, many personal writings, photos and lots

of reviews.It's decent -DK

(Chad Rugola P.O. Box 121 Lehman, PA 18627)

CATCH OUR BREATH #2 8 I

ppd

44 pgs. $2.00

This vine is nothing short of excellent Definitely

influenced by all those "np and paste" California

fanzines, COB. has a lot going for il Interviews with:

FAILURE PACK, SPLIT LIP, RIT) #40 and WEST( >N.

plus the usual 'zinc stuff which 1 happen to dig Nice

effort, worth the price ofadmission. -DK

(Scott Keene405 Brooker Rd Brandon, FL 335 ID

CHANCE «6 8 1/2x11 72 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

I hope most of you don't think that this is an ass-

kiss to Patrick but CHANG li #6 is definitely the best

thing 1 have read all year in the zinc world Getting hit

with a bill that would put most people that frequent

Hiltz's in debt for the rest of their lives. Patrick sticks it

out and puts out yet another issue. It's not as massive,

only 72 pages ' How does he do it? Interviews

wiuVFUGAZl, CORNERSTONE, LIFETIME,
DOC HOPPER, HELMET, FARSIDE, DEADCCY,
TODAY IS THE DAY, CRAW, Al

Ouint/SUBURBAN VOICE and SNAPCASE. Whew

!

Did you get all that? It was so good 1 even read the

interviews with the bands I didn't like I wish Patrick

could do them for our "zine. Iliere is alot more reading

here and fuck. I wish I knew how he crams il all in Buy

it now! -DK

(Patrick West 9 Birehwood Lane Westport, CI 06880)

CTJUMPIRE #57 and #58 one sheet I 32 cent stamp

Another one of the better one sheeters out there (

a

void I think that will never be filled with the death of

Radio Riot). Lots of personal stuff and quite a few

reviews, lhe review of IIW #7 in #58 is probably the

strangest one we ever received. Has a label too By the

lime you read this, I'm sure a couple more will be out to.

-DK

(Chumpire P.O Box 680 Conneaut Lake, PA 16316-

06801

CRASH POSITION #9 5 1/2x8 1/2 28 pgs $1.00

ppd

Another very fun issue Chris has put together.

He's headed towards a seriously run fanzine and will

only lead to better things. Int w/ LIFETIME and

BACKLASH, reviews and thoughts and the new and
improved "Scene Guide Part 2". which will have you

laughing your ass off My favorite was the "Too Young
For You Girl". As always, get -DK

(Crash Position 56 Handy St New Brunswick, N .i

08901)

DAYS END # I
5 1/2x8 1/2 16 pgs who knows"

I found this Vine on the end of my table m a

Middlesex show. Come on... this has got to be a fucking

joke' A SxK zine with a Christian slant Would yon

please give me a fucking break 1 ' We ahead) have to put

up with the krishna crap and now this? 'Choose life?"

lliankfully this is mercifully short and I don't

recommend it to anyone. -DK

(Rich Lippold l9RobinhoodDr Mcdford.NJ 08055)

P1L1RIUM 04 8 1/2x11 26 pgs. $1.50 ppd

A off-beat music Vine which is entirely desktop

published. II contains an interview with GUILT and a

couple other bands, some opinions and kits of reviews

What makes this one "off-beat" is Ihe style of writing. 1

really connected with the article on atheism -DK

(Gnacthan Deuel P.O Box 570213 Miami. PI. 33257-

0213)

EXTENT #5 8 1/2x11 38 pgs. $1 50 ppd

Another hot Vine, a must read Has a nice look to

it and a lot of interesting content Int w/SHADES
APART and DEADGCY Article on how to do

silkscreens, columns, reviews, etc I really have no

complaints, neither should you -DK

EXTENT #6 8 1/2x11 48 pgs. $1.50 ppd

I received so many good Vines lately, and it's

great to see them coming out so regularly too. Interviews

with LOS CRUDOS and Mehnda Beck & Jordan [sip

(those really overrated artists) Articles on photography

and mailorders, reviews, lots of photos and usual Vine

stuff like columns. This will make mv top ten this year

no problem -DK

(John La Croix 38 Calumet SUeet #3 Boston, MA
02120)

FROSTBITE #2 8 1/2x11 34 pgs $1.00 ppd

Young Vine that is pretty good, but there is room

for growth. Short interviews w/BLEED and

RESTRAIN, columns, many reviews, photos, etc

Would like to see future issues. -DK



(Frostbite c/o Thoe K 129 Keller Lane Lruckville, PA
18708-1616)

FUZZY HEADS ARE BETTER *2 weird si/e 72

pgs. $1.50 ppd

Path's hack with another issue of this eool indie

1>>P type /ine I say "type" because there is more going

on here than just indie pop Short interviews with

Mikc/lroublcmaii ami Ihe girls from Chick factor, plus

others I really want to know how long this thing takes

to assemble Imaginative and highly recommended -DK

(Patti Kim 29? Clinton St., Toronto, ONI M6C1 2Y7
Canada

)

GUILLOTINE H 12 8 1/2x11 48 pgs. $1.50 ppd.

I went into the city to visit a friend for the first time

in a long while. We arc walking past a record shop and I

notice something on the counter. 'Guillotine'."'"" Ihal

can't IV,'! Ihe last issue came out in 1986' Weird, but

totally tnie, Wendy and Co are back. It basically looks

like the old issues except for the typeset Ini

w BOUNCING SOULS, BAD TRIP, CAUSE FOR
ALARM, MIDIAN (Wendy's band) and THE
WALDOS May look a little bland to the average Vine
reader, but Guillotine was a "/me classic Let's hope it

continues on the same path. Get. -DK

(Wendy Eager 314 79th St #8E Brooklyn. N Y. 1 1209)

HEARTATTACK #8 8 1/2 \ II 48pgs $1 .00 ppd.

It seems like every 'zinc that started out at the

same time as us has passed us in issue numbers, we
really have to catch up. As usual. I leartatlack dishes up

a lot of reviews and info which makes it great lor that

purpose, helix's article wa.s right on, but the POLICY
OF THREE interview was not I still think Kent should

charge more for this -DK

( I Icartartack P.O. Box 848 Goleta, CA 9.1 1 16)

HEAVY ROTATION HI 8 1/2 x II 28 pgs. $1.50

ppd.

Ilns is getting better and better with each

consecutive issue. This time around Hob Suren

interviews a host of /ine editors (including our man
Brett). I reallj got alot out of them, seems like we all

encounter the same problems doing Zincs Bob also

throws in his two cents on the /ine industry. Wow!
Also, your usual reviews and shit I like il -DK

HEAVY ROTATION #8 8 1/2x11 40 pgs. $150
ppd

Damn, he got this one out very last Well. Bob says

this will be the last one (he is a busy mani that's a little

sad because he really just started to cook with Heavy

Rotation Ihe main piece here is information on how to

produce and release a 7
". Very well-written. Also, an

article about collectable Florida punk rock records

Valuable information csp. considering all die stories and

facts he includes in each record description. This and

many reviews round UK #8 out. Good job, this one will

be missed -DK

(Heavy Rotation P.O Box 1204 Brandon, II, 33509-

3204

1

HELP #2 5 1/2x8 1/2 36 pgs. $1.00 ppd.

Not only does Lance distribute Hardware in

Nevada for us, he also puts out a realty good cleanly laid

nut fanzine Interviews with THREADBARE, BOBA
FF.TT YOUTH and Carissa from Scream* From
Inside this plus a couple of opinions, local news,

reviews and lots of well-screened photos (iet this, well

worth the monev -DK

(Lance Wells 137 Tamarack #12 Henderson. NV 89015)

HOW WE ROCK H I one-sheeier .32 cent stamp

Ronny Little has reinvented his one-shecter. Same
good shit as usual, so I don't have to tell you again lots

ol reviews and opinions. I wish this guv would just write

for our "zinc already -DK

(Ronny Little Room 238 Beck Hall P.O Box 725
Kui/town. PA 19530)

IN EFFECT #8 8 1/2x11 64 pgs $3.00 ppd.

Now that Chris has gone newsprint (which in the

/ine world means I'm serious!") he joins the ranks of
the absolute must have fanzines. How he does il I don't
know Interviews with SHELTER, CROWN OK
THORNZ, THE SIX AND VIOLENCE, DISTRICT
9, POWERHOUSE and RockirT Rev Records I

really like the fact that he is sticking to his guns and
only covering ihe NYC. area Check out that news
section! Fuck! (iet this motherfucker already!!! -DK

(Chris Wynne 119-16 8th Ave College Point, NY
11356)

irS ALIVE # 1 3 8 1/2 x 1 1 36 pgs. $ 1 .00 ppd.

Damn, it seems like Fred is starting to crank these
things out lately This issue he covers the "new"
Nardeore scene in his area, including short talks with
people who used to be in bands there like ten years ago
Actually some of those bands are making a come back
Cool. ( hie of the best zincs out there, though I really
wish he who make Ihe interviews longer ami the print
smaller^ -DK

red Hammer 900 A/alea St. < Knard. CA 93030)

ST IN CASE «I0 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 56 pgs. two .32
imps

To be totally honest, all this is is a mailorder
catalog for a distro. Hie reason I'm reviewing it is that it

contains some of the funniest reviews I have read in a
long time They first review the records they have for

sale (which includes some rarities), then the back
section is just reviews for zincs and records I dug it

and maybe you will Their prices are pretty good too -

DK

(.lust In Case P ( ) Box 944 Canton. CT 06019-0944)

PUNK PLANET #881/2x11 104 pgs. $2.00 ppd

Honestly, this is probably their best issue yet. Ihe

centerpiece to this is a long article about the Iriiils and
tribulations of a zine editors I wish I could have thrown
in my two cents hit w/SMEARS, FABRIC, RED
AUNTS and AUS-ROTTEN A very good read

throughout -DK

(Punk Planet PO
9998)

Box 1711 Hoboken, N.J. 07030-

RETROCRESSION <f9 8 1/2x11 38 pgs $2.00 ppd

Basic all-around music 'zine vv/SICK OF IT
ALL and EARTH CRISIS plus reviews, photos,

commentary and some poetry I las some pictures of

Japanese bands which is pretty cool -DK

(Brian I lull 104 Newport Ave Altleboro, MA 02703:

'zine reviews

SCENESTER ftl 8 1/2x11 40pgs. $1.00 ppd.

New vine on the block and while it shows
promise, it's a little too bland for my taste. Int. w/Debbie

Gibson (?), 7 SECONDS, AVAIL, TILT. IGNITE, THE
BRUSIERS, Tl JRMOII. and some record reviews What
this "zine needs is a style -DK

1

1
Ian ( iross 124 Crosshill Rd Wvnncwood, PA 19096)

SECOND NATURE Spring 1995 8 1/2x11 S^ pra
$1 00 ppd.

Large, extremely slick-looking zine
w INTEGRITY, CHOKEHOLD and COALESCE
Also some skaters dudes and many reviews Plenty ol'

pictures round tins out Seems like a lot of time went
into this one -DK

(Daniel Askew PO Box 11543 Kansas City Mo
64138)

SLUG ANDI.FTTIir F *40 „CvvSpaper 12 pgs two
stamps

#40? Chris is like the damn Encrgizer rabbit

Essentia] as usual. Reviews, opinions and classifieds.
More people work on it now and il makes for a better

issue. Chris's column is a must read (But shit, she has
been talking about moving for like (he last three issues' i

Get. -DK

(Chris Boarts P ( ) Box 2067 Peter Stuy Sin . N Y NY
1(1009

1

SOUL DOUBT HI 8 1/2x11 56 pgs $| oo ipd

Much better than the last, the full-size is an

improvement. Lois of reading inside ( )pinions, personal

stuff. In! w/MR. T EXPERIENCE, SNAPCASE.
CHOKEHOLD and DOUGHNUTS some reviews,

etc It could be a little neater, but that's a minor
complaint. Good. -DK

(Soul Doubt P.O. Box 15153 Gainsville II. 12604)

WE CAN BEAT MOST PEOPLE UP #s 5
| 2 x 8

1/2 36 pgs. $100 ppd

Well, these guys are at it agam. Not much in the
way of music, but it doesn't matter their opinions and
personal stuff far out-class everything else out there

I hey say what they want and don't care give a hoot
about what you have to think aixml it Ihe top 5 lists

were really funny -DK

(WCBMPI) 361 Hillman Ave. S.I . NY 10314)

zine reviews
zine reviews
zine reviews
zine reviews
zine
zine

reviews
reviews

zine reviews
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Hardware: So whatever happened lo Half-Off,

Hilly I' nil i ii llalf-Oft hroke up because we had booked an entire tour for the Uni

Stales, and our bassist, who is a diabetic, decided for medical reasons that he just couldn't

do the tour. So after that we just fell that if we couldn't do tours, then what's the point of

being together? So we broke up. I think we also felt pretty stagnant with what we were

doing, too.

1 1. mil'-. 11 1 Real

Billy Rubin: It always has been. There was a pretty strong faction in Orange County for

a while, which is basically what Half-Off was up against. What a lot of these people didn't

realize at the lime was thai hear they were bitching about Half-Off and what we had to say

about straight-edge, they didn't realize that, first of all. Dan O'Mahony and I are best

friends. We still are. If there was anyone who was militant about being anti-obsession or

anti-alcohol, it was Dan O'Mahony. and if he and I could get along and agree on things,

then why couldn't anyone else agree. There couldn't be anyone more militant than him.

F'eople arc blind to that. I just had a slightly differeni message, and you know how thai

Billy Rubin: Absolutely. I think we were tired of playing with each other. The guit

player and I. although we were really good friends in the setting of playing music, we

really weren't getting along too well. We had an entire second alburn of Half-Off material

ready to go that was all along the i Black] Flag, BLAST!. Crucifix kinds of music. It was

just really bard stuff with maybe like a slight touch of metal.

Hardware: When 1 was preparing for this interview, I asked some people 1 knew who

were Half-Off fans for help with some questions. The first question everybody had was

about the whole Youth of Today/I lalf-Off feud thai was going on. I've seen other zines

ask Ray and Poreell questions about that whole thing and they'd never give a straight

answer.

irdware: Did you know that the song "Htivy" on the last Youth of Today e.p. was

ahotil that whole feud you guys had going. (He is not aware of the song, so I read him the

cs to ill.

Billy Rubin: The whole Youth of Today/Half-Off thing was basically me and Ray, The

other guys had their own opinions. I'll tell you their opinions and then I'll tell you the

whole thing. The other guys in Half-Off basically fell that doing things in moderation or

not doing them at all. no one is going to argue that's the right way to be in life. Thai's just

a known fact and ltd lie stupid to disagree with that. They felt that the straight-edge

movement was just a bunch of little twerps thai wanted to all dress the same, act the same,

and although that they liked to say that they were very different than everyone else, really

they were just the same. Straight-edge kids would always like to act like they didn't have

any friends because they're sober and Ihey won't go to panics and get drunk, and that was

a bunch of bullshit. Really what they wanted to i\o was they wanted to say we're these

straight-edge kids and nobody likes us. and what they wanted lo do by that is to have then

m little faction just to be separate form everyone else. What I'm trying to say is thai they

were a little elitist. That's how the guys in Halt-Off felt when they looked at Youth of

Today, They felt that Youth of Today perpetuated thai and really made a strong effort only

to preach to people that already believed in what they were saying. In other words, they

were ineffective. I shared those feelings completely, but with me and Ray. things went a

lot deeper than that, I spent a lot of lime with Ray in California and also in New York

when I was traveling with a girl that used lo be his girlfriend. Her name was Bessy and

she was the manager of 7 Seconds. Bess\ and 1 had become pretty good friends, and

without going into their relationship too in-depth, knowing Bessy and hearing what she

had to say about Ray sort of clued me into another side of Ray. I didn't really believe it

because I was sort of in awe of Ray. but by the time I had gotten out lo New York and

hung around with him, I felt like he was a complete hypocrite. I just got to see how he

carried on and I couldn't deal with it. So that sort oi turned me sour on Ray. There's a

song on The Truth called "I Can See.'' which was basically about him. "What Seems

Right" was about that whole thing. When I'd say "blinded by the light of what seems so

right" basically, what I'm saying is that we all thought abstinence or moderation was the

way to go, but getting so carried away with it that you're addicted to this opinion and you

can't accept any other input is just as bad as being an alcoholic or whatever. It's not having

a free mind. Basically that's where it was, Looking back on it now, I'm a lot older and a

lol more experienced and I think thai probably I got a little more carried away with Ray than

I should have, and thai a lol of it was based on feelings for this Bessy girl, but at the same

time I think that everything I believed ended up coming true because Ray himself. I think

one ol the large pans of why he became a krishna was because he knew he wasn't able to

control himself with women and he had to find some kind of crutch to keep him from

treating them the way he had. I think that was almost a confession on his pan that he did

have the problem. As far as the whole straight-edge thing goes. I don't know where you

stand on straight-edge, but you know how I feel about it. 1 think abstinence is great, but I

think wearing an x on your hand. ..why advertise? Why not just believe 1

Bill} Rubin: That's funny. Here's a story for you that I had completely forgotten about.

When I blew Ray off and I really wanted nothing to do with him ever again was when

H those guys were out in California. I don't even know if Ihey were playing, but we were at

H a llardstance show and I was with my girlfriend at the time, who is now my wife, and ihey

.%' got water balloons and were throwing them at me at this show, just trying to be rude and

; embarrass me or whatever they were trying to do. They were throwing them at my

girlfriend, too, which is a pretty cheesey thing to do. They were staying at Dan O'

Mahony's house al the time, and he told them that night that they had to get the fuck out.

That was basically when I said this is ridiculous and I don't want lo have anything to do

with these guys because they're just a lower class of human being than I am. Those are

classic Ray Cappo lyrics right there. Ray's kind of a skitz. He'll say one thing and do the

other all the time and he's basically admitting to it. He's saying it got the best of him and

he w ishes he wasn't doing it, but he couldn't stop, and that's classic Ray.

Hardware: Was Rav a pan of New Beginning Records

Billy Rubin: In the very beginning. Ray was a pan of it. It was me. Mike Trisharni,

Bessy Oakley. Christina Barm, and Ray Cappo. Actually, I came in and Ray came out.

New Beginning would have been Revelation Records. It was basically a forum of this

scene that Ray wanted to promote, but we wanted to promote a more broader base of

music. We didn't want it lo be just straight-edge and that's it. Or for that matter. Hast

Coast hardcore. If we wanted to put out a disco record, we would have put out a disco

record. Thank God we didn't want to. 1 don't think a band like BLAST! would have

i been something that Ihey (Revelation) would have touched. That's what the deal was with

i New Beginning and when Ray saw opposition to things that he wanted to do, he went and

\ started Revelation with Jordan. After that, Christina was out of the picture almost

V immediately, just because she was sort of an outsider. Then eventually, Bessy rode out of

* it. loo. Then it was just me and Mike. Then it got to the point where we didn't want lo put

L i out anybody else's music (other than Half-Off and Haywire's) because we really didn't

give a shit and (he whole thing jusi dissolved,

X,\

Hardware: I'm a moderation kind of guy. Years ago. I did a fanzine by the name of

Fuck You Fanzine and I got crucified for pushing that point of view. Moderation must be a

California thing, because I interviewed Curtis from Chain of Strength and Big Frank

Harrison from Carry Nation, and they talked about stuff like that. There's none of that out

here. It's a lot more militant.

Hardware: So who was in Half-Off?
_.* » t *-r~ f&» mtamm^mm __.

1 Billy Rubin: Bill Rubin-Vocals, Jim Burke-Guitar, Vadim Rubin (no relation l-Drums,

and John Bruce-Bass. Also, somewhere along the way, we had a guy by ihe name of

Krishna Jane, and his claim to fame, besides being a really cool guy, is he was in Crucial

Youth (he was Mainard Crebbs)

Hardware: How did he cud up in Half Off?

Billy Rubin: lie knew Bessy, of all people, and he moved out to California. He moved

out to Long Beach because he was an aerospace engineer and he was going to design air

planes for McDonald/Douglas, and they were pulling him up in a hoiel until he found a

place to live. He was looking for a place to live, and I was at the stage where 1 was going

lo move out of my parent's house finally. I like seventeen years old. So anyway, it was

perfect. We roomed together and then we had a third guy living with us, loo. Krishna was

doing nothing, just hanging out all ihe time, so everyone in the band dug him, we decided

to put him at second guitar

- : wi^T'-.iM^^^^.
Hardware: So who was it in Half-Off that died?

Billy Rubin: Jim Burke.

Hardware: How did he die?

Billy Rubin: He died of an intentional overdose of sleeping pills mixed with some kind

o( hard liquor. It was a result of depression.



Hardware: Considering that Haywire was all the members of Half Off with the exception

of Jim Burke, it would be easy to assume thai you guys just changed the name of the band

and started over alter he died, but that wasn't the case, was it?

Billy Rubin: What happened with Haywire is Rick, the guitar player, and John, our bass

player, had been friends for a long time. John didn't really have ambitions to be as big of a

band as maybe touring entailed. So when Halt-Off broke up. he was perfectly content to

go play with this guy Rick. Rick was, at the time, a twenty-nine year old guy who had

been playing guitar for like seventeen years, could play anything. ..you could say play Led

Zepelin's "House of the Holy," and he just wouldn't even have to think about it, or you

could say, hey play Minor Threat "Killer.'' and he'd just wing it out. He wouldn't even

have to think about it. The guy was a musical genius who had never been on vinyl. So

those guys came up with the name Haywire, and just went with it. They had some

drummer filling in. who ended up flaking out. so they need a drummer, so they asked

Vadim to sit in, Well, it turned out that they all got along, so it worked. Then they decided

they really needed a singer, so they called me and before you knew it, we had three

members of Half-Off in a new band. We fell like we sounded so good that we just decided

I hat we wanted to make it real. Originally it was just kind just kind of like screwing

around, practice band. So, it just became real

Hardware : So is there really a re-issue of Half-Off records in the works']

Billy Rubin: Yeah, we're trying to gel a hold of master tapes. I have everything from

Haywire and most of the Half-Off material. What I'm trying to get a hold of is some

,
unreleased stuff and make it really worthwhile to do. We had a session of unreleased Half-

Off stuff that is just outstanding. We do a cover of an old Offenders tune called "You Got

a Right." We also do a cover of a Misfits song "All Hell Breaks Loose." We do a cover of

" 12XL" of course by Wire, and we did a cover of Black Flag's "Six Pack." and we never

j

finished certain little pieces of it. Like we never did the back-up vocals on "Six Pack." So

everything is on there bill the "six pack" every thirty seconds or so. There's some shit that

1 we have to go back and redo, but it's basically done. All of the music is laid out, and

I

(hats the part that matters. So. we're trying to get a hold of that so we can finish it and a

few other things, and then we'd be set. There will eventually be a re-issue of everything

I done by Half-Off.

Hardware: So tell me all about Grudge.

Billy Rubin: There's nothing to tell. I worked at Zed Records and these goofy kids that

kind of got off on Crucial Youth and making fun of straight-edge kids used to come in

there and shop for records all the time, and they told me they had a band and they wanted to

put out a record. This guy named Big Frank, who did Nemesis Records said he'd put it

out, and they asked me if I'd produce it, which really meant nothing. 1 went into the studio

and sat there. If they needed help with something or an opinion, I gave it to them. I think 1

may have done backing vocals. I really can't remember,

Hardware: I thought you sung on that. Everybody al the lime thought you Ming on that. I

thought you were the guy in the trash can!

Billy Rubin: Yeah. I know. It's a big rumor. You know what, that guy did really look

like me. but I never sang on il. That's noi me singing on there. Swear to God. Not me.

It 1 would'vc made fun of straight-edge, it would have been way funnier than that.

Hardware: So what was the motivation behind "Shoot Guns. Hat Pussy?"

Billy Rubin: I lent Jim Burke, our guitar player, a copy of a Rollins hook where Rollins

is talking about being with a really pretty girl, driving in a car through Westwood, which is

a pan of I..A. right by UCLA. And he's driving by. looking at all the pretty girls, and

babbling on about shooting guns and eating pussy. Jim read that poem and just thought it

was hilarious and he wrote a song based around the chorus "Shoot Guns, Eat Pussy," and

then we wrote all of the lyrics in the studio. It was a total last minute thing. All we knew

was that we wanted it to kind of sound like Motorhead and be just totally stupid and

ridiculous. 1 never ever ever learned the word to the song, and we played a couple ol

shows where people were yelling for us to play it, and we didn't know how to play it.

Actually, those guys knew how to play il. but 1 didn't know the words, so if you ever hear

a live tape of us playing il. you can hear I'm just going "blah. blah, blah!" I only know a

few lines here and there. The guys who yells out "Hike it!" in the beginning of the song

turned out to be the singer of Chorus of Disapproval.

Ill 001) TIIItlNSTO WATtill <>> yoiU 0\YfN
Words that, were stronp

Lies that come true,

1 never thought
I'd nlav games with you!

BLOOD TURNS TO UATER(X4)

To see what we have die

Is too sad too bare

I've tried too lose rsy rr.ind

But I still fucking care!

HLOOD TURNS TO WATER(X-i)

I got tired of waiting

For things to work out right

1 'd try tc solve our (roblens

But I'd end up in a fight

Spoon fed nyself bullshit

Tc curve ray banger for reality

learned to live a slaves life

wher. I wanted to be free

lUEiwni....
The pressure is mounting, a vice

is forming. You couldn't stand

ON YOUR OWN I

Take a sip it doesn't matter, hut

when your addicted your

ON YOUR OWN!

You'll be the one to deal with

the problem, so ma'<e the decision

ON YOUR OWN!

They're fulling your leg and once

it is broken you'll walk with the

crutch
ON YOUR OWN!

CHORUS: Peer pressure is always there

They might try to push you

A slave to the bottle
and your.. SI' IT OUT OF LUCK!

Get used to it now it will always

be there and you'll have to face it

ON YOUR OWN!

A slave to your weak points

with a long walk to freedom, vour
ON YOUR OWN!

Everyones got problems and
hiding won't solve then so find the

answers
ON YOUR OWN!
They're pulling your leg arvd once it is

broker, you'll walk with the crutch
ON YOUR' OWN!

CHORUS

We're Lrying so hard, but it means nothing tc youl

i

Sometimes this caj><- we protect as "our" rre-ne

seems like its a fuckin' zool

When you say talks cheap, Ihats really mo
Put your money where your mouch in. . . .

Pay the price I

We won't fly your flag, so you won't see
We won't be who you want us to l.w?l

I really hope Lhal we're "hare" enough for you
is^l Hut fiTst I'd worry about stating a message and

|L Following through I

^; I refuse to stand amongst the crowd.
Ij^' Hut I'm not afraid to speak out loud 1

^ i The truth, it must be painfull to yen:. . .

.

H| Judging by your pain wl- most ->i- getting n
:i Our Luntr.itmenls there as it will always bel

j Why is that so hard for ycu tc see?
Is what I'm saying at) so wrong when : ts so important

H To stand strong???! 1!

Hardware: Do you know what thai will be out on.

liilh Rubin: No. 1 have no idea. I'll definitely work with a guy in California named

David Orzo. people know him as Igby,

Hardware: On the back of "The Truth." where was the picture of that outdoor show

taken'.

^jnTrRubii7: In Riverside. That was our second show. Our first show was at The Farm

in San Francisco. I don't t hink they have shows there anymore.

hPardware: What did you think of the cover of "On Your Own" hvj^mwiion^

htuTHTEM^ivv^Mne It's better than we did it. It s disgusting. The singer was

way into it. Pan of the problem with Half-Off was.. .the way I got into the band was just

ridiculous. There was a singer before me who was on a demo, and they were in the studio

recording for a Wishingwcll compilation that never happened. They were doing "Who

Writes Your Rules," and before they even got to the vocal tracks, they were fighting with

I their singer and I don't know whether they kicked him out or he quit or whatever, but Ihey

I
just called me on a whim and asked me to sing for the band. I had to think about il. believe

it or not. By the time we recorded our album, 1 still didn't know what I was doing. It's

I kind of silly. I wrote the words to 90% of the stuff on "The Truth.'" I didn't write the

words to "Who Writes Your Rules" and some other stupid song on there.

Hardware: What have you been doing since'.

Hilly Rubin: Since Haywire? During Haywire I was working as a marketing rep for a

medical laboratory, which ended up bringing me to Arizona on a transfer and a promotion.

I got married somewhere along the line, loo. That was January 1991. Then I moved out to

Arizona and bought a house. Then I got tired of working in that business, so I became a

stock broker, and I work for Prudential Securities now .

Hardware: Was there colored vinyl for The Truth or any of the Haywire Lp's? I heard

there was.

Hilly Rubin: There's red vinyl of The Truth. For the (Shoot Guns...) single, I know

there's clear, I think there's red. ..there might even be some others. I'd have to look in my

vault. The Haywire Lp's, there's no colored vinyl, but there's all kinds of rare Haywire

stuff. Anywhere from a split single that came out with Suburban Voice fanzine with a band

called Left Insane, who coineidentally were just an awesome Flag-type band. There's also

a split single with a band called No No Yes No from Germany, where we do a cover of

Black Sabbath's "Symptom of the Universe." That came out in Germany only. Also, The

Painless Steel Ep came out on clear and black. I don't think there's anything else.

Hardware: Do you ever whip out the old records you were on and listen to.them':



Hilly Rubin: Every once in a while, lis preuy painful. 1 did when I gol the

Ressurection cover of "On Your Own." I gol out The Truth and I listened to the whole

album and it was like "Oh my GOD!" It's like hearing your voice on the answering

machine. I can't stand il. I like "On Your Own" and I like "Rain On the Parade." "The

Truth," I think, is a pretty awesome song, hut I think we tried lo do too much in one song

and put too many litis in there. The idea is alright. Also, that song called "Not Afraid."

that song could've been a lot better if we knew what we were doing. I like the idea there.

It just doesn't quile work. The Haywire stuff though, I think Haywire's a great band. I

really do. The music was just fantastic. The first album or the second album. They're

both great.

Hardware: So, what do you listen to now''

Hilly Rubin: I like Rocket From the Crypt a whole lot. On the radio every morning

work, I listen to a station that plays old 50's music. Soundgarden. I've been listening to

Soundgarden since the very first record came out. I saw them play their very first show in

LA ever, and I've just been a die-hard fan all along, and although the new stuff is a lot

more tamer and a little bit different. 1 still think it's great. It's kind of weird, because what

they play on the radio now is so much better than what they played on the radio when I was

eighteen years old.

Hardware: No more Cool and the Gang. eu
Hilly Rubin: Right. Even though Green Day are a bunch of jokers, listening to Green v

(

Day beats the hell out of listening to... *

Hardware: Billy Idol. <?J>Kd
Hilly Rubin: Yeah, exactly. Billy Idol was actually a treat when I was eighteen, (we go 1

on to talk about how the first couple of Billy Idol albums were kind of hard, and how die f(

band All was totally into Billy Idol and how they strived to be like that band).

Hardware: Do you still go to shows at all?

liilh Rubin: I've been to two pretty recently. About a month ago, 1 went and saw

Fugazi. I went and saw them, and two weeks before that 1 went and saw 7 Seconds with

some band called Blink. They were kind of funny. That band (Blink) kind of reminded

me of Insted. or something like that. Just a bunch of happy young kids bouncing around

on stage with bunnv rabbits on their shirts.

used to have any money. He could never keep a job because he couldn't stand putting up

with people. Anyone working for someone would just piss him off. He had way too bad

of a temper, but I always had a job. so what would aul up happening is. we'd go do stuff,

and I'd always end up paying four out of five times. But then, he would get some money

every now and then, and we would just go all out. Like I remember going to Disneyland

and then spending four hundred bucks on. just like. ..nothing. Cotton candy and crap.

Whenever he came into money, it was just gone immediately. He'd go get a tattoo or

something like that, and just waste his money on whatever, but we'd have a great time

doing it. So, Dan getting a hold of, I don't know. I think it was like eighty thousand

dollars from his mother's inheritance, it might have been more. Towards the end, he was

coming up with all kinds of different schemes for how he could get more out of what he

had, like his mom had an old Jag and he owed money on it, but he sold it back to die

leasing company or something like that. He was always coming up with a way to get more

money to go gamble. But by that time, I think I was already living far enough away from

him that I never ended up doing any of that stuff with him. Plus, I'm just not into that.

Dan and money. ..that's great

I Hardware: So you weren't surprisec

II firr— :.*

Hilly Rubin: No. not really, but it's a shame all the same. Dan's always going to be the

same. He does not change at all. I saw him about six month ago. and although he had lost

a ton of weight and he was all buffed and everything, he is exactly the same. He's got an

ego the size of Chicago, and that always comes first. But at the same time, he's one of the

smartest people I've ever met and a really cool guy, but it's just how he is. He's sort of an

obsessed person. lie finds something to get really into and he goes all out. Whether that

be a girl, or gambling, or his band, or book, or whatever. It doesn't matter what il is,

We'd go to a restaurant and see a really cute girl, and even though the food was crap, we

go to that restaurant every day for the next three months just to look at this girl.

Hardware: So would you ever do another hand.'

Hilly Rubin: I miss band practice, but I don't think I'd ever be in a band again, ltd be

kind of lough, because I'd lose my voice and then I'd have to come into work and try and

talk to people. So, 1 don't think that would ever happen again, but I'd love to. It would be

awesome lo have a band again.

,,.-VA"-SW:'^*
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Hardware: "What Seems Right" almost seems like it was a prophecy. Do you reel

Hilly Rubin: Not really. It's kind of funny, because just last night my wife and I wen

out running an errand, and I went by the 7-Eleven to get a Slurpee, because I'm addicted to

slurpees. 1 have been for about ten years now. I have a couple every day.

Hardware: You're not straight-edge, man! You let me down! ...sorry, I just had to sa

&*:

Hilly Rubin: I know. I know. I can't deal. So I go to the 7-Eleven by my house,

know all the people who work there, and there's this one guy who works there thai doesn't

like to talk to me, I don't know why. But anyway, he's got a mohawk and his finger nails

are painted black. ..you kind of gel the idea. So anyway, I go in there and he's the only

person in the store, and he's listening to Bauhaus. So. I go get my Slurpee, go up to the

counter and 1 go "Bauhaus. Cool. I haven't this in a long time. Cool stuff," and he just

looked at me like., he had this look on his face like now thai you say it's cool, I'm never

going to listen to this again. So 1 went back out and told my wife, and you know, she's

been around. She goes the guy must think you're just the ultimate goofball. walking in

looking like some nerd, talking about Bauhaus. I don't know. It doesn't feel like it (adult

crash) has set in ,
because compared to the people that I hang around with day to day, I'm a

complete freak. I still feel like I'm not really a part of the establishment, although I totally

am. I mean, I own a house and I work for one of the biggest companies in the world.

Hardware: So did you read Dan O'Mahony's book

Hilly Rubin: Yeah, as a matter of fact. I did.

Hardware: Did you ever go gambling with Dan O.

Hilly Rubin: Oh no, you know what'.' 1 never did. When he got his inheritance. 1 kne

that il was only a matter of time, because you see, Dan and I. I mean we hung out all the

time. From like the time I was fifteen until. I don't know, like twenty or so. ..from the

period of fifteen to eighteen, we probably were together five or six days a week. He n



[NOT 41 KAll)
te bo easy to Judge

but so hard to pcli at myself

.

I let yon reirce ray armor

Now nothings going right.

Why dn 1 look
When vhnt T see I hate
Am 1 guilty
Of the crimes you seem to i : ate?

CHORUS:
Sometimes I stop to lo ok It nvself

Its not often
I see alot of pro >lems th nt see i

I don't know if I n> r1 Rht or if I m

The difference Is that r n n )t aft a
change!

teel

They're others standing here!

•dng kpeps us purp

sr want to stay the samel
Always strive to learn
Only way to win this game!

You know whats right for you
(you) Don't have to compromise!

Sometimes when 1 look

It seems like I'm alone
I hate to see people
afraid to stand up

Standing all alone
I might not mak
Bui I '. willing
To take that rl

CHORUS

MAKE EVERY
MINUTE COUNT
Make. . .Eveiy. . .Minute. . .Yoi. have count

Try,.. To use . .Everything. .. In front of you

Advance.. In f rent

.

.Never ... Look behind you

Make a choice. .Right now. .Later on

Vol might not get to choose.

1-Pronise not-To waste-Anytime

Its-Now or never-Ue must try

To change all that is wrong

The opportunity might not last very long

Create a productive acomosphere

Gotta start tight now, gotta start right now

and here.

Forget the excuses, start with you

To our hearts ue must be true

for others to change we cust prove it can be

Face our problems please do"'t run! done

CAN SEE
Something lias changed in your mind

Patience In myself is hard to find

You glow with trust. It sepms so true.

1 am not blind 1 can see through!

CHORUS

:

I am Inside, 1 am Inside, 1 am inside

I can see through

You preach a message and the feelings strong

But that feeling doesn't last very long.

Stake your claims then turn your back!

The fans you have must not mean crap!

CHORUS
Played this game for so long

These sour ideals are planted strong

Its time for you to see the light!

You do wrong, but you preach whats right!

CHORUS
I'm tired of you manipulating me!

I CAN SEE THROUGH THE HAZE!

I'm gonna tell everyone I can

ABOUT YOUR SLIPPERY WAYS!

Stop you dead in your tracks

UNTIL YOU ACT YOl'R AGE!

If your gonna He to your fans

YOU HAVE NO RIGHT TO THF STAGE!

_JNOiN THE PAIUM
Its a shit job figures we <t be tt

to take it

Run into a useless set of rules I guess

we'll have to break it!

CH: Another bird in the flock expected

to deliver, don't want the job won't

be an arrow in the quiver! People

need names but it doesn't make it

easier. Without trendy slogans our

minds can't remember!

If a slogan is required call us rain

on the parade. Remember us as the ones

that bovcott the charade!

CHORUS '

Stupid Littles giver, for stupid things!

Petty judgements pissed or. other hiinan

beings.
CHORUS
Walk your straight '. '.ne until you fall

off the edge. 'Cause with a narrow mind

you can't claim tn have ar. edge!

CHORUS

Hilly Kuhin: I go on American On-Line sometimes, and they have this special place you

can go called "punk chat," and u turns out there are like all of these anywhere between 12

and 18 year old kids that are all into punk, or whatever, and there are all of these kids

whose names start with an x and end with an x. and they're like straight-edge this, and

straight-edge that, and then they start lalking about things, and if you're not straight-edge,

then there's something wrong with you and you're reiarded, or something. Back when I

wrote the lyrics to that song. I used to think about, if you're Ian McKayc. and you're

basically Ihe founding father of the movement. .1 don't even think he would consider

himself to be thai. He probably just thinks it's something thai happened naturally, but the

ies! of Ihe world views him as that. And you think about it, and all you tried to do was

come up with something that was positive and gonna be better than putting safety pins

through your nose and taking drugs, or whatever, and then all of the sudden, there are all

of these kids wearing uniforms around, and preaching like it's some movement, and it's

not. It's not a movement. It's not a platform. All it is (is) a way of life and it turned into

more than a platform. It turned into a style of dress. Now I watch 20/20. and they've got

the crap about Earth Crisis. I was just watching this kid (Carl), and to me, when I see a

kid like that who's using it as a platform, even if everything he's saying i* good, I think

that all it is to him is a way of sounding very cool. That Earth Crisis band, that singei

guy. ..his ego had to just be eating thai up. He just had to be loving that. He had to be

hulking about all of the little kids that are going to idolize him just like people idolize Ian.

Big deal. That gets old real fast. Look at what happened to Dan (O'Mahony). Dan had all

of those people eating the crap out of his shorts, too. and he gol sick of it, too.

....iJ.L-mjwiu..... mxmmzxrvm '^''i'»»T|»""ii^i^""^^"^^
Hardware: The Half-Off shirts. ..did you have more than the one design of the logo on

the front and the city picture on the back'.'

":8FHB»ig& :*!.&!
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Billy Rubin: We had one that was like a I on Ihe top, and then the writing "Half Off in

a box, and then the 2 underneath so it would look like 1/2. And then we had another one

that had the Memorcx glass shattering, and it said Half-Off. Then we had the one wilh

New York City blowing up, which by the way, was intended to be a direct slain against the

whole East Coast hardcore thing.

m ':;-•-:•*: :r-:.s
-
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Hardware: I noticed on the back of the Shoot Guns Ep. under the picture of New York

blowing up, it says "Made in N.Y.C. Only $10.00 P.P.D." Was that meant to be a

statement?

y Rubin: Just like, let's put out intentionally rare records. ..like originally when Judge

and Project X came out, they were like. ..only 1000 primed, you know'.' You could buy

them the day after for two times what they sold the day of. and six months later, they were

reprints and you could find them everywhere you went. It was just ridiculous. Il was just

perpetuating the whole, "we're cooler than you if I have this record, I must be cooler than J

you." and if you were going to buy it, you'd have to pay a lot of money for it. We were

t trying to make fun of those people.

Hardware: What's the most fucked up thing you've ever seen

^mmrnm *m - % • s wmms im&m.

.

Billy Rubin: Hmm... that's actually easy. That's really easy. We played a show with a
|

band called Aggression at a club called the Palimino. which is kind of famous. It's in

North Hollywood. It was on C.H.I.P.'s, which is probably the coolest thing that ever

happened to the place. But anyway, it's a real country/wesiern-type place. We went up to

play this show, and this one Mexican gang of Suicidals that were really into us cos' they

shopped at the record store I worked at, and I kind of made friends with them just so that I

wouldn't get my ass kicked. Anyway, they came up to the show to see us play, and as we

were warming up and tuning the guitars and all lhat, this big skinhead wearing a

Skrewdriver shin comes up to the front of the stage, and I have no hair, so he looks at me

and he goes, "alright! Play some Skrewdriver!'' John, our bass player, goes

"screwdriver, hammer, nails..." and Vadim, the drummer, said "tools., cool!'' The

skinhead just goes, "hey, fuck you!" and of course, just hocks a big loogie at me, and it

inds...look at your right hand, the space between your pointer finger and your thumb,

right there. So of course, all night when I'm holding the mic, and I've got it right up to my

face, all I can smell is this guy's loogie. All night. It was just terrible. I was pouring

Coke on my hand to get rid of the smell. So. right away the Suicidal guys started messing

With the skinhead. They were just kind of bumping into him in the pit and stuff like that.
|

It escalated, and to make a long story short, they ended up killing him lhat night in the entry

way to this club. They broke a bottle over his head and then started kicking him in ihe i

head, and he died. That's probably the most fucked up thing I ever saw at a show.

All photos stolen from "THE TRUTH" Lp...

Lyrics from the same....
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f Right here, I want to thank everyone who called and helped out with this issue. But we still need a lot of help, some of the people who helped

out with this issue probably won't be able to next, so If you are interested in working on stuff for Hardware, please don't hesitate to call the

number below or write The things we need are. RECORD REVIEWS: I'm really happy with the way the reviews section is this time out. More

different opinions help make for better reading. If you want to review stuff (either discs you have listened to or bought), send the reviews in the

format presented in the 'zine. Be objective! If it sucks, do be afraid to say so I don't care if it's your friend's band or not. INTERVIEWS: As you

can see this issue, a few people did the interviews. All you have to do is ask me about interviewing a particular band All I will say is yes or no.

You should also be able to gather the photos, lyrics and graphics for the layout. Transcribing them for us will earn you high marks in our book. If

possible, send the interview on a Word for Windows program 6 or less This is not mandatory, I will retype the interview if necessary.

PHOTOS: I still can believe how fucking hard it is to get photos from you people I see countless guys and gals at shows snapping away Do you

hide them shots under your bed? We always need these things More often than not it holds up printing. Make sure you name is on the backs of

the pictures ALL PHOTOS WILL BE RETURNED AFTER PUBLICATION!! SCENE REPORTS: This is one thing we really don't have a problems

with. The more obscure the local, the better. Tell the world about your scene! Try to include photos and addresses, it really makes the

presentation better. LETTERS: I'm not sure if a letters section will even make it into this issue because of the lack of them. Write! Then again,

most of our readers have lives Oh well ART: O.K. we are looking for people to do the future covers of Hardware WE ARE PICKY! I really felt

bad that I recently turned down an artist not because the art was bad but the subject matter was something we don't feel should be in Hardware

The art should be of a musical nature more or less (no it doesn't have to be of a "Straight-Edge" nature) and must be fucking incredible! Call,

send samples for consideration I think by looking at the past few covers you can get an idea what we are looking for. I want people to walk by

the zine rack in the store and practicalty twist their neck looking at it. I guess that's about it, please call us if interested in ANY of the above!!!!!!

Ad Rates :

5" x 5

$15

7 1/2" % 5

Since there was a lot of labels asking for half-page ads, we are going to now offer them But there's a catch...there

must be at least two different items for sale on them No exceptions! Anyway, call to see when the next issue will be

out or just send your ad and money (cash and money orders preferred, though checks O.K., payable to David

Koenig) and we'll print it. If by some chance an issue is delayed, you can check on it lo update your ad. Below are the prices.

There is no limit to

the amount of ads

you can do per is-

sue. So if you can't

put two items on a

half-page, do two

ads!!

•«

Upcoming:
O.K. basically the proposed "reprint" issue has been canceled. The hard reality is I can't afford to print it Don't

worry, all the material will see the light of day in upcoming issues of Hardware (maybe even this issue) It's more cost

effective this way My other mag, PYRE, still hasn't seen publication, but it will soon. After HW #8 is released, all my attention will be focused

on that until it's done There's a lot of cool shit in it so far, so if you are into horror/sci-fi/comics/etc... Be sure to ask how you can help out!

There has been a big demand for HW shirts. Sadly, we really can't afford to make any (man, we are fucking paupers!!!) right now If there is

anybody out there that runs a t-shirt company and wants to put them out, lets talk and maybe we can work out a deal Hell, I'm sure they would

sell just as good as any of those
uGo vegan!" shirts.

Send Fve rijthiiuj To :

All ads, stuff for Pyre, artwork, records and 'zines for review, letters send to:

David Koenig 120 Coolidge Street 2nd Floor Linden, N.J. 07036-4302

Send records and 'zines for review and whatever else to:

Brett Beach 467 Valley St. Apt. 7D Maplewood, N.J. 07040

If ijoi i nrrd to t nil:

My Phone Number is:

I (908) 862-6069

weekdays 5- 1 p.m.

or weekends.

>
/Yes, thei

I issue" is

Vwith Clai

there are back issues still available, but in limited quantities!!! Hardware #5 "The Nostalgia issue" is $1 .00 ppd. Hardware #6 "The Thrashers Attack"

$1.50 ppd. Hardware #7 "The N.Y.H.C. issue" $2.00 ppd. All three for $4.00!! Extra goodies thrown in! HARDWARE #8 was put together and laid

Claris Works and PageMaker, with some cut and paste A creativity thrown in for good measure. Keep making an effort!!! -Dave K. A Brett B.
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